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1 Resumo do projeto proposto
Nas últimas décadas muitos pesquisadores têm usado do advento da com-

putação para, através de modelagens matemáticas, entender problemas que
não eram tradicionalmente estudados na física. Dentre eles podemos citar a
correlação entre uma população e o seu habitat, ou ainda, como diferentes
tipos de interações afetam a distribuição espacial e a persistência de po-
pulações em um habitat. Essas interações podem ser do tipo cooperativa,
competitiva ou mutualistíca, e podem ser intraespecíficas ou entre diferentes
espécies. Estudos como estes são temas fundamentais no estudo da ecolo-
gia, e vêm sendo abordado por diferentes campos de estudos, como biologia,
matemática e física.

A fim de descrever como evolui a distribuição espacial e temporal de uma
população em um meio, pode-se utilizar um modelo matemático. Tal mo-
delo deve ser capas de predizer comportamentos nesse sistema, incorporando
os elementos principais presentes nesta população, tais como nascimento e
morte, competição por recursos e difusão.

Além disso, o modelo escolhido deve ser tal que seja capaz de descrever
e de fazer predições do que vai acontecer nesses sistemas, da forma mais
sucinta possível, seja por meio de soluções analíticas, numéricas ou ambas.

O projeto tem como objetivo principal estudar a formação de diferentes
tipos de padrões em recifes de corais por meio de modelagem matemática.
Ele pode ser desenvolvido levando-se em consideração que os recifes de co-
rais da mesma espécie podem formar diferentes padrões, dependendo das
condições ambientais, como fluxo de nutrientes e disponibilidade de luz e
água. No decorrer do projeto o tema foi adaptado (devido à oportunidades
de colaborações), e veremos a seguir o que foi estudado.

2 Resultados do projeto
Durante o período de vigência deste relatório, dois principais trabalhos

foram desenvolvidos, que descreveremos nesta seção.
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2.1 O dilema do bem público em populações microbia-
nas sob um fluxo

Este estudo vem sendo desenvolvido desde o início do projeto e se encontra
em fase final de escrita. Todos os resultados já foram obtidos e apresentados
em congressos, como serão listados adiante.

Colaboração:

• Enrico Ser-Giacomi (Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences, MIT, USA);

• Ricardo Martinez-Garcia (IFT-UNESP / ICTP-SAIFR, Brazil / CA-
SUS - HZDR Görlitz, Germany).

Motivação:

Bens públicos (PG - Public good) são moléculas produzidas por certos
micróbios, que são liberadas no meio ambiente e fornecem um benefício re-
produtivo não apenas para os próprios produtores, mas também para outros
indivíduos (caronas). Um exemplo de PGs são as enzimas digestivas secre-
tadas por certas bactérias para quebrar polímeros complexos em fontes de
carbono mais simples que podem ser importadas e catabolizadas mais facil-
mente pelas células.

Os ambientes aquosos fornecem um contexto ambiental muito interessante
para estudar a produção de PG, pois o fluxo externo propaga microrganismos
e as substâncias que eles liberam, e pode gerar dinâmicas muito complexas e
inexploradas. O objetivo é entender quais são os mecanismos que tornam a
cooperação estável evolutivamente e que explicam por que alguns indivíduos
investem parte de sua aptidão individual para fornecer benefícios de aptidão
ao coletivo (conhecido como dilema do bem público).

Resumo:

Visto que muitos habitats microbianos estão presentes em ambientes
aquosos sujeitos a correntes de fluxos existentes no meio em que estão in-
seridos (rios, lagos, intestinos, pulmões, cavidade nasal...), estudamos como
diferentes tipos de fluxos afetam a sobrevivência e coexistência entre diferen-
tes tipos de fenótipos na população microbiana.
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Para tal consideramos uma população bacteriana composta de células pro-
dutoras de PG e não produtoras em um biofilme (imerso em um meio aquoso)
que modelamos usando um processo estocástico de nascimento-morte. Tal
população, fixa em uma superfície, é modelada por um processo de nascimento-
morte em uma rede regular. Os bens públicos em nosso modelo são liberados
em nós da rede ocupados por células produtoras. Por serem moléculas muito
menores que o tamanho das células, estão sujeitas à advecção devido ao
fluido, além do processo de difusão e, portanto, modelamos o transporte das
moléculas (PGs) em todo o sistema por uma equação de reação-advecção-
difusão.

Analisamos este modelo para diferentes fluxos a fim de investigar se, e
como, a interação entre os fluxos ambientais e os parâmetros fisiológicos
poderia tornar a produção de bem público evolutivamente estável. Nossos
resultados mostram que os fluxos podem remodelar a distribuição espacial
dos bens públicos e fazer com que os produtores de PG e não produtores
coexistam em condições nas quais o transporte unicamente difusivo resultaria
na extinção das células produtoras. Observamos também que fluxos de baixa
velocidade são mais importantes para sobrevivência de células produtoras de
que a caoticidade do fluxo.

2.2 O efeito de locais preferenciais na persistência e es-
palhamento de uma população

Este estudo foi realizado durante o ano de 2022 e se encontra em fase
final de revisão de escrita para ser submetido, ver Seção 5.

Colaborações:

• Pablo de Castro (IFT-UNESP / ICTP-SAIFR);

• William F. Fagan (Department of Biology, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD, USA);

• Justin M. Calabrese (Center for Advanced Systems Understanding (CA-
SUS), Görlitz, Germany);

• Ricardo Martinez-Garcia (IFT-UNESP / ICTP-SAIFR, Brazil / CA-
SUS - HZDR Görlitz, Germany).
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Motivação:

O tamanho crítico de um habitat que causa a extinção de uma população
é um problema central na ecologia, além de como uma população biológica
se espalha no espaço.

Assumindo modelos simples de difusão browniana para os indivíduos, bem
como uma matriz ambiental mortal, completamente inviável, em torno do
habitat, a dispersão e a persistência da população são bem compreendidas no
nível teórico. No entanto, avanços em dispositivos de rastreamento e métodos
estatísticos nos permitem entender melhor como os animais se movem. Em
particular, foi demonstrado usando dados de rastreamento por GPS, que os
animais usam o espaço de maneira não uniforme.

A razão pela qual os animais podem apresentar esse tipo de comporta-
mento tem a ver com a existência de centros atrativos localizados em locais
com propriedades ou recursos especiais (incluindo lagoas, ninhos e abrigos),
que geralmente assumem uma posição fixa no tempo.

Resumo:

Uma questão central em ecologia é como os parâmetros de uma popula-
ção, tanto demográficos quanto de movimentos, determinam sua distribuição
espacial e temporal, bem como o tamanho crítico do habitat que pode sus-
tentar essa população. No entanto, a maioria dos estudos simplifica demais
as suposições sobre o comportamento do movimento individual, o que pode
resultar em previsões imprecisas.

Estudamos a persistência e espalhamento de uma população de indivíduos
que experimentam uma atração efetiva para um local preferido no espaço.
Usando modelos explícitos de crescimento-dispersão com termos advectivos e
mostramos como as populações biológicas podem se ajustar à destruição do
habitat dependendo de quão longe do local preferido o habitat é destruído.

Também incorporamos uma resposta de fuga da matriz ativando a atração
em direção às bordas do habitat, para indivíduos localizados em um ambiente
hostil ao redor do habitat. Em particular, nossos resultados mostram que
aumentar as forças de atração nem sempre é benéfico. Quando o centro de
atração está localizado perto das bordas do habitat, os animais podem passar
muito tempo expostos a taxas de mortalidade mais altas, o que diminui a
população total.

Além disso, para forças intermediárias de resposta de fuga da matriz
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hostil, a morte por competição dentro do habitat pode conquistar o benefício
individual de escapar mais cedo da matriz, levando a menores populações
em geral. Nossos resultados constituem um primeiro passo importante para
uma compreensão mais realista dos efeitos de localização preferencial no nível
populacional.

3 Participação em eventos científicos

3.1 Conferências internacionais
1. Conference on Complex Systems (CCS2022), (October 17-21, 2022),

Palma de Mallorca, Spain. Ver trabalho apresentado na Seção 4.1.
Oral presentation: Public good dilemma for a microbial population
under the flow.
Poster presentation: Critical patch size reduction by heterogeneous
diffusion.

2. Models in Population Dynamics, Ecology and Evolution (MPDEE),
(June 13-17, 2022), Turin, Italy. . Ver trabalho apresentado na Se-
ção 4.2.
Oral presentation: Public good dilemma for a microbial population
under the flow.

3.2 Conferências nacionais
Encontro de Outono da Sociedade Brasileira de Física (EOSBF) 2022,

São Paulo, Brazil.
Oral presentation: Public good dilemma for a microbial population under
the flow.

3.3 Mesa redonda
Escola de Verão ICTP-SAIFR para Jovens Físicos (22 a 29 de janeiro,

2022).
Tema: Carreira científica.
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3.4 Bancas de trabalhos de conclusão
Anteneodo, C.; Dornelas, V.; Martinez, A. S.; Oliveira, F. A.; Stariolo,

D.. Participação em banca de Gabriel Gomides Piva. Organização espacial
de uma populações de uma única espécie com interações a distância. 2022.
Tese de doutorado (Doutorado em física) - PUC-Rio.

4 Trabalhos apresentados em conferências

4.1 Critical patch size reduction by heterogeneous dif-
fusion

Este trabalho foi apresentado em painel no evento científico Conference
on Complex Systems ocorrido de 17/10/2022 a 21/10/2022 em Palma de
Mallorca, Espanha.
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Critical patch size reduction by heterogeneous diffusion

M. A. F. dos Santos1, Vivian Dornelas1,2, E. H. Colombo3,4, and C. Anteneodo1,5

1 Department of Physics, PUC-Rio, Rua Marquês de São Vicente 225, 22451-900, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
2 ICTP-SAIFR & IFT-UNESP, Rua Dr. Bento Teobaldo Ferraz 271, 01140-070, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
3 Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

4 Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, USA
5 Institute of Science and Technology for Complex Systems, Brazil

Population survival depends on a large set of factors and
on how they are distributed in space. Due to landscape het-
erogeneity, species can occupy particular regions that pro-
vide the ideal scenario for development, working as a refuge
from harmful environmental conditions. Typically, there is
a minimum size of the patch, Lc, that separates the extinc-
tion and survival regimes, which depends on the details of
the environment and population dynamics. Survival occurs
if population growth overcomes the losses caused by adven-
turous individuals that cross the patch edge.

Fig. 1. Different space-dependent diffusion coefficient pro-
files in a patch of size L. The gray region represents an
non-viable region for the population.

In this work, we consider a single species that grows and
moves in a bounded domain, with diffusivity that varies in
space (see Fig. 1 for an example).

We show analytically, within the Stratonovich framework,
that heterogeneous diffusion reduces the minimal patch size
for population survival when contrasted with the homoge-
neous case with the same average diffusivity, favoring the
survival. Furthermore, this result is robust regardless of the
particular choice of the diffusion coefficient profile.

We also discuss how this picture changes beyond the
Stratonovich framework. Particularly, the Itô case, which
is nonanticipative, can promote the opposite effect, while
Hänggi-Klimontovich interpretation reinforces the reduc-
tion effect. That is, the more anticipative is the noise, the
stronger is the reduction.

[1] M. A. F. dos Santos, V. Dornelas, E. H. Colombo, and C. An-
teneodo, PHYSICAL REVIEW E, v. 102, p. 042139, (2020).



Ongoing Project*: 
The effect of preferred locations in critical patch size

*Joint work with Ricardo Martínez-García and Pablo de Castro 
(ICTP-SAIFR & IFT-UNESP) 
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M. A. F. dos Santos1, V. Dornelas1,2, E. H. Colombo3,4 and C. Anteneodo1,5

1 Department of Physics, PUC-Rio, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil   2 ICTP-SAIFR & IFT-UNESP, São Paulo, Brazil    3 Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, USA
4 Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, USA    5 Institute of Science and Technology for Complex Systems, Brazil

The critical habitat size problem Model for a space-dependent diffusion 
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Survival occurs if population growth overcomes the losses caused by 
adventurous individuals that cross the patch edge.

Considering that each individual performs a random walk, in the 
Stratonovich formalism the individual moviment is described by:

where     is a Gaussian white noise.

In terms of the population density           , and by considering birth/
death process:

Rectangular profile: Sinusoidal profile:

To compare these results with the homogeneous diffusion scenario, we are using     as the average value of diffusion coefficient inside the patch, 
and     for its critical habitat size.

M. A. F. dos Santos, V. Dornelas, E. H. 
Colombo, and C. Anteneodo, PHYSICAL 
REVIEW E, v. 102, p. 042139, (2020).

Conclusions

Spatial distribution of population density in a     size patch:

Critical patch size reduction by heterogeneous diffusion

Population survival depends on a large set of factors and on how they are distributed in space. Due to landscape heterogeneity, species can occupy 
particular regions that provide the ideal scenario for development, e.g. working as a refuge from harmful environmental conditions.  In this work, we 
consider a single species that grows and moves in a bounded domain, with diffusivity that varies in space. We show analytically, within the 
Stratonovich framework, that heterogeneous diffusion reduces the minimal patch size for population survival when contrasted with the homogeneous 
case with the same average diffusivity, favoring the survival. Furthermore, this result is robust regardless of the particular choice of the diffusion 
coefficient profile.                                                                                                                         

 Space-dependent diffusion, as defined by 
Stratonovich interpretation, typically favor survival 
in the population dynamics, by reducing the 
critical habitat size in comparison to the average 
level.  

    By  considering  an  attraction  to  a  preferred 
location into individual movement behavior, its 
possible to understand how biological populations 
may adjust to habitat destruction depending on 
how far from the preferred location the habitat is 
destroyed.   



4.2 Public good dilemma for a microbial population un-
der the flow

Este trabalho foi apresentado oralmente no evento científico Models in Po-
pulation Dynamics, Ecology and Evolution ocorrido de 13/06/2022 a 17/06/2022
em Turim, Itália.
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V. Dornelasa,b CT

Public good dilemma for a microbial
population under the flow

joint work with R. Mart́ınez-Garćıaa,b,

a ICTP - South American Institute for Fundamental Research
b Institute of Theoretical Physics - UNESP

Public goods (PG) are molecules produced by certain microbes that are
released into the environment and provide a reproductive benefit for the
producers themselves and for other individuals that do not incur in any
production cost (free-riders). This poses an interesting evolutionary dilemma:
what are the mechanisms that make cooperation evolutionary stable and
explain why some individuals invest part of their individual fitness to provide
fitness benefits to the collective?

In this work, we analyze whether environmental flows, which are present
in many microbial habitats (rivers, lakes, intestines, lungs, nasal cavity... ),
provide a solution to this dilemma.

For that purpose, we consider a bacterial population made of PG pro-
ducers and free-riders in a biofilm stage, which we model using a stochastic
birth-death process in a lattice. Public goods in our model are released at
lattice nodes occupied by producer cells and free to float in the fluid flow.
Hence, we couple the birth-death process to a reaction-advection-diffusion
for the transport of public goods throughout the system.

We analyze this model for different flows to investigate whether and how
the interaction between the environmental flows and the physiological pa-
rameters could turn public-good production evolutionarily stable. Our re-
sults show that flows may reshape the spatial distribution of public goods
and make PG producers and free-riders coexist in condition in which diffusive
transport results in the extinction of PG producers.

viviandnunes@gmail.com
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Public good dilemma for a microbial 
population under the flow 

Vivian Dornelas

Institute of Theoretical Physics -UNESP

 ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research (ICTP-SAIFR) 

1

joint work with Ricardo Martínez-García

MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas

Public good: Compounds that provide a benefit to cells in the vicinity 
of the producer.

Public good

Public good dilemma

Tragedy of the commons: When non-producers quickly deplete the 
available resource, increasing their birth rate and therefore dominating 
the environment and consequently losing the benefit that producer 
cells could provide.

2MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 2

A stochastic birth/death process in which individuals are embedded in 
the nodes of a regular lattice combined with a transport equation for 
PG concentration.

The model

βP( ⃗xi) = β0[1 + C( ⃗xi , t)] − k

βNP( ⃗xi) = β0[1 + C( ⃗xi , t)]

Death rate: γ

Birth rate:

Birth/death stochastic dynamics

Allen, B., Gore, J., & Nowak, M. A. (2013). Elife, 2, e01169.

3MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 3

The model

Public-good concentration dynamics 

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C

∂C
∂t

= αδ(xi − xi,P) − λC + ⃗v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + D∇2C

DaI = reaction rate
advective mass transport rate

= β0L
U

DaII = reaction rate
diffusive mass transport rate

= β0L2

D

particles go through many generations before being dispersed 
by the fluid.

Da ≫ 1

Da ≪ 1 flow time scales is much faster than biological timescales.

4MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 4



Results ∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C

The simplest case
No flow or diffusion γ = 0.01

α = 1

L = 100

Parameters
Birth:

Death:

PG 
production:

PG decay:

Network:

λ = 1

ℓ = 1

β0 = 0.03

       There is no coexistence 
in the steady state.


   Analytically solving the 
equation, we can find a 
critical value for the cost of 
producing PG, under which 
only the P-cells survive.


        If α = λ, kc = αβ0
λ .

5MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 5

Results

Dynamics with diffusion
Non-diffusive case

Dynamics with uniform flow

            Increase diffusion               Decrease                   favor NP
kc
Increase velocity flow            Decrease                   favor NPkc

Without flow

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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Theoretical

Producers 
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Non-producers 
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Non-producers 
dominate

Producers 
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kc = αβ0
λ [1 − e− λDaI

β0L ]

Results

Dynamics with parabolic flow
Non-diffusive case

There is coexistence in the steady state.


Population divided by niches.

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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DaI(y) = DaIL2

6y(L − y) ̂x

DaI(y) = DaI

0
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DaI
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DaI = 10−0.07

DaI ≈ 100.27
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Results

Dynamics with parabolic flow
Non-diffusive case

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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Results

Dynamics in a time-periodic flow
Non-diffusive case

Da−1
I (x, y) = Da−1

I cos(2πy/L) ̂x, for nT ≤ t < nT + T/2

Da−1
I (x, y) = Da−1

I cos(2πx /L) ̂y, for nT + T/2 ≤ t < (n + 1)T

μ = T
DaIL

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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Results
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Dynamics in a time-periodic flow
Non-diffusive case

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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Results

Dynamics in a Rankine vortex
Non-diffusive case

R

Da−1
I (r) =

Γ r
2πR2

̂θ, r ≤ R

Γ
2πr

̂θ, r > R

A vortex with radius R and a rotation rate    .Γ

∂C
∂t

= α
β0

δ(xi − xi,P) − λ
β0

C + Da−1
I ̂v ⋅ ⃗∇ C + Da−1

II ∇2C
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A large amount of microbial populations are 
subjected to flow effects in a real environment.


What is the mechanism behind this?


Low mixing regions favor survival of P cells.


Flows may enable coexistence of public-good 
producers and non-producers via spatial niche 
partitioning.


The stirring velocity is more important than the 
way it is mixed for survival of the Producer cells.

Conclusions



13MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 13

Allen, B., Gore, J., & Nowak, M. A. (2013). Elife, 2, 
e01169.

Introducing a cell mutation.


Introducing PG consumption.


Exploring another topology:

Perspectives

14MPDEE 2022Vivian Dornelas 14
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5 Plano de gestão de dados
Nenhum trabalho ou código foi publicado este ano. Os trabalhos que

serão submetidos constarão nas seções seguintes.

6 Lista de trabalhos em preparação
O trabalho descrito na Seção 2.1 está em preparação. Aqui segue alguns

resultados.
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Ecological public good dynamics under environmental flows1

Vivian Dornelas1, Enrico Ser-Giacomi2, and Ricardo Martinez-Garcia1
2

1ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research & Instituto de Física Teórica,3

Universidade Estadual Paulista – UNESP, Rua Dr. Bento Teobaldo Ferraz 271, Bloco 2 –4

Barra Funda, 01140-070 São Paulo, Brazil5

2Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of6

Technology, 54-1514 MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.7

December 15, 20228

Introduction9

For several years, microbes were studied as unicellular, solitary organisms that live independently10

from each other. However, they very often coordinate their behavior collectively to perform several11

tasks, such as foraging, dispersal, reproduction, or nutrient acquisition West et al. (2007); Tarnita12

(2017); Crespi (2001). Owing to these varieties of examples, their lab manageability, their fast13

evolution, and the various possibilities of molecular and genetical manipulations, microbes have14

become a recurrent model to investigate social behaviors experimentally, and the inspiration of many15

theoretical models. Microbial social behaviors comprise a wide variety of ecological interactions,16

all coordinated and executed by the exchange of substances with the extracellular medium termed17

exoproducts.18

From an evolutionary perspective, however, cooperative interactions are particularly interesting19

because some individuals assume a fitness cost to generate a benefit that is shared with other20

individuals in the population. A paradigmatic example of cooperation in the microbial world is21

1



the synthesis of public goods (PG), exoproducts that are costly to produce and provide a benefit22

to cells in the vicinity of the producer, regardless of whether they contribute to its production or23

not. Examples of PGs are digestive enzymes secreted by certain bacteria in order to break complex24

polymers into simpler sources of carbon that can be more easily imported and catabolized Drescher25

et al. (2014).26

In a well-mixed population formed by PG producers and non-producers, every cell interacts27

with each other with the same probability and PGs are equally available for all individuals. In this28

scenario, non-producers have a growing advantage over producers because they share the benefit29

of the PG without incurring any production cost. Natural selection thus favors the proliferation of30

non-producers in the population until they outcompete and eliminate producers. This phenomenon,31

known as the tragedy of the commons, predicts that cooperation is evolutionary unstable Hardin32

(1968), in contradiction with the vast number of instances of cooperative behaviors observed in33

nature Tarnita (2017); Crespi (2001); Nadell et al. (2016), and raises one of the key questions in34

evolutionary biology: what are the mechanisms that make cooperation evolutionary stable and thus35

explicate that some individuals invest part of their individual fitness to provide fitness benefits to36

the collective?37

Several mechanisms have been proposed to resolve this question (reviews can be found in West38

et al. (2007); Tarnita (2017); Nadell et al. (2016); Nowak (2006); Oliveira et al. (2015)): the in-39

crease in population size due to PGs makes the system more robust against extinctions induced40

by demographic fluctuations, the existence of individuals that transiently do not participate in the41

cooperative behavior but can recover cooperation after it collapses, the partial privatization of the42

benefits of cooperation by cooperators, or, in contrast with mutualism or antagonism, any form of43

assortment that makes cooperators more likely to interact with conspecific cooperators. However,44

investigations on these mechanisms too often focus on a detailed description of the interactions45

between individuals and simplify the ecological context in which those interactions occur. This46

approach has resulted in many game-theoretic models that incorporate all the ecological ingredients47

in the costs and benefits of the cooperative action. In many cases, however, this level of detail is48

insufficient and an explicit description of the ecological variables is required. For instance, envi-49

2



ronmental processes drive the spatial distribution of cell secretions, including PGs, and determine50

which individuals in the population can access them. Understanding the feedback between envi-51

ronmental and population dynamics is thus crucial to unmask the processes that deem cooperation52

evolutionary stable in real microbial ecosystems.53

This point has been explicitly addressed by a handful of recent theoretical studies that have54

extended existing game-theoretic approaches to incorporate the spatiotemporal dynamics of the PG55

explicitly Nadell et al. (2010); Gerlee and Altrock (2019); Allen et al. (2013); Uppal and Vural (2018);56

Borenstein et al. (2013). Most of these studies consider that the environment is homogeneous and57

the spreading of the PG is driven by concentration gradients (Fig 1a). These assumptions lead to58

the so-called diffusible public goods models, in which the spatial dynamics of the PG are described59

by a finite diffusion coefficient that concentrates PGs in the near vicinity of producers. Due to60

this limited spreading, the utilization rates and exploitation benefits at which PG production is61

evolutionary stable are smaller for diffusible public goods than in the well-mixed limit, represented62

by an infinite PG diffusion Nadell et al. (2010); Borenstein et al. (2013). Importantly, diffusible63

public goods frameworks do not allow for the long-term coexistence between PG producers and64

non-producers predicted by game-theoretic approaches Gerlee and Altrock (2019); Borenstein et al.65

(2013). Finally, for very high population densities, these results depend on cell morphology and are66

hence species-specific Allen et al. (2013).67

Microbial communities, however, are very often found in aqueous habitats where they can de-68

velop either in sessile or planktonic forms. In these environments, external flows propagate both the69

microorganisms and the substances that they release in forms that are more complex than diffusion70

(Fig. 1b) Nadell et al. (2017); Thomen et al. (2017); Martínez-García et al. (2018); Wheeler et al.71

(2019). Despite empirical evidence indicating the importance that they may have for stabilizing PG72

production Drescher et al. (2014), environmental flows have been barely considered in theoretical73

models Uppal and Vural (2018); Martínez-García et al. (2018). Thus, we are only starting to un-74

derstand the feedback between fluid dynamics and the evolutionary trajectory of microbial sociality75

for a limited range of flows. Uniform flows (Fig. 1b) do not have any effect on the evolutionary76

stability of PG secretion when compared to the diffusive case, because they can be subsumed in77
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a mere change in reference frame Uppal and Vural (2018). If gradients of velocity exist, however,78

they generate shear forces (Fig. 1b) that increase group fragmentation rates thereby limiting the79

invasion of non-cooperative strains and favoring the evolution of cooperative behaviors Uppal and80

Vural (2018). Importantly, the effect of the most complex scenarios, represented by the chaotic81

mixing characteristic of turbulent flows, has been completely ignored by previous studies.82

Materials and methods83

We study the effect of increasingly complex patterns of stirring, caused by different environmental84

flows, on the competition between two cell phenotypes for surface colonization. We consider that85

cells are highly adhesive and thus do not travel with the flow. Both cell phenotypes are identical in86

any trait except in their ability to produce a non-consumable public good molecule that increases87

the division rate of those cells that have access to it, regardless of whether they contribute to88

their production or not. The public good is produced by producer cells and thus released to the89

external environment at the location of producer cells. Once in the extracellular environment, it is90

transported both by external flow and molecular diffusion.91

Birth-death dynamics. We model the population of cells using a cellular automaton in which cells92

reside in the nodes of a N ×N regular square lattice of lateral length L and mesh size !. Therefore,93

the location of each cell is given by a two-dimensional vector rij = (x, y) where x = i ! and y = j !94

with i, j ∈ (0, . . . N) and N! = L. Square lattices are an accurate representation of the spatial95

structure of rod-shaped bacteria (Allen et al., 2013).96

The surface colonization process is modelled by an on-lattice death-birth stochastic process in97

which cells die at a constant rate γ regardless of their phenotype and divide at a phenotype-specific98

rate that depends linearly on public-good local concentration, with birth-rate99

βNP (rij , t) = β0[1 + C(rij , t)], (1)

βP (rij , t) = β0[1 + C(rij , t)]− k. (2)
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The subscripts NP and P in Eqs. (1)-(2) account for non-producer and producer respectively, β0 is100

the baseline cell division rate, C(rij) is the public-good concentration at lattice node i, j, and k is101

the metabolic cost associated to public-good production.102

Public good dynamics. Because public-good molecules are often orders of magnitude smaller than103

producer cells, we describe the spatiotemporal distribution of public good in terms of a continuous104

concentration field C that evolves following a reaction-advection-diffusion equation,105

∂C(r, t)

∂t
+ v · %∇C(r, t) = α

∑

l∈P

δ(r − rl) − λC(r, t) + D∇2C(r, t), (3)

where δ is the Dirac delta function, rk gives the coordinate of every producer cell, α is the public-106

good production rate, λ is the PG decay rate, D is the diffusion coefficient, and v = U v̂ is a107

two-dimensional velocity field of an incompressible flow. Eq. (3) can be nondimensionalized by108

the transformations t̃ = β0 t, x̃ = x/L. Hence, after removing the tildes from the notation, the109

nondimensional transport equation is110

∂C(r, t)

∂t
+

1

Da
v̂ · %∇C(r, t) =

α

β0

∑

l∈P

δ(r − rl) − λ

β0
C(r, t) + (Pe Da)−1∇2C(r, t), (4)

where Da = β0L/U is the Damköhler number, a dimensionless number that characterizes the111

ratio between the biological and the advective timescales. In the limits, Da % 1 and Da & 1,112

the biological dynamics are much faster, respectively slower, than stirring. Pe = LU/D is the113

dimensionless Péclet number, that measures the ratio between the strength of the advective and114

the diffusive transport. The product (Pe Da) is often referred in the literature as the diffusive or115

second Damköhler number, DaII. We will consider the limit Pe → ∞ in which advective transport116

dominates over diffusion and thus neglect the last term in Eq. (4). See the supplementary material117

for a detailed description of how we implemented the model coupling the individual-based model118

for cell demography and the transport equation for public-good concentration.119
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Results120

Unidirectional flow121

We first consider that producer and non-producer cells are subjected to the effect of a uniform122

flow of the form v = U êx. As expected from previous studies considering diffusive public goods,123

our numerical results show that there is always competitive exclusion and that the identity of the124

dominant phenotype is determined by PG production cost k and the Damköhler number. The125

higher Da, the more PG are utilized by producer cells, which allows for producer dominance at126

higher PG production costs.127

To better understand how the different parameters define this transition between producer and128

non-producer dominance, we solve the PG transport equation, Eq. (4) in a simplified one-dimensional129

scenario with one producer cell at x = 0 and a non-producer one at x = !. For this configuration,130

we obtain a stationary PG concentration profile131

C(x) =
α

λ
exp

(
−λDa

β0
x

)
. (5)

For this concentration profile, we can approximate the maximum PG production cost that leads to132

producer dominance kc as the value of k at which βP(0) = βNP(!). From Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain133

134

kc =
αβ0
λ

[
1− exp

(
−λ !Da

β0

)]
, (6)

which deviates slightly from numerical results only for a narrow range of intermediate values of the135

Damköhler number (see the white line in Fig. 1).136

By observing Fig. 1, we can conclude that the increase in flow velocity favours NP-cells for the137

same intrinsic characteristics of the population since they can access the good without paying the138

cost. Therefore, we can infer that if the population are immersed in a unidirectional flow in which139

velocity is varying with the "height", it can lead to a spatial distribution of cells separated by140

niches, where velocity defines which type of phenotype will dominate each region. Examples of this141

kind of flow are often observed in nature, such as the parabolic flow, the Couette flow, and the142
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Figure 1: Dominant population under constant velocity flow: there is no coexistence between
different phenotypes in the steady state. The white curve represents the theoretical prediction given
by Eq. 6. Data: α = λ = 1, β0 = 0.03, and γ = 0.01.

Hagen-Poiseuille flow, in which velocity is given by v = v(y) êx, or even the Rankine vortex, where143

v = v(r) êθ.144

In Fig. 2 we are showing the spatial distribution of the population for two paradigmatic examples,145

the parabolic given by v(y) = 6Uy(L − y)/L2, which mean velocity is U for y ∈ [0, L], and the146

Rankine vortex with radius R and a rotation rate Γ, given by v(r) = Γr/(2πR2) inside the radius,147

and v(r) = Γ/(2πr) outside.148

Figure 2: Spatial distribution of population divided by niches: (a) Parabolic flow and (b)
Rankine vortex. Green lines represent the critical velocity for change in dominance. The black line
in (b) shows the radius R.

Following these observations, we can predict the fraction of the environment that will be popu-149

lated by P-cells by a direct relation to the fraction of the population under flow whose velocity is150
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below the critical one. Then, in Fig. 3, we can compare both theoretical prediction, by Eq. 6, and151

numerical simulation for the population living under a parabolic flow. The white lines are delimiting152

the coexistence zone from a theoretical perspective.153
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Figure 3: Parabolic flow: (a) Numerical simulation. (b) Theoretical predictions.
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A central question in ecology is how the demographic and movement parameters of a population9

determine its spatial spread and the critical habitat size that can sustain it. Yet, most studies make10

oversimplifying assumptions about individual movement behavior, which may result in inaccurate11

predictions. Here, we study the persistence and spread of a population of individuals which expe-12

rience an effective attraction towards a preferred location in space. Using explicit growth-dispersal13

models with advective terms, we show how biological populations may adjust to habitat destruction14

depending on how far from the preferred location the habitat is destroyed. We also incorporate a15

matrix escape response by turning on attraction towards habitat edges for individuals located in the16

harsh environmental matrix surrounding the habitat. In particular, our results show that increas-17

ing attraction strengths may not always be beneficial. When the attraction center is located near18

habitat edges, animals may spend too much time exposed to higher death rates, which decreases19

the total population. Also, for intermediate matrix escape response strengths, death by competition20

inside the habitat may win over the individual benefit of escaping away sooner from the matrix,21

leading to overall smaller populations. Our results constitute an important first step towards a more22

realistic understanding of preferred-location effects at the population level.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

The critical size of a patch or habitat that makes a population go extinct is a central problem in25

ecology. Habitat sizes are closely connected with population persistence, species interactions, and habitat26

fragmentation [1]. For habitat sizes larger than the critical habitat size, a related problem is how a27

biological population spreads in space. Assuming simple Brownian diffusion models of spatial dispersal28

for the individuals, as well as a completely non-viable deadly environmental matrix surrounding the29

habitat, population spread and persistence are well understood at the theoretical level [2].30

∗ These two authors contributed equally.
† ricardom@ictp-saifr.org
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However, advances in tracking devices and statistical methods enable us to better understand how31

animals move. In particular, the above model overlooks the fact that many species do not spread in32

space in a purely diffusive manner; rather, they are subject to range residency or somewhat similar33

preferred-location effects [3]. It has been shown using GPS-tracking data that these animals use space34

non-uniformly, occupying ranges substantially smaller than the population range [4]. The reason why35

animals may exhibit this kind of behavior has to do with the existence of attractive centers located at36

places with special properties or resources (including ponds, nests, and shelter), which usually assume a37

fixed position in time.38

A successful way to model preferred-location effects is by introducing an “advection” or “attraction”39

contribution into a growth-dispersal diffusion-like model. This new term originates from an attractive40

spring-like force towards a preferred location [3, 5]. This generates a kind of motion equation called41

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model, where the animal velocity is a combination of random noise and a42

restoration contribution that increases linearly with the distance to a preferred location. The OU model43

has been shown to be more accurate for animal movement at long time scales than pure Brownian motion44

[3]. Yet, theoretical development incorporating the long-term consequences of preferred location at the45

population and community level are rare [4, 5].46

In this paper, we provide the first study quantifying how preferred-location attraction may impact47

critical habitat size as well as how the different individual-level movement parameters and different48

spatial patterns of habitat destruction may affect population persistence in heterogeneous landscapes.49

Importantly, such comparison is possible because, in the infinite habitat size case, OU movement leads to50

a stationary spatial distributions of population density with finite variance around a well-defined mean.51

In essence, we extend the definition of critical habitat size to account for the spatial location of the52

habitat edges relative to key resources in the environment that determine the area of occurrence of a53

given species. In our model, besides assuming that individual movement can be described with an OU54

movement term towards a preferred location (a point in space), we consider that individuals change55

their movement behavior once located in the harsh matrix by turning on an additional OU movement56

term that corresponds to a matrix escape response towards habitat edges. Also, we assume a logistic57

population growth and a harsh matrix in which individuals die after a characteristic time rather than58

instantaneously. We incorporate all these ingredients in a partial differential equation for the population59

density, which we analyze in a one-dimensional finite domain. These ingredient allows us to incorporate60

two additional layers of complexity and study how the total size and spatial pattern of a population61

respond to habitat destruction depending on how far from the preferred location the habitat is destroyed.62

Such questions have not been explored before and are the main focus of our analysis.63

This paper is organized as follows. Section II defines our mathematical model and approach. Section64
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III brings our analytical and numerical results. In Section IV we present our conclusions.65

II. MODEL66

We consider a population where each individual moves following a one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck67

(OU) model [5] equipped with, in principle, two attractive terms: (i) towards a preferred location and68

(ii), if the animal is outside the patch, towards the closer edge of the patch. That is, the habitat itself69

is a preferred region, existing besides the preferred point-like location. The corresponding equation of70

motion for the position x at time t is71

ẋ(t) = −τ−1 [x(t) − λ] − gM(x) [x(t) − λE(x)] +
√

2Dξ(t), (1)72

where ξ(t) is a zero-mean white noise with variance unity, D is the diffusion coefficient, τ−1 is the73

preferred-location attraction rate, with dimensions of inverse time, gM(x) is the matrix escape response74

strength, or edge attraction rate, which is turned on only for x in the matrix, and λE(x) is the location75

of the corresponding habitat edge (left or right, depending on x). For simplicity, and without loss of76

generality, in the following we set the origin of coordinates at the preferred location, i.e., the position of77

the attraction center is x = λ = 0. We also define x = −LL and x = +LR for the locations of the left and78

right habitat edges, respectively. Thus, λE(x) = −LL for x < −LL and λE(x) = LR for x > LR. Also,79

gM(x) = τ−1
M for x < −LL or x > LR, and zero otherwise, with τ−1

M constant. The total habitat size is80

L = LL + LR.81

We further assume that all individuals within the population have the same preferred location, which82

is a good assumption for non-territorial species and/or scenarios in which the preferred location is deter-83

mined by the presence of key resources.84

For the population dynamics, we assume that the population follows a logistic growth model with net85

reproduction rate r(x) and constant competition parameter γ (see below). To mimic the effects of a harsh86

matrix, we use that r(x) = rin inside the habitat and r(x) = −dout outside, with rin and dout positive87

constants. Logisitic growth coupled to OU movement leads to the following partial differential equation88

for the spatiotemporal dynamics of the population density u(x, t):89

∂u(x, t)
∂t

= r(x)u(x, t) − γu(x, t)2 + D
∂2u(x, t)

∂x2 + τ−1 ∂

∂x
[(x − λ)u(x, t)] + gM(x) ∂

∂x
[(x − λE(x))u(x, t)] .

(2)90

Mathematically, Eq. (2) is an extension of the well-known Fisher-Kolmogorov equation (diffusion and91

logistic population growth) that includes two advection terms to account for the attractions to the92

preferred location and to the habitat.93
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III. RESULTS94

To build intuition progressively, we start by presenting our results for the critical habitat size, spatial95

distribution, and total population in the case where the animal cannot survive in the matrix, i.e., d−1
out = 0,96

considering preferred-location attraction. Then, we turn on d−1
out, first without matrix escape response,97

i.e, τ−1
M = 0, and finally with matrix escape response, i.e., τ−1

M #= 0.98

A. Extremely harsh matrix: d−1
out = 099

For an extremely harsh matrix, i.e., dout → ∞, since the individuals do not change their move-100

ment inside the habitat close to the habitat edges, the boundary conditions are absorbing and read101

u(−LL, t) = u(LR, t) = 0. In this case, it does not make a difference to have or not a matrix escape rate102

since individuals die there instantaneously. Because we are interested in determining the habitat config-103

urations (LL, LR) that lead to the long-term extinction of the population, we perform a linear stability104

analysis of the solution u(x, t → ∞) ≡ us(x) = 0. By doing so, we can calculate the critical total habitat105

size Lc of the population. In what follows, we prefer to choose LL and obtain the critical right-hand106

side habitat size LR,c, without loss of generality. To that end, we neglect the quadratic term in the107

logistic growth and take the t → ∞ limit in Eq. (2), which means setting ∂tu(x, t) = 0. In this limit,108

Eq. (2) becomes an ordinary differential equation with solution us(x) of the following form (shown here109

for completeness only):110

us(x) = exp
(

− x2

2τD

) [
aHrτ

(
x√
2Dτ

)
+ b 1F1

(
−rτ

2 ; 1
2 ; x2

2Dτ

)]
, (3)111

where a and b are constants to be determined by boundary conditions, Hn is the Hermite polynomial of112

order n, such that H0(x) = 1, H1(x) = 2x, . . . , and 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function of the113

first kind [6]. Imposing the boundary conditions to Eq. (3), one obtains a system of two equations for114

a and b. Because we do not know the value of us(x) elsewhere other than at the edges, the equations115

for a and b can only be used to find out the shape of us(x) and therefore the stability of the us(x) = 0116

solution. This is done by noticing that, in order for this system of equations to have non-trivial solutions117

different than a = b = 0, its determinant has to be zero, with a and b being the variables. With this118

condition for the determinant and assuming that LL is fixed, we obtain a transcendental equation in LR119

that can be solved numerically to obtain the critical right-hand side habitat size LR,c. We compare the120

results from this semi-analytical method with those obtained from the numerical integration of the full121

nonlinear Eq. (2). We use a central Euler method to solve Eq. (2) starting from a random positive initial122

condition for u that obeys the absorbing boundary conditions. This allows LR,c to be easily calculated:123
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by varying LR, the critical value is reached once the steady-state total population size transitions from124

non-zero to zero.125

Before showing our results for the critical habitat sizes and total population, we start understanding the126

the impact of habitat destruction on the spatial spread of our population by looking into the stationary127

profiles of population density us(x). This is done via numerical integration of the full nonlinear Eq. (2)128

for three different combinations of LL and LR that result in population persistence (Fig. 1). That is, we129

consider three habitat spatial configurations such that LL + LR > Lc. We observe that when habitat130

destruction is not symmetric around the preferred location, i.e., LL #= LR, the location of the maximum131

population density xp deviates from the preferred location, resulting in a skewed or asymmetric population132

density distribution. Interestingly, we observe that survival is possible even if the preferred location is133

situated in the matrix (see Fig. 1c), a scenario that could arise if an important resource ended up being134

located in the matrix, e.g., a lake in a deforested region.135

LL > 0 LR > 0

LL > 0 LR > 0

umax

xp

LL > 0 LR < 0

us

0

0.15
a

us

0

0.15
b

us

x

0

0.15

−8 −4 0 4 8

x
=
λ
=

0 c

FIG. 1. Stationary population density distribution us(x) for (a) LR = 7 and LL = 7, (b) LR = 1 and LL = 7,
and (c) LR = −1 and LL = 7, as calculated by numerically integrating Eq. (2). Other parameters: rin = 0.1,
d−1

out = 0, γ = 1, D = 0.1, λ = 0, and τ−1 = 0.05. umax is the maximum population density and xp its location.
Gray regions represent the matrix.136

137

We now explore the LR-LL parameter space for different values of τ−1 (Fig. 2a-c). We can use numerical138

simulations of Eq. (2) to measure the total population fraction lost to deforestation (from L → ∞139

to finite LL and LR). We actually plot the remaining total population fraction η ≡ NT/N∞
T , where140

NT ≡
∫

us(x)dx integrating over the entire range, and similarly for N∞
T , for each parameter combination.141

The critical habitat size obtained via stability analysis from Eq. (3) as described above (solid line in142

Fig. 2a-c) shows an excellent agreement with the full numerical simulations. As expected, the behavior of143
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η is symmetric about the LR = LL diagonal. Moreover, for sufficiently large LR or LL, further increasing144

habitat size does not change the population size because the flux of individuals through the habitat edges145

becomes negligible when these are very far from the population preferred location. This explains why the146

green solid lines in Fig. 2a-c are horizontal and vertical in the limits LL → ∞ and LR → ∞, respectively,147

and why they tend to this asymptotic behavior faster for higher τ−1. Finally, Fig. 2a shows that the148

population can survive even when the preferred location lies within the matrix, as already observed in149

Fig. 1c. That is, the population can survive even when LR and LL have opposite signs (see Fig. 1a).150
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τ−1 = 0.50
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D = 0.50

D = 1.00

FIG. 2. (a)-(c): “Heat” map of total population (divided by the infinite-habitat population) η in the habitat sizes
plane LR versus LL for (a) τ−1 = 0.05, (b) τ−1 = 0.1, and (c) τ−1 = 0.5. Other parameters: rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0,
D = 0.1, and γ = 1. The solid line (green) shows the numerical solution from stability analysis for the critical
habitat sizes line. In (a), the origin is marked to highlight the existence of survivability in a negative LR and LL
region. The gray area is undefined as it would correspond to the “right” border being on the left and vice-versa.
(d) Critical right habitat size LR,c as a function of τ−1 for distinct values of D, as indicated, rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0,
and LL = 100.151

152

The total population fraction lost to deforestation η can be plotted against the remaining fraction of153

habitat above the critical habitat size ε ≡ L/Lc, as shown in Fig. 3 for λ = 0. For τ−1 = 0, one would154

have N∞
T → ∞ and thus η → 0 since the population spreads homogeneously everywhere without borders155

and increases to a finite population size set by γ. By increasing τ−1, the curve η(ε) moves up, indicating156

that a sharper decrease occurs towards extinction as one moves towards the critical habitat size. In other157
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words, close to the critical habitat size, lower-τ−1 centralized populations are more sensitive to the same158

relative habitat loss. In particular, Fig. 3 provides the percentage losses depending on such sensibility159

controlled by τ−1. For instance, for τ−1 = 0.05, even when the habitat size is still twice the critical160

habitat size (ε = 2), the population goes down to about 50% of what it could be without deforestation161

or habitat limitations.162

τ−1
η
=

N
T
/N

∞ T

ε = L/Lc

0.50
0.30
0.10
0.05

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0 1 2 3 4

FIG. 3. Ratio between the total population for L and for L → ∞, η, versus ε ≡ L/Lc for various τ−1 as indicated.
Other parameters: D = 0.1, γ = 1, rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0, and λ = 0.

To further investigate the behavior of the critical habitat size, we calculated the critical location of163

the right habitat edge LR,c in the case where death at the left one is negligible, obtained with LL → ∞.164

We conducted this analysis for several values of τ−1 and D. We identify three different regimes in the165

relationship between LR,c and τ−1 (see Fig. 2d). First, at intermediate values of τ−1, LR,c is positive and166

increases with increasing τ−1 until it peaks at a value of τ−1 that depends on the intensity of the random167

component of movement, D. In this regime, individuals need a larger area to ensure population survival168

even if they would exhibit smaller home ranges in infinite habitats (higher values of τ−1 result in narrower169

distributions). This is due to the fact that the preferred location is located close to the habitat edges and,170

therefore, individuals need to spend more time away from it to minimize death risk and ensure population171

persistence. Then, for large values of τ−1, LR,c decreases with increasing τ−1 because preferred-location172

attraction dominates individual movement; in this case, individual area requirements are small and the173

population is confined within a “safe”, small region around the preferred location. Finally, at low values174

of τ−1 such that τ−1 < rin, one has that LR,c is negative, which means that the population can persist175

even if its preferred location is in the matrix. In this low-τ−1 regime, decreasing τ−1 (or increasing176

diffusion) leads to LR,c becoming more negative (i.e., the preferred location can be located further inside177

the matrix) because individuals are more spread around the preferred location, including towards the178

infinite side, and thus less individuals die crossing the edge attracted to the preferred location.179

Next, we characterize the impact of different patterns of habitat destruction, represented by the loca-180

tions of the habitat edges, on the spatial pattern of population density. As discussed in previous sections,181
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the distance between the spatial coordinate with maximum population density and the preferred location182

is a measure of the asymmetry of us(x) (and also indicates skewness in this case). This distance quanti-183

fies how much the location of the maximum population density deviates from the expected valued in an184

infinite habitat and, because the preferred location is located at the origin of coordinates, this distance is185

equal to the location of the peak, xp. Fig. 4a shows xp as a function of the total habitat size L = LL +LR186

for different levels of symmetry in habitat destruction. To implement asymmetry in habitat destruction187

systematically, we use LL as a control parameter and define LR = α LL. In the limit α = 1, LR = LL188

and habitat destruction is symmetric about the preferred location. As α decreases, habitat destruction189

becomes more asymmetric. We consider α = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. In the highest asymmetry case,190

α = 0.25, xp increases up to a certain value of L and then it has to decrease since, in the infinite habitat191

size limit, the maximum population density coincides with the OU home-range center [5]. For higher α,192

we see a similar behavior but with a progressively lower peak for xp(L). To validate our results, we check193

that, for symmetric habitat destruction, xp = 0 for all values of the habitat size. The spread of us(x),194

i.e., the standard deviation of x, is shown in Fig. 4b, confirming that the closer to a border the narrower195

the spatial distribution becomes.196
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FIG. 4. (a) Peak position as a function of the total habitat size L = LL + LR for LR = 0.25LL (filled red disks),
LR = 0.5LL (empty blue circles), LR = 0.75LL (empty green triangles), and LR = LL (empty purple diamonds).
(b) “Heat” map of the standard deviation of x. Other parameters: rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0, D = 0.1, and τ−1 = 0.05.
197

198

B. Partially harsh matrix with and without matrix escape response: d−1
out %= 0199

Fig. 5 shows the stationary spatial distribution considering that the animal can now still survive for a200

time of the order 1/dout outside the habitat, where dout > 0 is thus the finite death rate in the matrix,201

and without matrix escape response (τ−1
M = 0). Our previous scenario corresponds to dout → ∞. The202

population now persists outside the matrix, which is best observed using a log scale for the us axis, as203
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shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Notice the exponential tail indicated by a straight line when the204

us axis is in log scale. More importantly, the general qualitative behavior of the habitat size problem205

remains unaltered and therefore one can rely on our previous observations for the case with instantaneous206

death in the matrix.207

us
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0.15
a

us
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0.15
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us

x
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0.15
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b
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10-4
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−10 −8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6 8 10

f

FIG. 5. Left: Stationary population density distribution us(x) for the same parameters as in Fig. 1, with (a)
corresponding to Fig. 1a, (c) to Fig. 1b, and (e) to Fig. 1c, but now with a finite negative net reproduction rate
outside the habitat of magnitudes dout = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102, and 103 increasing as indicated in (e).
Right: Same as left side but with the us axis in log scale.208

209

By turning on matrix escape response (τ−1
M #= 0), the spatial distribution enters into the habitat, as210

shown in Fig. 6. In the symmetric case (Fig. 6a), as the individuals accumulate equally on both sides.211

For large enough τ−1
M , the edges act as almost hard walls. Fig. 6 shows an asymmetric case where the212

preferred location is situated in the matrix. Even though the individuals are attracted to the matrix213

due to the preferred location attraction, for large enough matrix escape response, individuals will mostly214

accumulate at the habitat edge, in a highly asymmetric way.215216

Fig. 6 suggests a competition between two effects: the individual (and therefore populational) benefit217

of escaping from the matrix versus death by resource competition inside the habitat as more individuals218

dwell in it due to the matrix escape response. To understand that, we plot the total population (divided219

by the infinite habitat population) η versus τ−1
M . For simplicity, we consider only the symmetric case.220

For sufficiently low dout, a minimum in η versus τ−1
M is observed. This is related to the balance between221

the spatial distribution mass outside versus inside as τ−1
M is changed. In simple terms, by increasing τ−1

M ,222

resource competition inside the habitat increases more than the population gain obtained by individual223

escape since dout is low. By further increasing τ−1
M , the matrix escape response is so high that only a224

small amount of individuals enter (and potentially die in) the matrix and thus this effect now wins over225

the population loss that arises from additional resource competition inside the habitat.226227
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b

FIG. 6. Stationary population density distribution us(x) for L = 2.8, smaller than the Lc of the extremely harsh
matrix symmetric case, τ−1 = 0.05, dout = 10−3, and τ−1

M = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, and 101 increasing as indicated
in the figure. (a) LR = LL = 1.4 and (b) LR = −0.5 and LL = 3.3. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7. Ratio between the total population for L and for L → ∞, η, versus τ−1
M . LR = LL = 1.4 and dout = 10−3,

10−2, 10−1, 100, and 101, with lighter colors corresponding to larger dout.

IV. CONCLUSIONS228

Here we addressed the movement ecology question of how preferred-location effects alter spatial spread229

at the population level. A growth-dispersal model with advective currents is introduced and solved230

to show how the populations adjust to habitat destruction depending on the position of the preferred231

location with respect to habitat edges. A matrix escape response has been incorporated (also as an232

advective/attraction term) and is turned on only for individuals located in the matrix. We have shown233

that the population size depends non-monotonically on attraction strengths. For an attraction center234

located near habitat edges, animals live around higher death rates and thus the total population decreases.235

For intermediate matrix escape response, death by competition inside the habitat is more important than236

the individual benefit of escaping from the matrix. This also leads to a decrease in total population.237

Our findings highlight the importance of considering preferred location effects into individual movement238

behavior and its consequences to the populations. In particular, our calculation shows that, for the239

same habitat size, different levels of preferred-location (and/or matrix escape response) strengths lead240

to significantly different population fractions of the corresponding infinite-habitat population. This is241
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expected to motivate new observational and theoretical work to further understand the role of several242

kinds of non-Brownian movement aspects in the persistence and spread of biological populations, including243

applications to conservation biology.244
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Abstract

This project was initially intended to investigate the interplay between movement

strategies and the consequent dynamics of population spreading and growth. Two

main projects were developed during the period of the fellowship. In the �rst project

we studied the dynamics of populations that interact non-locally. We explored how

long range interactions can potentially generate spatial patterns of distribution and

change competition dynamics. This study was published in the Journal of Theoret-

ical Biology (Maciel and Martinez-Garcia, 2021). The second project explores the

phenomenon of antagonistic facilitation in plants. We build and analyse evolution-

ary game models for species that can modify the environment and improve survival

and growth conditions, the so called ecosystem engineers. The e�ect of engineering

for a single and two interacting species are studied. We show that there are condi-

tions where opportunist (not engineer) plants are facilitated by engineer plants. This

means that the net �tness gain of the opportunist plant is higher in the presence of

an engineer than when solo and we have a situation termed antagonistic facilitation.

We are in the stage of writing a scienti�c article about this project.

1 Enhanced species coexistence in Lotka-Volterra

competition models due to nonlocal interactions

1.1 Overview

In order to understand how competition systems, that are apparently highly unstable

systems, are so ubiquitous in nature, in the past few decades a vast wealth of studies

have looked for mechanisms present in real populations that could facilitate the

coexistence of two competing species. Di�erences of space use in heterogeneous

space, seasonal �uctuations of resource availability and diet di�erentiation are some

of the basic mechanisms that have been shown to promote coexistence of competitors

(Amarasekare, 2003; Chesson, 2000; Cantrell et al., 2007). There are systems with

coexisting competitors, however, in which none of these mechanisms is present. In

these cases, from which plant communities are a particular important example, how

species manage to coexist thus remain an unresolved puzzle (Silvertown, 2004). In

this work we explored in detail a much less studied mechanism based on the spatial

self-organization of organisms.

In ecological models, spatial patterns of species distributions can be formed in

the presence of short-range positive and long-range negative feedbacks (Rietkerk

and van de Koppel, 2008; Meron, 2018). The e�ects of nonlocal interactions on two-

species competition has been investigated in previous studies (Britton, 1989; Segal

et al., 2013; Bayliss and Volpert, 2015). Their analysis, however, was limited to

regimes where the species coexist in the classical model.
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In this work, we study through kernel-based models the dynamics of non-local

competition between two species and explicitly show that competitors coexist in sit-

uations where competitive exclusion occurs in the absence of long-range interactions.

1.2 Models

We study a spatial version of the two-species competitive Lotka-Volterra equations in

a one-dimensional domain. In addition to exponential growth and local competition,

our model also includes individual dispersal and nonlocal interactions, two inherently

spatial processes. The density of individuals of each species thus changes according

to

∂ρ1(x, t)

∂t
= D1

∂2ρ1
∂x2

+ b1 ρ1

(
1− a11ρ1 + a12ρ2

K1
− h11ρ̃11 − h12ρ̃12

)
(1)

∂ρ2(x, t)

∂t
= D2

∂2ρ2
∂x2

+ b2 ρ2

(
1− a21ρ1 + a22ρ2

K2
− h21ρ̃21 − h22ρ̃22

)
. (2)

The �rst term in each equation accounts for dispersal with species-speci�c di�usion

Di (i = 1, 2). The second term corresponds to species intrinsic growth at rate bi

and pairwise local and nonlocal competition. Local competition is modeled as in

the classical Lotka-Volterra model with competition coe�cients aij (i, j = 1, 2).

The local interactions represent, for example, competition for space or for any other

resource that is gathered locally by the individuals. Ki is the carrying capacity of

species i. The coe�cients hij give the intensity of nonlocal competition interactions

of species i with itself and with the other competitor. ρ̃ij is the average density

of j-individuals in a neighborhood centered at x, which is a proxy for the mean

number of i-j interactions within that neighborhood. In general, we can weigh the

average by the e�ect that the i-j inter-individual distance has on the intensity of

the interaction between them. If we assume spatial isotropy, ρ̃ij is:

ρ̃ij(x, t) =

∫
dx′Gij(|x− x′|)ρj(x′, t) (3)

where Gij is a kernel function that weighs the in�uence that individuals from species

j exert on the growth rate of species i when they are at a distance |x − x′|. These
nonlocal terms represent, for example, competition for resources that are acquired

by individuals within a �nite neighborhood or direct interference mediated by forces

that have a non-zero range of action. For example, in plant communities, the nonlo-

cal terms could account for root-mediated competition for resources. Local competi-

tion could represent competition for space during plant establishment or competition

for light, assuming that the size of the canopy is negligible compared to the range

2



of the root system.

We consider normalized top-hat kernel functions for the sake of mathematical

simplicity. For two species, i and j, with interaction range Rij , the kernel function

is given by:

Gij(r) = Π2Rij (r) =

 1
2Rij

if r ≤ Rij

0 if r > Rij .
(4)

To reduce the number of free parameters we �rst derive the nondimensional

version of Eqs. (1)-(2). We use b−11 as the reference time scale and R1 as the ref-

erence length scale. Therefore, the nondimensional in�uence range of species 1 is

the unity and the nondimensional in�uence range of species 2 is given by the ratio

q = R2/R1. A similar argument follows for the rescaled time, and we write the

new space and time variables as ξ = x/R1 and τ = b1t, respectively. Using the

nondimensional quantities u1 = ρ1/K1, u2 = ρ2/K2, d1 = D1/(d1R
2
1), d2 =

D2/(d1R
2
1), c12 = a12K2/K1, c21 = a21K1/K2, β = b2/b1, φ11 = K1h11, φ22 =

K2h22, φ12 = K2h12, φ21 = K1h21 in Eqs. (1)-(2), the model equations become:

∂u1
∂τ

= d1
∂2u1
∂ξ2

+ u1

[
1− u1 − c12u2

− φ11
∫

Π2(|ξ − ξ′|)u1(ξ′, τ)dξ′ − φ12
∫

Π2q(|ξ − ξ′|)u2(ξ′, τ)dξ′
]

(5)

∂u2
∂τ

= d2
∂2u2
∂ξ2

+ βu2

[
1− u2 − c21u1

− φ22
∫

Π2q(|ξ − ξ′|)u2(ξ′, τ)dξ′ − φ21
∫

Π2(|ξ − ξ′|)u1(ξ′, τ)dξ′
]
. (6)

The long-term behavior of the model is studied combining numerical and ana-

lytical methods and we focus on understanding how nonlocal competition and the

emergent spatial patterns of population densities stabilize species coexistence.

1.3 Results

The main results of our analysis are summarized in Figure 1. In this �gure param-

eter regimes for species exclusion and coexistence are shown. The light blue and

gray regions indicate the conditions in which the local model predicts species coex-

istence and exclusion respectively. The diagonal stripes highlight where a derived

approximated invasion condition (not shown in this report) for species 2 is satis�ed

and hence the nonlocal model predicts species coexistence. The dots indicate the

pairs c21, φ21 used to obtain the spatial patterns shown in panels (c)-(k). In panel

b) we have the average density of species 2 as a function of c21, φ21, ũ2 6= 0 indicates

species coexistence and ũ2 = 0 competitive exclusion of species 2. The black dashed

3



lines indicate the end of the striped and light blue region in panel a.

<latexit sha1_base64="Ir4AlDFDJBgjOnm1i3Zeq8qFblQ=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VQkZIURJcFNy4r2Ac0IUymt+3QySTOTIQQ+g1u/BU3LhRx68qdf+P0saitBy4czrmXe+8JE86Udpwfq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O7Z+wdNFaeSQoPGPJbtkCjgTEBDM82hnUggUcihFQ5vxn7rEaRisbjXWQJ+RPqC9Rgl2kiBfeaF0GcihwdBpCTZ+chLBizIq+7IA9Gd0wO77FScCfAycWekjGaoB/a3141pGoHQlBOlOq6TaD8nUjPKYVTyUgUJoUPSh46hgkSg/Hzy0gifGKWLe7E0JTSeqPMTOYmUyqLQdEZED9SiNxb/8zqp7l37ORNJqkHQ6aJeyrGO8Tgf3GUSqOaZIYRKZm7FdEAkodqkWDIhuIsvL5NmteJeVpy7arl2MYujiI7QMTpFLrpCNXSL6qiBKHpCL+gNvVvP1qv1YX1OWwvWbOYQ/YH19Qt5pp6G</latexit>

�21

<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="BP9CGNWSqA9E6NNT7bN7Dxq10Bk=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q1Wq9Uu3QSL4ELKTEF0WXDjsoK9QDuUTJq2sZlkSDLCMPQd3LhQxK3v486HEUwvC239IfDx/+eQc04YC26s532h3Mbm1vZOfrewt188OCwdHbeMSjRlTaqE0p2QGCa4ZE3LrWCdWDMShYK1w8nNLG8/Mm24kvc2jVkQkZHkQ06JdVaL9rOaP+2XKl7Vmwuvg7+ESh31yt/F7bTRL332BoomEZOWCmJM1/diG2REW04FmxZ6iWExoRMyYl2HkkTMBNl82ik+c84AD5V2T1o8d393ZCQyJo1CVxkROzar2cz8L+smdngdZFzGiWWSLj4aJgJbhWer4wHXjFqROiBUczcrpmOiCbXuQAV3BH915XVo1ar+ZdW78yv1C1goDydwCufgwxXU4RYa0AQKD/AEL/CKFHpGb+h9UZpDy54y/BH6+AEZVZD3</latexit> c 2
1

<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8
<latexit sha1_base64="HuzOoheye/5DaGei7QzgGKnOu1E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REKnosePFYxX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWevDcfrniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YY3viZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surpHVZ9a6q7n2tUr/I4yjCCZzCOXhwDXW4gwY0gUEIz/AKb87YeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH+MmjN0=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8
<latexit sha1_base64="HuzOoheye/5DaGei7QzgGKnOu1E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REKnosePFYxX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWevDcfrniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YY3viZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surpHVZ9a6q7n2tUr/I4yjCCZzCOXhwDXW4gwY0gUEIz/AKb87YeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH+MmjN0=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8
<latexit sha1_base64="HuzOoheye/5DaGei7QzgGKnOu1E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REKnosePFYxX5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWevDcfrniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TMKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YY3viZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGUbAje8surpHVZ9a6q7n2tUr/I4yjCCZzCOXhwDXW4gwY0gUEIz/AKb87YeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH+MmjN0=</latexit>

10

<latexit sha1_base64="WJ2EsbNaNuQMpcIPNJpLf/ESspQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBbBhZSkILosuHFZwT6gDWUymbRDJ5MwMxFD6K+4caGIW3/EnX/jNM1CWw9cOHPOvcy9x084U9pxvq3KxubW9k51t7a3f3B4ZB/XeypOJaFdEvNYDnysKGeCdjXTnA4SSXHkc9r3Z7cLv/9IpWKxeNBZQr0ITwQLGcHaSGO73omTlBcPFFChmM7GdsNpOgXQOnFL0oASnbH9NQpikkZUaMKxUkPXSbSXY6kZ4XReG6WKJpjM8IQODRU4osrLi93n6NwoAQpjaUpoVKi/J3IcKZVFvumMsJ6qVW8h/ucNUx3eeDkTSaqpIMuPwpQjHaNFEChgkhLNM0MwkczsisgUS0y0iatmQnBXT14nvVbTvWo6961G+7KMowqncAYX4MI1tOEOOtAFAk/wDK/wZs2tF+vd+li2Vqxy5gT+wPr8AWJklJY=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0ZftypDHFDMgj9RMbjBbpqMkinU=">AAACCHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZcuDLaCi1pmCqLLghtXUsE+oB1KJpNpQzPJkGTEMnTpxl9x40IRt36CO//GTDsLrR4IHM65j9zjx4wq7ThfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMiujxRhlJOWppqRbiwJinxGOv74MvM7d0QqKvitnsTEi9CQ05BipI00sA+vBT8NaER4VoIYDMxOxDGpwkr/nlYGdtmpOTPAv8TNSRnkaA7sz34gcGIGasyQUj3XibWXIqkpZmRa6ieKxAiP0ZD0DOUoIspLZ4dM4bFRAhgKaR7XcKb+7EhRpNQk8k1lhPRILXqZ+J/XS3R44aWUx4kmHM8XhQmDWsAsFXO1JFiziSEIS2r+CvEISYS1ya5kQnAXT/5L2vWae1ZzburlRjWPowgOwBE4AS44Bw1wBZqgBTB4AE/gBbxaj9az9Wa9z0sLVt6zD37B+vgGkj6Y9A==</latexit>

Non-dimensional distance, ⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="/g9TcX82Fk/kEMKfuwdiVjAx8rg=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyCmM2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Y5c6+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdlLyUiTjRVJDpR0HCkY7QeG/UZZISzYcGMJHMzIpIH0tMtLlOzhzBnV95EepF2z2znapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoQxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A1QKkYw=</latexit>

0.8

<latexit sha1_base64="gqMqZNc65AumAP8cTBdHHpukXmM=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyjaGbCxTNBcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8zMCmFJaWljoYitL2Dnc9j5DPoQTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnHD/mTGnH+bQyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57p6aiRBJaJRGPZMPHinImaFUzzWkjlhSHPqd1v385yuu3VCoWiRs9iKkX4q5gASNYG+vasU/a+YJjO2OheXCnULh4+7rbf698l9v5j1YnIklIhSYcK9V0nVh7KZaaEU6HuVaiaIxJH3dp06DAIVVeOh51iA6N00FBJM0TGo3d3x0pDpUahL6pDLHuqdlsZP6XNRMdnHspE3GiqSCTj4KEIx2h0d6owyQlmg8MYCKZmRWRHpaYaHOdnDmCO7vyPNSKtntqOxW3UDqGibKwBwdwBC6cQQmuoAxVINCFe3iEJ4tbD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B036kYg=</latexit>

0.4

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="/g9TcX82Fk/kEMKfuwdiVjAx8rg=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyCmM2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Y5c6+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdlLyUiTjRVJDpR0HCkY7QeG/UZZISzYcGMJHMzIpIH0tMtLlOzhzBnV95EepF2z2znapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoQxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A1QKkYw=</latexit>

0.8

<latexit sha1_base64="gqMqZNc65AumAP8cTBdHHpukXmM=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyjaGbCxTNBcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8zMCmFJaWljoYitL2Dnc9j5DPoQTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnHD/mTGnH+bQyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57p6aiRBJaJRGPZMPHinImaFUzzWkjlhSHPqd1v385yuu3VCoWiRs9iKkX4q5gASNYG+vasU/a+YJjO2OheXCnULh4+7rbf698l9v5j1YnIklIhSYcK9V0nVh7KZaaEU6HuVaiaIxJH3dp06DAIVVeOh51iA6N00FBJM0TGo3d3x0pDpUahL6pDLHuqdlsZP6XNRMdnHspE3GiqSCTj4KEIx2h0d6owyQlmg8MYCKZmRWRHpaYaHOdnDmCO7vyPNSKtntqOxW3UDqGibKwBwdwBC6cQQmuoAxVINCFe3iEJ4tbD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B036kYg=</latexit>

0.4

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="gqMqZNc65AumAP8cTBdHHpukXmM=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyjaGbCxTNBcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8zMCmFJaWljoYitL2Dnc9j5DPoQTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnHD/mTGnH+bQyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57p6aiRBJaJRGPZMPHinImaFUzzWkjlhSHPqd1v385yuu3VCoWiRs9iKkX4q5gASNYG+vasU/a+YJjO2OheXCnULh4+7rbf698l9v5j1YnIklIhSYcK9V0nVh7KZaaEU6HuVaiaIxJH3dp06DAIVVeOh51iA6N00FBJM0TGo3d3x0pDpUahL6pDLHuqdlsZP6XNRMdnHspE3GiqSCTj4KEIx2h0d6owyQlmg8MYCKZmRWRHpaYaHOdnDmCO7vyPNSKtntqOxW3UDqGibKwBwdwBC6cQQmuoAxVINCFe3iEJ4tbD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B036kYg=</latexit>

0.4

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="gqMqZNc65AumAP8cTBdHHpukXmM=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNyjaGbCxTNBcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8zMCmFJaWljoYitL2Dnc9j5DPoQTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnHD/mTGnH+bQyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn57p6aiRBJaJRGPZMPHinImaFUzzWkjlhSHPqd1v385yuu3VCoWiRs9iKkX4q5gASNYG+vasU/a+YJjO2OheXCnULh4+7rbf698l9v5j1YnIklIhSYcK9V0nVh7KZaaEU6HuVaiaIxJH3dp06DAIVVeOh51iA6N00FBJM0TGo3d3x0pDpUahL6pDLHuqdlsZP6XNRMdnHspE3GiqSCTj4KEIx2h0d6owyQlmg8MYCKZmRWRHpaYaHOdnDmCO7vyPNSKtntqOxW3UDqGibKwBwdwBC6cQQmuoAxVINCFe3iEJ4tbD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B036kYg=</latexit>

0.4

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="WXur1X3gFN+UNBZFS2tQpZnO2l0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlVxDtDNhYJmgukCxhdjKbDJmdXWZmhbCktLSxUMTWF7DzOex8Bn0IZ5MUmvjDwMf/n8Occ/yYM6Ud59PKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnbqKEklojUQ8kk0fK8qZoDXNNKfNWFIc+pw2/MFlljduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Y7udYsmxnbHQPLhTKF28fd3tv1e/K53iR7sbkSSkQhOOlWq5Tqy9FEvNCKejQjtRNMZkgHu0ZVDgkCovHY86QofG6aIgkuYJjcbu744Uh0oNQ99Uhlj31WyWmf9lrUQH517KRJxoKsjkoyDhSEco2xt1maRE86EBTCQzsyLSxxITba5TMEdwZ1eeh/qJ7Z7aTtUtlY9hojzswQEcgQtnUIYrqEANCPTgHh7hyeLWg/VsvUxKc9a0Zxf+yHr9AUlukYU=</latexit>

0.1

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="H3HQ4dBRFoLG1CIltv1arV4iw4U=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJCwK4h2BmwsEzAXSJYwOzmbjJm9MDMrhCWllY2FIra+gZ3PYecz6EM4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzvFhwpW3708osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dmooSybDKIhHJhkcVCh5iVXMtsBFLpIEnsO71L0d5/Ral4lF4rQcxugHthtznjGpjVex2vmAX7bHIPDhTKFy8fd3tv1e+y+38R6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqzdlErNmcBhrpUojCnr0y42DYY0QOWm40GH5NA4HeJH0rxQk7H7uyOlgVKDwDOVAdU9NZuNzP+yZqL9czflYZxoDNnkIz8RREdktDXpcIlMi4EByiQ3sxLWo5IybW6TM0dwZleeh9pJ0Tkt2hWnUDqGibKwBwdwBA6cQQmuoAxVYIBwD4/wZN1YD9az9TIpzVjTnl34I+v1B28LkRI=</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="CTsiQqiallkxbgpgp7o4N5wMato=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIINBsJBlNxC0M2BjmaC5QLKE2clsMmR2dpmZFcKS0tLGQhFbX8DO57DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82lllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSS0RiIeyaaPFeVM0JpmmtNmLCkOfU4b/uBynDduqVQsEjd6GFMvxD3BAkawNta1Yxc7+YJjOxOhRXBnULh4+7o7fK9+Vzr5j3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5HuXaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOhl1hI6N00VBJM0TGk3c3x0pDpUahr6pDLHuq/lsbP6XtRIdnHspE3GiqSDTj4KEIx2h8d6oyyQlmg8NYCKZmRWRPpaYaHOdnDmCO7/yItSLtluynapbKJ/CVFk4gCM4ARfOoAxXUIEaEOjBPTzCk8WtB+vZepmWZqxZzz78kfX6A0rykYY=</latexit>

0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="BP9CGNWSqA9E6NNT7bN7Dxq10Bk=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q1Wq9Uu3QSL4ELKTEF0WXDjsoK9QDuUTJq2sZlkSDLCMPQd3LhQxK3v486HEUwvC239IfDx/+eQc04YC26s532h3Mbm1vZOfrewt188OCwdHbeMSjRlTaqE0p2QGCa4ZE3LrWCdWDMShYK1w8nNLG8/Mm24kvc2jVkQkZHkQ06JdVaL9rOaP+2XKl7Vmwuvg7+ESh31yt/F7bTRL332BoomEZOWCmJM1/diG2REW04FmxZ6iWExoRMyYl2HkkTMBNl82ik+c84AD5V2T1o8d393ZCQyJo1CVxkROzar2cz8L+smdngdZFzGiWWSLj4aJgJbhWer4wHXjFqROiBUczcrpmOiCbXuQAV3BH915XVo1ar+ZdW78yv1C1goDydwCufgwxXU4RYa0AQKD/AEL/CKFHpGb+h9UZpDy54y/BH6+AEZVZD3</latexit> c 2
1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ir4AlDFDJBgjOnm1i3Zeq8qFblQ=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VQkZIURJcFNy4r2Ac0IUymt+3QySTOTIQQ+g1u/BU3LhRx68qdf+P0saitBy4czrmXe+8JE86Udpwfq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O7Z+wdNFaeSQoPGPJbtkCjgTEBDM82hnUggUcihFQ5vxn7rEaRisbjXWQJ+RPqC9Rgl2kiBfeaF0GcihwdBpCTZ+chLBizIq+7IA9Gd0wO77FScCfAycWekjGaoB/a3141pGoHQlBOlOq6TaD8nUjPKYVTyUgUJoUPSh46hgkSg/Hzy0gifGKWLe7E0JTSeqPMTOYmUyqLQdEZED9SiNxb/8zqp7l37ORNJqkHQ6aJeyrGO8Tgf3GUSqOaZIYRKZm7FdEAkodqkWDIhuIsvL5NmteJeVpy7arl2MYujiI7QMTpFLrpCNXSL6qiBKHpCL+gNvVvP1qv1YX1OWwvWbOYQ/YH19Qt5pp6G</latexit>

�21

<latexit sha1_base64="+t/VQNcV8yl2iPEajn+Djml9fZE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REFD0WvHhswX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M72Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKDbdfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LqXVfdxlWldpHHUYQTOIVz8OAGanAPdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fc82Mog==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="PwgXYMKHByVR4wCbE4z50KbtwZM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkKHosePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWatb65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtGtV76rqNi8r9Ys8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIc7aEALGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AHbVjKQ=</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="4dCjt2x06EL5b/Zn+90UNgoylU8=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwICURix4LXjxWsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aB49Td589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfTmljc2t7p7zr7u0fHB5V3OO2TjLFsMUSkahuSDUKLrFluBHYTRXSOBTYCSd3c7/zjErzRD6aaYpBTEeSR5xRY6WH60Gl6tW8Bcg68QtShQLNQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte76XmiCnynAmcOb2M40pZRM6wp6lksaog3xx6IycW2VIokTZkoYs1N8TOY21nsah7YypGetVby7+5/UyE90GOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP41GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcZm49oQ/NWX10n7qubXa161cVmEUYZTOIML8OEGGnAPTWgBA4QXeIN358l5dT6WjSWnmDiBP3A+fwAPo4t8</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="peS5LYWrGO/Tbm+q1q8HfIdjl30=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgVX8eAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bpXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHrVf66vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZwUu6nGhLIRHWDHUkkj1H42O3RCTq3SJ2GsbElDZurviYxGWo+jwHZG1Az1ojcV//M6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XxRmApiYjL9mvS5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjsynaELzFl5dJ86LiXVXc+mW5ep7HUYBjOIEz8OAGqnAPNWgAA4RneIU359F5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/fOWMqA==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="8QnjXVgrxDr1KgBYS7VBwqNCig0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKIYo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GdzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOlRrVfKrsVdw6ySryclCFHvV/66g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZwWe6nGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzq0yIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmrfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7yy6ukdVXxbipu47pcu8zjKMApnMEFeHALNbiHOjSBAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8ff+2Mqg==</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="I2ayse68W3R/bhuMb7DxS7KdH8c=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMjqx69DAbBg4TdgOgx4sVjBPOAZAmzs73JkNnZZWZWiCFf4sWDIl79FG/+jZPHQRMLGoqqbrq7wkxwbTzv21lb39jc2i7sFHf39g9K7uFRU6e5YthgqUhVO6QaBZfYMNwIbGcKaRIKbIXD26nfekSleSofzCjDIKF9yWPOqLFSzy3dWJf2kUQoNTejnlv2Kt4MZJX4C1KGBeo996sbpSxPUBomqNYd38tMMKbKcCZwUuzmGjPKhnZHx1JJE9TBeHb4hJxZJSJxqmxJQ2bq74kxTbQeJaHtTKgZ6GVvKv7ndXITXwdjLrPcoGTzRXEuiEnJNAUScYXMiJEllClubyVsQBVlxmZVtCH4yy+vkma14l9WvPtquXaxiKMAJ3AK5+DDFdTgDurQAAY5PMMrvDlPzovz7nzMW9ecxcwx/IHz+QOvKJMI</latexit>A
verage

d
en

sity
<latexit sha1_base64="KA57yRzMk+9S6HswCO+PDTuLKTI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgNiB4DXjxGMA9JljA76SRDZmaXmVkhLPkKLx4U8ernePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBHcWN//9tbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFx08SpZthgsYh1O6IGBVfYsNwKbCcaqYwEtqLx7cxvPaE2PFYPdpJgKOlQ8QFn1Drp0STIOBpS7ZXKfsWfg6ySICdlyFHvlb66/ZilEpVlghrTCfzEhhnVljOB02I3NZhQNqZD7DiqqEQTZvODp+TcKX0yiLUrZclc/T2RUWnMREauU1I7MsveTPzP66R2cBNmXCWpRcUWiwapIDYms+9Jn2tkVkwcoUxzdythI6opsy6jogshWH55lTSrleCq4t9Xy7XLPI4CnMIZXEAA11CDO6hDAxhIeIZXePO09+K9ex+L1jUvnzmBP/A+fwBK5Y/+</latexit>sp

ecies
2

<latexit sha1_base64="G2fGLF9Ntiv6fIXzSylpYVDOS44=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlJh2UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSrlW9q6rbrFXq13kcRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBwHOM2w==</latexit>a
<latexit sha1_base64="LrlLe74e3D4jiy3n87ZZ3HlRyro=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjAoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IS3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukXat6V1W3WavUr/M4inAG53AJHtxAHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDwfeM3A==</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="8XyLsRxM00ZqKxSTwAX6J7x+UFg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlJhuUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSrlW9q6rbrFXq13kcRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBw3uM3Q==</latexit>c
<latexit sha1_base64="KWUFerrsCkG4eQRAOaoSZvoqv7U=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF2tjcZMzu7zMwKIeQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGd3O/84RK80Q+mEmKfkyHkkecUWOlZjgoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9cOEZTFKwwTVuue5qfGnVBnOBM5K/UxjStmYDrFnqaQxan+6OHRGLqwSkihRtqQhC/X3xJTGWk/iwHbG1Iz0qjcX//N6mYlu/SmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+NQm5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzVl9dJu1b1rqpus1apX+dxFOEMzuESPLiBOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHxP+M3g==</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="J5oaz/VRDIP54sjR9ZYcTtHjwyI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlJg7KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jpp16reVdVt1ir16zyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AxoOM3w==</latexit>e

<latexit sha1_base64="1CpSM58Y7RI4eeLMc0MusF6d25E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5mRQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJu1b1rqpus1apX+dxFOEMzuESPLiBOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHz5uM5Q==</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="/DwZgL3c5blCK5b0Ky8cUzhlhTU=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd2Aj2PAi8cEzAOSJcxOepNJZmeXmVkhLPkCLx4U8eonefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9djY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slpS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAeT+7nffkKleSwfzTRBP6JDyUPOqLFSY9wvld2KuwBZJ15OypCj3i999QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBM6KvVRjQtmEDrFrqaQRaj9bHDojl1YZkDBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjakZ61ZuL/3nd1IR3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TQZcITNiagllittbCRtRRZmx2RRtCN7qy+ukVa141xW3US3XbvI4CnAOF3AFHtxCDR6gDk1ggPAMr/DmjJ0X5935WLZuOPnMGfyB8/kDzheM5A==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="rmZfH9KvXhkFMVCK+WDJCnEIAjE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlJh+UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSrlW9q6rbrFXq13kcRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBzJOM4w==</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="kD14BSHT8dSo7iA7BwlIqF7uQzQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjgoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IS3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukXat6V1W3WavUr/M4inAG53AJHtxAHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDyAeM4A==</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="FqB/9Ua0W9rYILLhnoyTaUb2zlI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5mhQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJu1b1rqpus1apX+dxFOEMzuESPLiBOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHyYuM4Q==</latexit>g

<latexit sha1_base64="q/u1lZ1be+NgJJ/HSBWUvQvMthQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGfBwDXjwmYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5nhQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/YzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJu1b1rqpus1apX+dxFOEMzuESPLiBOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHyw+M4g==</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k
<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k

<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>

c d e f g h i j k
<latexit sha1_base64="XTi39GzvApmQ6w3bszzeBO9frVE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQxCTmE3IHoMePEYwTwgCWF2tjcZM/tgZlYJaz7FiwdFvPol3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLSwRX2nG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl4/bKk4lwxaLRSy7HlUoeIQtzbXAbiKRhp7Ajje5nvudB5SKx9GdniY4COko4gFnVBtpaJcZ8QmSgIzImHByTyZDu+LUnAXIOnFzUoEczaH91fdjloYYaSaoUj3XSfQgo1JzJnBW6qcKE8omdIQ9QyMaohpki9Nn5NwoPgliaSrSZKH+nshoqNQ09ExnSPVYrXpz8T+vl+rgapDxKEk1Rmy5KEgF0TGZ50B8LpFpMTWEMsnNrYSNqaRMm7RKJgR39eV10q7X3Iuac1uvNKp5HEU4hTOogguX0IAbaEILGDzCM7zCm/VkvVjv1seytWDlMyfwB9bnDxZukdw=</latexit>
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Figure 1

Note that the dots c, d and e in panel a are in the parameters region where

Species 2 is competitively excluded in the local model. However, when interaction is

non-local the species coexist as can be seen in the patterns distribution in in panel

b.

We have shown that coexistence through the invasion of the weaker competitor

of sparsely populated areas can occur in the absence of facilitation mechanisms. We

have also provided a thoroughly exploration of coexistence conditions and of the

distribution patterns that can be formed.
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2 The evolutionary dilemma of antagonistic fa-

cilitation in plants

2.1 Overview

Plants have developed a rich variety of strategies to cope with di�erent soil conditions

and interactions with competitors. Cabal et al. (2020) used experiments and an

evolutionary game theory framework to study the spatial distribution of roots when

two competing plants are close to each other. They show that plants overgrow roots

at points further from the other competing plant and undergrow roots at points

with higher densities of the other plant roots. In that study no consideration on soil

amelioration strategies by the plants is made.

Many plants species are able to modify their environment and improve conditions

for growth. These species are then called ecosystem engineers. Improved soil condi-

tions increase engineers growth but it can also bene�t potential competing plants, a

phenomenon that has been termed antagonistic facilitation. Although some empiri-

cal studies have suggested that antagonistic facilitation may be ubiquitous in nature,

it is still not clear if it can be evolutionarily stable and under what conditions.

In this work we build and analyse game theoretical model for the growth and

evolution of plants with facilitation mechanisms. We initially study the e�ect of

engineering for a single plant. Then we investigate the interaction of two plant

species, one of them is an ecosystem engineer and the other is a similar species that

does not employ engineering mechanisms, which we refer as opportunists. We show

that there are conditions under which antagonistic facilitation occurs.

2.2 Single plant model

We initially consider a single plant engineer that feeds on a given resource. Root and

resource biomass densities are denoted, respectively, by R(x, t) andW (x, t), where x

and t are the spatial location and time. We assume resource grows via the net result

of an input rate in the system, natural decaying rate and plant consumption. As

the engineer potentially modi�es the resource availability in the system we write the

input rate as I(R(x, t)). Accordingly, we model resource dynamics by the equation:

∂W (x, t)

∂t
= I(R(x, t))− δW (x, t)− αR(x, t)W (x, t), (7)

where δ is the resource natural decaying rate and α is the consumption rate of

resources per unit of root biomass.

We further assume that the environment provides resources at a constant rate ω
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but only a fraction f(R(x, t)) of these resources become available for the plant. We

thus write the input rate function I(R(x, t)) as:

I(R(x, t)) = ωf(R(x, t)), (8)

where f(R(x, t)) is given by the following rational function:

f(R(x, t)) =
b+ φ R(x, t)

1 + φ R(x, t)
. (9)

The constant b gives the fraction of ω that becomes available resource when there

is no engineering (φ = 0 or R = 0). The function f above has the basic desirable

properties for our system. The input fraction increases with the root density as a

result of engineering and saturates at f = 1 for large R, where the plant can access

the full intake ω. Parameter φ determines how fast the input increases and therefore

controls the engineering level.

We build the �tness-generating function for the plant as the di�erence between

the gain from resource consumption and the costs of growing roots:

G(x, t) = [QαW (x, t)− C(x)]R(x, t), (10)

where Q is the conversion factor and C(x) accounts for the costs. We consider

the cost function is a sum of three independent sources of �tness reduction. We

have a spatially independent cost Cb which accounts for the cost of growing and

maintaining �ne roots responsible for absorbing nutrients. We also have the cost

of growing and maintaining coarse roots, responsible for the transport of nutrients,

which is dependent on spatial location. More speci�cally, the cost here increases

with the distance from the insertion point and we hypothesize that it grows with the

squared distance. Finally, engineering induces an extra cost that we assume to be

proportional to the engineering parameter φ. Hence, taking x = 0 as the insertion

point, we write:

C(x) = Cb + Ctx
2 + Ceφ, (11)

where Ct and Ce are parameters that control coarse roots and engineering costs,

respectively.

Combining equations (7)-(11) we can write the resource growth and �tness-

generating function equations as:
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∂W (x, t)

∂t
=ω

(
b+ φ R(x, t)

1 + φ R(x, t)

)
− δW (x, t)− αW (x, t)R(x, t) (12)

G(x, t) =[QαW (x, t)− (Cb + Ctx
2 + Ceφ)]R(x, t). (13)

If we further assume that resource dynamics occurs on a much faster time scale than

evolution, than the resource can be assumed to be at the equilibrium during the

evolution process. Finding the equilibrium resource density from Equation (12) and

substituting it into (13) we have:

G(x) =

ω̄
(
b+φ R(x)
1+φ R(x)

)
δ̄ +R(x)

− (Cb + Ctx
2 + Ceφ)

R(x). (14)

where we have also used the rescaling ω̄ = Qω and δ̄ = δ/α.

The evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) are found by maximizing the �tness

generating function with respect to the strategies. The total biomass at the ESS as

a function of b and φ is shown in Figure (2). The black region indicates that the

biomass is zero. We notice that for low or no engineering roots can only grow if b is

larger than a given threshold. For intermediate values of φ roots grow for any value

of b because engineering provides enough resources for the plant. We also observe

that roots can not grow for very large φ. This occurs because the cost of engineering

becomes too high.

Figure 2: Total biomass at the ESS of a single plant species as a function of the basal
income b and the engineering parameter φ. In panel (B) we zoom in the lower part of
panel (A).
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3 Two plants model

We also studied the evolutionary dynamics of two plant species that feed on a shared

resource. One plant is an ecosystem engineer and the other is an opportunistic plant.

The insertion points of the two plants are assumed to be at a distance d apart. We

extend the single species modelling equations to include the opportunist. Denoting

the root densities of engineer and opportunist by R1(x) and R2(x), respectively, the

two plants model equations are written as:

∂W (x, t)

∂t
=ω

(
b+ φ R1(x, t)

1 + φ R1(x, t)

)
− δW (x, t)− α1W (x, t)R1(x, t)− α2W (x, t)R2(x, t)

(15)

G1(x, t) = [Q1α1W (x, t)− (Cb1 + Ct1x
2 + Ceφ)]R1(x, t) (16)

G2(x, t) = [Q2α2W (x, t)− (Cb2 + Ct2(x− d)2)]R2(x, t), (17)

where Gi(x, t) is the �tness-generating function of species i = {1, 2}. Parameters

have the same interpretation as in equations (12)-(13) and some have become species

speci�c. Note that as species 2 is not an engineer there is no cost associated with

engineering in its �tness equation.

Throughout the evolutionary history engineers and opportunists interact at dif-

ferent distances and in di�erent numbers of plants. In our analysis we set Ct2 = 0, so

that the opportunist fully occupies the environment and it could be a representation

of a mean e�ect of opportunists through evolutionary time.

At equilibrium resource density is given by:

W ∗(x) =
ω
(
b+φ R1(x)
1+φ R1(x)

)
δ + α1R1(x) + α2R2(x)

(18)

and, using the rescaling ω̄ = ωQ1, q = Q2/Q1, δ̄ = δ/α1, a = α2/α1, we have:

G∗1(x) =

ω̄
(
b+φ R1(x)
1+φ R1(x)

)
δ̄ +R1(x) + aR2(x)

− (Cb1 + Ct1x
2 + Ceφ)

R1(x, t). (19)

G∗2(x) =

ω̄qa
(
b+φ R1(x)
1+φ R1(x)

)
δ̄ +R1(x) + aR2(x)

− Cb2

R2(x, t), (20)

Figure 3 summarizes the main �ndings of the two species model. Dashed blue

and orange lines give, respectively, the total �tness of the engineer and opportunist

at the ESS when solo. We observe that only the engineer survives at low b. The
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solid lines give the total �tness at the ESS when the two species interact. Then the

opportunist persists at low b because it its facilitated by the engineer.

Figure 3: Total �tness at the ESS for single plants (dashed lines) and interacting species
(solid lines).

4 Participation in scienti�c events

The fellow did not attend scienti�c events in this reporting period.

5 Publications

We published the work entitled �Enhanced species coexistence in Lotka-Volterra

competition models due to nonlocal interactions� on the Journal of Theoretical Bi-

ology (Maciel and Martinez-Garcia, 2021).
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Resumo

Neste projeto estudamos um conjunto de teorias que compreendem vários modelos
cosmológicos alternativos [e.g., f (R), KGB, Scalar-Vector-Tensor (SVT)]. As pesquisas
teóricas que têm sido desenvolvidas fizeram énfasis nas perturbações lineares. Embora
existam trabalhos que estudaram perturbações não lineares, esses se focalizaram no
modelo padrão da cosmologia. Aqui nós queremos desenvolver ferramentas para a
pesquisa de modelos cosmológicos alternativos além da ordem linear.

Nas últimas décadas os pesquisadores fizeram grandes avanços no estudo das
perturbações não lineares teoricamente e numericamente. As simulações a grande
escala do universo agora são uma ferramenta de grande utilidade para os
pesquisadores. Embora as simulações N-body são muito importantes para entender a
formação de estruturas não lineares, poucos códigos incluem efeitos relativistas. Além
disso, esses códigos se enfocam no modelo padrão.

A presente proposta de pesquisa terá em consideração as seguintes linhas de
orientação: modelado cuidadoso, análises estatísticas versáteis, e modelos fisicamente
sólidos. Nosso alvo é pesquisar aquilo que poderia estar causando a expansão
acelerada do universo. Estudaremos modelos cosmológicos que são plausíveis, mas
receberam pouca atenção nos últimos anos. A proposta se enfoca em desenvolver
ferramentas para o cômputo de propriedades estatísticas dos observáveis em este tipo
de modelos até segunda ordem nas perturbações, incluindo efeitos relevantes em
análises de experimentos futuros. O meu plano e a implementação dos modelos
cosmológicos em solucionadores Boltzmann. Finalmente faremos análises estatıśticos
Bayesianos (p.ex., likelihood-base e likelihood-free) com os dados disponíveis e
também predições do funcionamento de experimentos futuros. Meus objetivos são:

1. Estudar escenarios cosmológicos alternativos onde a matéria escura interage com a
energia escura principalmente em escalas pequenas, teorias Hordeski, e teorias SVT.
O objetivo principal é determinar se esses modelos podem explicar a expansão
acelerada do universo levando em conta os dados disponıv́eis e os experimentos
futuros;

2. Profundizar meu conhecimento sobre as ondas gravitacionais, análise de dados,
estatıśtica, desenvolvimento de software, teoria de perturbações cosmológicas da
segunda ordem, modelos cosmológicos alternativos, solucionadores Boltzmann,
simulações N-body, e observáveis em cosmologia. Além disso espero melhorar minhas
capacidades de liderar projetos e orientar estudantes (p. ex., estudantes de doutorado)



Realizacoes no período

SVT theories involve scalar and vector fields which may be coupled to gravity. Although
they may have an interesting phenomenology (e.g., they are more general than
Horndeski theories), SVT theories have been poorly studied over the past years. I led a
research project published in JCAP (see “An effective fluid description of
scalar-vector-tensor theories under the sub-horizon and quasi-static approximations”
below) where linear perturbations for SVT theories were carefully investigated. We
worked out background evolution equations as well as equations governing the linear
order perturbations. For the latter we took advantage of both quasi-static and
sub-horizon approximations. We managed to find a fluid description of general SVT
theories compatible with current constraints of gravitational waves. Analytical
expressions for the equation of state, sound speed, and anisotropic stress were derived.
We showed our results can be used to find cosmological models satisfying certain
conditions. For instance, we were able to find a SVT model matching the behaviour of
LCDM at the background level while having non-vanishing dark energy perturbations.
Finally, we implemented our design SVT model in a Boltzmann solver (made publicly
available), solved the perturbation equations, and computed observables such as the
CMB angular power spectrum. In summary, our project allows testing SVT theories
against data.

Dark Matter and Dark Energy, the two most abundant ingredients in the LCDM model,
are collectively known as the dark sector. In the standard cosmological model they only
interact gravitationally. There is however the possibility that the dark sector exchanges
energy or/and momentum. Thus the detection of a momentum transfer in the dark
sector may challenge the LCDM model while also clarifying current tensions in
cosmological parameters such as the strength of matter clustering. I led a research
project published in JCAP (see “Momentum transfer in the dark sector and lensing
convergence in upcoming galaxy surveys” below) where we investigated a
well-motivated Dark Energy model also taking into account momentum transfer in the
dark sector. We computed cosmological constraints using available data sets and
carried out forecasts for EUCLID, an upcoming galaxy survey. We found current data
favour a vanishing momentum transfer in the dark sector. Our investigation showed
lensing convergence, a relevant relativistic effect, must be included in analyses of
galaxy surveys going deep in redshift and covering large regions in the sky. Otherwise,
several cosmological parameters would be misestimated being heavily biased.
Moreover, neglecting lensing convergence in future analyses of galaxy surveys (as
currently done) might exacerbate current discrepancies in the Hubble constant and the
strength of matter clustering.



Discrepancies in cosmological parameters are challenging the success of the standard
cosmological model. I led a research project submitted to JCAP (see “Holographic
energy density, dark energy sound speed, and tensions in cosmological parameters: H0

and S8” below) where we investigated a dark energy model with an evolving equation of
state, vanishing dark energy anisotropic stress, and constant dark energy sound speed.
We focused on a class of dark energy models whose energy density comes from the
Holographic Principle applied to the whole Universe. We carefully studied the
phenomenology of both background and linear order perturbations. Furthermore, we
implemented the model in a Boltzmann solver and computed observables using the
PPF formalism for the first time in the literature. Our code allowed us to compute
cosmological constraints. We found values for the Hubble constant and the strength of
matter clustering in good agreement with low redshift probes when using all data sets
considered in our work. However, our result for the baryon density is in 3σ with the BBN
constraint.

Machine learning based techniques are positively impacting many areas and cosmology
is not an exception. My Phd student Bayron Orjuela, our collaborator Savvas Nesseris,
and I performed a research project submitted to PRD (see “Using machine learning to
compress the matter transfer function T(k)” below). Our work used Genetic Algorithms
to carry out symbolic regression. In particular, we were able to find a simple, accurate
analytical expression for the matter transfer function which outperforms the popular
Eisenstein-Hu formula.

I also carried out other activities during this year. Firstly, I am acting as co-supervisor for
Bayron Orjuela (Phd student) and Jose Palacios (MSc student). Bayron Orjuela and I
co-authored two research papers (one already published in JCAP and another under
review in PRD). He presented our published work in two international conferences (i.e.,
COSMO’22 in Rio de Janeiro and Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics in
Prague) and a couple of seminars in Madrid (i.e., Institute for Theoretical Physics
IFT-UAM/CSIC and Universidad Complutense de Madrid). Jose Palacios is working on
a model considering dark energy is sourced by a vector field coupled with dark matter.
We implemented the model in a Boltzmann solver (available in my GitHub account) and
we plan to study the phenomenology of the model at the level of linear order
perturbations. Secondly, I prepared and sent grant applications (e.g., Marie Curie, La
Caixa, USAL for Excellence) to carry out my future research. Thirdly, I had an active
participation in the journal clubs organised by the cosmology group at ICTP-SAIFR.



Gestao de dados

Preprint versions of all the publications are publicly available on the repository Arxiv

https://arxiv.org/search/?searchtype=author&query=Cardona%2C+W

Software developed during the project is publicly available in my GitHub and Docker
repositories

https://github.com/wilmarcardonac

https://hub.docker.com/u/wilmarcardonac
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Visita Universidade de Pisa (Itália)

I spent a few weeks (from September the 12th to October the 31st, 2022) at University
of Pisa visiting Prof. Giovanni Marozzi. We discussed the results in my recent paper
concerning SVT theories (“An effective fluid description of scalar-vector-tensor theories
under the sub-horizon and quasi-static approximations”) and its possible extension to
non-linear scales. In particular, we discussed details of the Light Cone Gauge approach
where Prof. Marozzi is a worldwide expert. During my visit I also gave an informal talk
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Abstract. We consider scalar-vector-tensor (SVT) theories with second-order equations of
motion and tensor propagation speed equivalent to the speed of light. Under the sub-horizon
and the quasi-static approximations we find analytical formulae for an effective dark energy
fluid, i.e., sound speed, anisotropic stress as well as energy density and pressure. We took
advantage of our general, analytical fluid description and showed that it is possible to design
SVT cosmological models which are degenerate with ΛCDM at the background level while
having gravity strength Geff < GN at late-times as well as non-vanishing dark energy pertur-
bations. We implemented SVT designer models in the widely used Boltzmann solver CLASS
thus making it possible to test SVT models against astrophysical observations. Our effec-
tive fluid approach to SVT models reveals non trivial behaviour in the sound speed and the
anisotropic stress well worth an investigation in light of current discrepancies in cosmological
parameters such as H0 and σ8.
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Abstract. We investigated a cosmological model that allows a momentum transfer between
dark matter and dark energy. The interaction in the dark sector mainly affects the behaviour
of perturbations on small scales while the background evolution matches the wCDM solution.
As a result of the momentum transfer, these kinds of models help alleviating the σ8 discrepancy
in the standard model, but do not resolve the so-called H0 tension. We confirm that this is
indeed the case by computing cosmological constraints. While our analysis tends to favour
σ8 values lower than in ΛCDM, we do not find evidence for a non-vanishing momentum
transfer in the dark sector. Since upcoming galaxy surveys will deliver information on scales
and red-shift relevant for testing models allowing momentum transfer in the dark sector, we
also carried out forecasts using different survey configurations. We assessed the relevance
of neglecting lensing convergence κ when modelling the angular power spectrum of number
counts fluctuations C ij

` (z, z′). We found that not including κ in analyses leads to biased
constraints (≈ 1−5σ) of cosmological parameters even when including information from other
experiments. Incorrectly modelling C ij

` (z, z′) might lead to spurious detection of neutrino
masses and exacerbate discrepancies in H0 and σ8.
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1 Introduction

Finding the reason why the expansion of the Universe is speeding up remains one the biggest
challenges in cosmology. Although there is compelling observational evidence from different
probes such as supernovae type Ia [1–4], Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) [5], large-scale
structure [6, 7], weak lensing [8], and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation [9],
our theoretical description of the phenomenon lacks in fundamental grounds. While the
standard cosmological model Λ-Cold-Dark-Matter (ΛCDM) fits very well most astrophysical
observations, we must bear in mind that ΛCDM is just a pretty good phenomenological
description of observations with two big drawbacks. Firstly, effective Quantum Field Theory
prediction for Λ hugely disagrees from observations, giving rise to the so-called Cosmological
Constant Problem [10, 11]. Secondly, we are still pretty uncertain of the nature of Cold Dark
Matter (CDM) since its detection remains elusive in laboratories [12–14], only having evidence
for CDM through its gravitational effects.

The concordance model ΛCDM is successful at describing observations but lacks a fun-
damental theory supporting it. Therefore alternative models having a more sound theoretical
ground have emerged in the literature. Matter fields in theories beyond the Standard Model
of Particle Physics could fill the gap in the energy budget and provide a plausible explanation
for the late-time accelerating expansion without a cosmological constant. This appealing
approach is generally dubbed Dark Energy (DE) [15], but thus far no new fields have been
detected neither in the laboratory nor in astrophysical measurements. Another popular
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Abstract. Interesting discrepancies in cosmological parameters are challenging the success
of the ΛCDM model. Direct measurements of the Hubble constantH0 using Cepheid variables
and supernovae turn out to be higher than inferred from the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB). Weak galaxy lensing surveys consistently report values of the strength of matter
clustering σ8 lower than values derived from the CMB in the context of ΛCDM. In this
paper we address these discrepancies in cosmological parameters by considering Dark Energy
(DE) as a fluid with evolving equation of state wde(z), constant sound speed squared ĉ2

s , and
vanishing anisotropic stress σ. Our wde(z) is derived from the Holographic Principle and
can consecutively exhibit radiation-like, matter-like, and DE-like behaviour, thus affecting
the sound horizon and the comoving angular diameter distance, hence H0. Here we show
DE sound speed plays a part in the matter clustering behaviour through its effect on the
evolution of the gravitational potential. We compute cosmological constraints using several
data set combinations including primary CMB, CMB lensing, redshift-space-distortions, local
distance-ladder, supernovae, and baryon acoustic oscillations. In our analysis we marginalise
over ĉ2

s and find ĉ2
s = 1 is excluded at & 3σ. For our baseline result including the whole

data set we found H0 and σ8 in good agreement (within ≈ 2σ) with low redshift probes. Our
constraint for the baryon energy density ωb is however in ≈ 3σ tension with BBN constraints.
We conclude evolving DE also having non-standard clustering properties [e.g., ĉ2

s (z, k)] might
be relevant for the solution of current discrepancies in cosmological parameters.

1Corresponding author.
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1 Introduction

While the concordance model provides a reasonable, good phenomenological description of
most astrophysical measurements [1–4], it also becomes clear that our ignorance about the
nature of Dark Matter as well as the so-called cosmological constant problem represent major
drawbacks in the model. In addition, over the past years we have seen the emergence of pretty
interesting discrepancies (e.g., the Hubble constant H0, the strenght of matter clustering σ8)
in cosmological parameters whose understanding could reveal new physics disregarded in the
standard cosmological model [5–25].

Although Bayesian analyses show that the standard cosmological model ΛCDM per-
forms better than its simplest alternatives [26], there exists the possibility that more elabo-
rate models could explain the shortcomings ΛCDM is facing. Dynamical Dark Energy and
Modified Gravity (MG) have become the two leading approaches when trying to explain the
late-time accelerating universe [27–30]. There is however no conclusive evidence for new Dark
Energy (DE) fields or deviations from General Relativity [31–33].

Within the wide spectrum of proposals to address the DE problem, there is a hypothesis
known as the Holographic Principle (HP). Roughly speaking, the HP asserts that everything
inside a region of space can be described by bits of information confined to the boundary
[34–39]. This non-extensive scaling would suggest that quantum field theory ceases to be
valid in a large volume. Nevertheless, it is also true that the performance of local quantum
field theory at describing particle phenomenology is quite remarkable. It turns out that a
relationship between ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) cut-offs of an effective quantum field
theory could make these regimes compatible with each other [40]. If ρ is the quantum zero-
point energy density associated to a UV cut-off, the total energy in a region of size L should
not exceed the mass of a black hole of the same size, namely,

L3ρ ≤ LM2
p , (1.1)

where Mp is the reduced Planck mass. The largest, allowed IR cut-off LIR saturates the
inequality (1.1) so that the maximum energy density in the effective theory is given by

ρ = 3γ2M2
pL
−2
IR , (1.2)
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where γ is an arbitrary parameter. The UV/IR relationship (1.2) is a consequence of recog-
nising that quantum field theory overestimates states. Moreover, it offers a possible way of
understanding the cosmological constant problem [41, 42], one of the main shortcomings of
the standard cosmological model ΛCDM.

Interestingly, the UV/IR relation (1.2) has been widely applied in cosmology as an al-
ternative to the cosmological constant causing the late-time accelerating expansion in the
concordance model. These kinds of cosmological models are now known as Holographic Dark
Energy (HDE) models (see [43] for a review). In this context, the IR cut-off LIR has a cosmo-
logical origin and various choices are found in the literature [44–50]. Despite being appealing
as an alternative to ΛCDM, the HDE models investigated here are not derived from a La-
grangian which is a disadvantage when studying the evolution of cosmological perturbations:
since HDE models do not have a Lagrangian, we cannot derive equations of motion for linear
order perturbations.1 Nevertheless, fairly general theories relying on scalar and vector fields
(e.g., scalar-vector-tensor theories [52]) could provide background phenomenology matching
HDE models while allowing the investigation of cosmological perturbations. Here we will
adopt a phenomenological approach and assume the existence of a DE fluid having an evolv-
ing equation of state wde(a) derived from the UV/IR relation (1.2). As for the description of
DE perturbations, we opt for a constant sound speed in the fluid rest-frame ĉ2

s and vanishing
anisotropic stress π = 0.

In this work we want to determine whether or not HDE is viable given current astro-
physical measurements. Although cosmological constraints have been computed for HDE
models (see, for instance, [53–67]), a few details have been overlooked. Firstly, while HDE
models usually feature an evolving wde(a) which might cross the phantom divide wde = −1,
this behaviour is not properly addressed in the literature when also considering the evolu-
tion of perturbations. Here we will take it into consideration by using the Parameterized
Post-Friedmann (PPF) formalism [68]. Secondly, when modelling DE perturbations, studies
exist which a priori set ĉ2

s to a constant value. However, this choice could bias cosmolog-
ical constraints as it directly affects the clustering properties of DE. In our investigation
we marginalise over ĉ2

s and inquire about its phenomenological signatures in the context of
HDE. Thirdly, with regard to cosmological constraints of HDE models, most studies focus on
the background evolution and use only low red-shift data to constrain the parameter space
fully disregarding the impact on earlier stages of the Universe. Here we fill this gap in the
literature by also studying the impact of HDE on linear order perturbations.

The manuscript is organised as follows. In Section 2 we set our notation, discuss the
particular HDE model and explain its background phenomenology as well as the behaviour
of linear order perturbations. In Sections 3-4 we present and discuss results for cosmological
constraints. Finally, in Section 5 we give our conclusions.

2 Theoretical framework and holographic dark energy model

The Einstein-Hilbert action reads

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
R

2κ
+ Lm

)
, (2.1)

where Lm denotes the Lagrangian for any matter fields appearing in the theory, g is the
determinant of the metric gµν , R is the Ricci scalar and κ ≡ 8πG is a constant with G being

1However, see Ref. [51] for a relation between HDE and massive gravity theory that could provide a
framework for investigating perturbations.
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the bare Newtons constant. By applying the Principle of Least Action we can derive the well
known Einstein field equations

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = κTµν , (2.2)

where Rµν is the Ricci tensor and Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor of matter fields.2

Since observations and simulations indicate that on large enough scales the Universe is sta-
tistically homogeneous and isotropic also having vanishing curvature [1, 69–71], here we will
assume a flat, linearly perturbed Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker metric (FLRW). In
the conformal Newtonian gauge [72]

ds2 = a(τ)2
[
−(1 + 2ψ(~x, τ))dτ2 + (1− 2φ(~x, τ))d~x2

]
, (2.3)

where a(τ) is the scale factor, and ψ, φ denote the gravitational potentials. As usual we will
consider the material content as described by a perfect fluid with energy-momentum tensor

Tµν = Pfldδ
µ
ν + (ρfld + Pfld)Uµ, (2.4)

where ρfld, Pfld, and Uµ respectively denote the energy density, pressure, and four-velocity
vector of the fluid. At first order the four-velocity vector is given by Uµ = a(τ)−1 (1− ψ, ~u),
which satisfies UµUµ = −1, with ~u = ~̇x. Taking into account linear perturbations, the
elements of the energy-momentum tensor are given by

T 0
0 = −(ρ̄fld + δρfld), (2.5)

T 0
i = (ρ̄fld + P̄fld)ui, (2.6)

T ij = (P̄fld + δPfld)δij + Σi
j , (2.7)

where ρ̄fld, P̄fld are background quantities and only depend on time. The perturbations
δρfld, δPfld, Σi

j depend on (~x, τ). The anisotropic stress tensor of the fluid is defined as

Σi
j ≡ T ij − δijT kk /3.

2.1 Background

From the time-time component of Eq. (2.2) and using the unperturbed (i.e., ψ = φ = 0)
FLRW metric (2.3), we obtain

H2 =
κ

3
(ρr + ρm + ρde), (2.8)

where the Hubble parameter H ≡ 1

a(t)

da

dt
, and ρde, ρr, ρm respectively denote DE, radiation,

and matter energy densities. While radiation and matter will be taken into account as in
the standard cosmological model ΛCDM, we will consider DE as a fluid with energy density
given by (1.2). We choose the so-called GO cut-off [46]

L−2
IR ≡ αH

2 + β
dH

dt
(2.9)

2Unless stated otherwise, throughout this paper we adopt the following conventions: speed of light c = 1, τ
is the conformal time, ~x denotes conformal comoving coordinates, and the metric signature is (− + ++). For

a generic function f ,
df

dτ
≡ ḟ and

df

da
≡ f ′. Cosmic time t and conformal time τ are related via dτ = dt/a(τ).
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where α and β are dimensionless constants. Eqs. (1.2) and (2.9) allow us to define a HDE
density

ρde =
3

κ

(
αH2 + β

dH

dt

)
, (2.10)

where the constant γ was absorbed by α and β. Taking into account Eq. (2.10), we can
rewrite the Friedmann equation (2.8) as3

H2 = Ωr,0H
2
0a
−4 + Ωm,0H

2
0a
−3 +

(
αH2 + β

a

2

dH2

da

)
. (2.11)

We define E2 ≡ H2

H2
0

and find an analytical solution for the differential equation (2.11) given

by

E2(a) = Ωeff
r,0a
−4 + Ωeff

m,0a
−3 + Ωeff

de,0a
−2(α−1)

β , (2.12)

where

Ωeff
r,0 ≡

(
1 +

(α− 2β)

(1− α+ 2β)

)
Ωr,0, (2.13)

Ωeff
m,0 ≡

(
1 +

(2α− 3β)

(2− 2α+ 3β)

)
Ωm,0, (2.14)

Ωeff
de,0 ≡

(
1− 2Ωm,0

(2− 2α+ 3β)
− Ωr,0

(1− α+ 2β)

)
, (2.15)

and the effective parameter densities satisfy Ωeff
m,0 + Ωeff

r,0 + Ωeff
de,0 = 1. Note that the HDE

parameter density reads

Ωde =

(
α− 2β

1− α+ 2β

)
Ωr,0a

−4 +

(
2α− 3β

2− 2α+ 3β

)
Ωm,0a

−3 + Ωeff
de,0a

−2(α−1)
β . (2.16)

Assuming a barotropic fluid with Pde = wdeρde, from the condition for energy conservation

dρde

dt
+ 3Hρde (1 + wde) = 0 (2.17)

and Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12), we can derive the equation of state for our DE fluid

wde(a) =

(
2α−3β−2

3β

)
Ωeff

de,0a
−2(α−1)

β +
(

2β−α
3α−6β−3

)
Ωr,0a

−4(
2α−3β

2−2α+3β

)
Ωm,0a−3 +

(
α−2β

1−α+2β

)
Ωr,0a−4 + Ωeff

de,0a
−2(α−1)

β

. (2.18)

Figure 1 shows the evolution of parameter densities as well as the HDE equation of
state wde(a) in Eq. (2.18). It becomes clear that when α > 2β the HDE equation of state
evolves from radiation-like [wde(a) ≈ 1/3] to pressure-less matter-like [wde(a) ≈ 0] until
reaching a DE-like [wde(a) < −1/3] behaviour at late times. Consequently, a non-vanishing
HDE (2.10) can effectively add both pressure-less matter and radiation to the cosmological
model [see Eqs. (2.13)-(2.14)]. While for the case where α = 2β there is no radiation-like
behaviour of HDE in the early universe, HDE contributes to the effective matter parameter
density in the matter dominated epoch. Since in this work we focus on a possible explanation

3As it is usual, we define the density parameters Ωi,0 ≡ κ
3H2

0
ρi,0 and use

d

dt
= aH

d

da
.
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Figure 1. Evolution of parameter densities and HDE equation of state wde for the HDE model. Note
that wde can cross the phantom divide. Here we use Ωm,0 = 0.31 and Ωr,0 = 8.5× 10−5. While in the
lower panel (α > 2β) the HDE equation of state has a radiation-like behaviour at early times, in the
upper panel (α = 2β) wde is matter-like when the universe is under radiation dominance.

for the late time accelerating expansion of the Universe and its relation with the formation
of structures, we constrain the HDE model to satisfy Ωeff

r,0 = Ωr,0 later when computing
cosmological constraints. From Eq. (2.13), the latter is fulfilled for α = 2β. In this way we
make sure that the early universe is described as in the ΛCDM model. Later in Section 4 we
will expand on this constraint in relation with previous works.

With the constraint α = 2β, the HDE density in Eq. (2.10) becomes the well known
Ricci Dark Energy (RDE) which only has a single free parameter. Then, the normalised
Hubble parameter (2.12) and the HDE equation of state (2.18) are simplified

E2(a) = Ωr,0a
−4 +

(
1 +

α

4− α

)
Ωm,0a

−3 +

1− Ωm,0

1− α

4

− Ωr,0

 a
4−4α
α , (2.19)

wde(a) =
α− 4

3α
(

1− αΩm,0

(α−4)(1−Ωr,0)+4Ωm,0
a
α−4
α

) . (2.20)
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From Eq. (2.19) we can easily extract the HDE density

ρ̃de(a) =
α

(4− α)
Ωm,0a

−3 +

(
1− 4

(4− α)
Ωm,0 − Ωr,0

)
a

4−4α
α , (2.21)

where ρ̃de ≡ ρde
H2

0
. Moreover, from the conservation equation (2.17) we can derive an expression

for the HDE pressure P̃de ≡ Pde

H2
0

P̃de(a) = −4− α
3α

(
1− 4

(4− α)
Ωm,0

)
a

4−4α
α , (2.22)

which in turn allows us to compute the adiabatic sound speed squared for the DE fluid

c2
a ≡

dPde

dρde
= wde −

˙wde

3H(1 + wde)
= wde −

w′dea

3(1 + wde)

=
4(α− 4)

3α
(

4− 3α2Ωm,0

(α−1)((α−4)(1−Ωr,0)+4Ωm,0)a
α−4
α

) . (2.23)

We will use the previous expressions to derive simplified, approximate solutions for the DE
perturbations during matter dominance in the next section.

2.2 First order perturbations

In this work we are interested in computing statistical properties of observables such as
the CMB angular power spectra and the matter power spectrum as predicted by the HDE
model. Here we limit ourselves to first order scalar perturbations and therefore we need to
solve the differential equations governing the linearised Einstein field equations (2.2). Using
the conformal Newtonian gauge (2.3) and taking into account a general fluid (2.5)-(2.7), we
obtain

k2φ+ 3
ȧ

a

(
φ̇+

ȧ

a
ψ

)
= 4πGa2δT 0

0 , (2.24)

k2

(
φ̇+

ȧ

a
ψ

)
= 4πGa2(ρ̄fld + P̄fld)θfld, (2.25)

φ̈+
ȧ

a
(ψ̇ + 2φ̇) +

(
2
ä

a
− ȧ2

a2

)
ψ +

k2

3
(φ− ψ) =

4π

3
Ga2δT ii , (2.26)

k2(φ− ψ) = 12πGa2(ρ̄fld + P̄fld)σfld, (2.27)

where k is the wavenumber, the divergence of the velocity field is defined as θfld ≡ ikjuj ,
and σfld is the anisotropic stress. In the cases where the universe is regarded as composed
by several fluids, the right-hand side in Eqs. (2.24)-(2.27) is intended to be a sum over all
species (e.g., radiation, matter, dark energy). From the conservation of energy-momentum
(∇µTµν = 0) for a single fluid we obtain

δ̇fld = −Vfld + 3(1 + wfld)φ̇− 3
ȧ

a

(
δPfld

ρ̄fld
− wfldδfld

)
, (2.28)

V̇fld = − ȧ
a

(1− 3wfld)Vfld +
δPfld

ρ̄fld
k2 + k2(1 + wfld)φ, (2.29)
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where we have used the scalar velocity perturbation Vfld ≡ ikjT
j
0 /ρ̄ = (1 + wfld)θfld and

disregarded anisotropic stress.
Since we are interested in the observational signatures of the HDE cosmological model

at late-times, in the remainder of this section we will discuss the behaviour of matter and DE
perturbations starting our analysis in the matter dominated epoch. We consider pressure-less
matter with wm = 0, δPm = 0, σm = 0 and assume HDE as a fluid having DE equation of
state (2.18), pressure perturbation δPde, and vanishing anisotropic stress σde = 0. The latter
and Eq. (2.27) imply that at late-times the gravitational potentials φ = ψ.

We parameterise the DE pressure perturbation as

δPde

ρ̄de
= ĉ2

sδ +
3aH

(
ĉ2

s − c2
a

)
k2

V (2.30)

where ĉ2
s is the DE sound speed squared in the rest-frame, δ is the DE density perturbation,

and V is the DE velocity perturbation. Using (2.30), we rewrite Eqs. (2.28)-(2.29) for the
DE perturbations

δ′ = − V

Ha2

(
1 +

9a2H2
(
ĉ2

s − wde

)
k2

+
3a3H2w′de

k2(1 + wde)

)
− 3

a

(
ĉ2

s − wde

)
δ+ 3(1 +wde)φ

′, (2.31)

V ′ = −
(

1− 3ĉ2
s −

aw′de

(1 + wde)

)
V

a
+
k2ĉ2

s

Ha2
δ + (1 + wde)

k2

Ha2
φ, (2.32)

whereas for matter the perturbation equations (2.28)-(2.29) become

δ′m = − Vm

Ha2
+ 3φ′, (2.33)

V ′m = −Vm

a
+

k2

Ha2
φ. (2.34)

Note we can combine Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25) and obtain

k2φ = −4πGa2
∑
j

ρj

(
δj +

3aH

k2
Vj

)
. (2.35)

2.2.1 Matter dominance

Here we will work out the solution for the system of differential equations (2.31)-(2.34)
governing the evolution of matter and DE perturbations. We focus on late times starting
from the epoch when matter becomes dominant so that we can safely neglect radiation in the
model. Since we are interested in analytical, approximate solutions, to simplify our problem
we assume that during Matter Dominance (MD) the Hubble parameter is

H2 = H2
0 Ωeff

m,0a
−3. (2.36)

For the standard cosmological model ΛCDM only matter contributes to the pressure pertur-
bation in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.26), hence the solution for the gravitational potential
φ takes on a constant value under MD. The situation is different for the HDE we investigate
here because the DE fluid might have not negligible contributions to the pressure pertur-
bation. The latter is parameterised by Eq. (2.30) and therefore we identify two situations
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where φ is constant as in ΛCDM : i) α = 2β (c2
a = 0) and ĉ2

s = 0 so that δPde = 0; ii) the
more general scenario where α, β are independent parameters (c2

a ≈ 0) and ĉ2
s = 0 implying

δPde ≈ 0.
We could only find analytical solutions for the perturbations when the gravitational

potential takes on a constant value φ0. Therefore, using Eq. (2.36) in Eqs. (2.31)-(2.34), we
find the solutions for both matter and DE perturbations in MD

δm = δ0

(
a+ 3

H2
0 Ωeff

m,0

k2

)
, (2.37)

Vm = −δ0H0

√
Ωeff

m,0a
1/2, (2.38)

δ = δm, (2.39)

V = Vm, (2.40)

where

δ0 ≡−
2k2φ0

3H2
0 Ωeff

m,0

. (2.41)

Note that the potential φ in Eq. (2.35) also receives contributions from the DE fluid in MD:
DE perturbations behave as matter perturbations [see Eqs. (2.39)-(2.40)] and the background
DE density is not negligible [see Eq. (2.16)] under MD.

We numerically solved the system of differential equations (2.31)-(2.34) also taking into
account the expression (2.35) for the gravitational potential. The latter is depicted in Figure
2 for the standard cosmological model ΛCDM along with solutions for HDE and RDE models.
It becomes clear that while models having ĉ2

s = 1 exhibit a varying gravitational potential
during MD, models with a vanishing sound speed present a behaviour similar to ΛCDM,
namely, a constant φ. Note that for the given set of cosmological parameters, HDE (ĉ2

s = 0)
enters later than RDE (ĉ2

s = 0) the regime of MD; the small variation of φ in this case is due
to a non-vanishing adiabatic sound speed affecting the DE pressure perturbation, hence the
gravitational potential.

In Figure 3 we show the numerical solutions for the matter perturbations. We display
solutions for the concordance model ΛCDM and for the RDE (ĉ2

s = 0) model. In the case
of ΛCDM we also show the well-known analytical solutions in the MD epoch. Differences
in the solutions of density perturbations arise mainly before horizon crossing and when DE
becomes dominant. This is indeed due to the modifications introduced by the RDE via Ωeff

m,0.
With regard to the velocity perturbations, we can see that even though the dependence with
the scale factor is the same in the two models, the RDE (ĉ2

s = 0) solution fully disagrees with
the standard model due to Ωeff

m,0.
In Figure 4 we compare the numerical solutions for DE perturbations against the an-

alytical, approximate solutions (2.39)-(2.40) valid in the MD regime. We carry out the
comparison for HDE (ĉ2

s = 0) in the left panel and RDE (ĉ2
s = 0) in the right panel. While

analytical solutions describe pretty well the behaviour of δ and V in the RDE (ĉ2
s = 0) model

during MD, we find disagreement for the HDE (ĉ2
s = 0) model. This is mainly due to the fact

that in the latter full MD starts later than in RDE (ĉ2
s = 0) for the given set of cosmological

parameters.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the gravitational potential in ΛCDM, HDE, and RDE cosmological mod-
els. All the plots are normalised by the initial value in ΛCDM. Common cosmological param-
eters used to numerically solve the system of differential equations are: Ωr,0 = 0, Ωm,0 = 0.3,
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, k = 25H0, δ0 = 1; for RDE α = 0.91; for HDE α = 0.88 and β = 0.39.

2.2.2 Implementation in Boltzmann solver

Thus far in our treatment of perturbations, we regarded DE perturbations as governed by
fluid equations. We used a prescription for the pressure perturbation given by (2.30). How-
ever, this approach has problems (e.g., divergences, instabilities) when the DE equation of
state crosses the phantom divide which turns out to be the case in the HDE model we inves-
tigate here (see Fig. 1). Not allowing cosmological models to cross wde = −1 could introduce
unwanted bias in our modelling since the phantom divide is currently a crucial point [73]. By
requiring strict energy and momentum conservation, the PPF formalism (also implemented
in the Boltzmann solver CLASS) can deal with smooth DE crossing the phantom divide [68].

The PPF description of DE replaces the density and momentum components with a
single joint dynamical variable

Γ ≡ −4πGa2

k2cK
δρ̂de, (2.42)

thus reducing closure conditions, but requiring strict conservation of energy and momentum
in its equation of motion. Here cK = 1 − 3K/k2, where K is the space-time curvature that
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Figure 3. Evolution of density and velocity matter perturbations in the ΛCDM and RDE (ĉ2s = 0)
model. We show the numerical solutions (solid and dashed curves) as well as the analytical solutions
(dotted curves) in MD for the standard cosmological model. Cosmological parameters are as specified
in Fig. 2.

we set to K = 0. The evolution equation for Γ is given by

(
1 + c2

Γk
2
H

) [ Γ̇

H
+ Γ + c2

Γk
2
HΓ

]
= S, (2.43)

where cΓ ≡ 0.4 ĉs calibrates the scale of the transition, kH = k2/aH and

S =
ȧ

a

4πG

H2
ρde (1 + wde)

θT
k2

(2.44)

where the subscript T denotes all species except dark energy.
Figure 5 shows the output of our implementation in CLASS for a RDE model crossing

the phantom divide. We use the best fit cosmological parameters in Ref. [55] and depict
ΛCDM along with RDE model for different values of the DE sound speed ĉ2

s . The latter
has a relevant effect in both CMB angular power spectrum and matter power spectrum (not
shown in Ref. [55]).
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Figure 4. The evolution of DE perturbations in HDE (left panel) and RDE (right panel). We
compare analytical (dashed and dotted curves) and numerical (solid curves) solutions for the system
of differential equations (2.31)-(2.34). Cosmological parameters are as specified in Fig. 2.

3 Data and Methodology

In order to compute cosmological constraints for the cosmological model including DE as
given by the DE energy density (2.10), we carried out the analysis in two parts. Firstly,
we performed an analysis only taking into consideration background data. Secondly, we add
data from the CMB anisotropies and Redshift-Space-Distortions (RSD) that constrain the
model further.

Data constraining the background evolution of the model include: Baryon Acoustic
Oscillations (BAO) from Refs. [74–76], Pantheon supernovae (SNe) data set from Ref. [77], and
the SH0ES local measurement of the Hubble constant (H0) from Ref. [8] that we introduce as
a Gaussian prior. As for data constraining linear order perturbations we take in information
from CMB lensing (lensing) as well as temperature and polarisation anisotropies of the CMB
(TTTEEE) measured by the Planck Collaboration [1], and a compilation of RSD as explained
in Ref. [78].

As discussed previously, we implemented the HDE cosmological model by considering a
DE fluid with DE equation of state (2.18), constant sound speed ĉ2

s , and vanishing anisotropic
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Figure 5. CMB temperature angular power spectrum CTT
l and matter power spectrum P (k, z =

0) for different values of ĉ2s . We fix other cosmological parameters to the best fit values re-
ported in Table 1 [WMAP+BAO+SNIa] of Ref. [55], namely: for RDE ωb = 0.0241, ωcdm = 0.1086,
H0 = 72.26 km s−1 Mpc−1, ns = 1.0871, ln 1010As = 3.122, τ = 0.1382 and α = 0.6904 (note
that authors in Ref. [55] actually report β = 0.3452); for ΛCDM ωb = 0.0226, ωcdm = 0.1123,
H0 = 70.38 km s−1 Mpc−1, ns = 0.9691, ln 1010As = 3.180, τ = 0.0877.

stress. We carried out the implementation in the widely used Boltzmann solver CLASS.
For a given set of cosmological parameters, the code computes all the relevant quantities
(e.g., luminosity distances, CMB angular power spectrum) so that theoretical predictions
can be compared with astrophysical measurements. We performed a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) statistical analysis by sampling the parameter space with the code Monte

Python [79, 80]. The latter is linked to CLASS and samples the parameter space with the
default Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. In a first stage, a covariance matrix is adjusted so
that the acceptance rate is ≈ 0.25. Then, in a second stage of the analysis, the covariance
matrix is fixed and the code performs ∼ 106 iterations until reaching convergence which we
estimate with the Gelman-Rubin statistic R satisfying the condition R − 1 . 0.01 for all
the varying parameters. We marginalise over the following cosmological parameters: baryon
density today ωb ≡ Ωbh

2; cold dark matter density today ωcdm ≡ Ωcdmh
2; 100× angular

size of sound horizon at redshift z? (redshift for which the optical depth equals unity) 100θ?;
Log power of the primordial curvature perturbations ln 1010As; scalar spectrum power-law
index ns; Thomson scattering optical depth due to reionisation τ ; sound speed squared on
the rest-frame of the fluid log ĉ2

s ; parameters determining the holographic DE density α and
β. In our MCMC analyses we also marginalise over a few nuisance parameters whose number
depends on the specific probe combination. For common cosmological parameters we use the
same prior range as specified in Table 1 of Ref. [81].

When performing the first part of our statistical analysis (only background data), we
vary the parameters ωb, ωcdm, α, and β (and H0 when introduced as a Gaussian prior); the
HDE parameters α and β were introduced with an unbounded flat prior. In the second part
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of our analysis (taking into consideration background data as well as CMB anisotropies and
Redshift-Space-Distortions), we set β = α/2 as argued earlier in Section 2. Therefore, we
vary the parameters ωb, ωcdm, 100θ?, ln 1010As, ns, τ , log ĉ2

s , and α. In this case for the
parameters describing the DE fluid we use the prior range specified in Table 1.

While the analysis carried out in Ref. [55] seems to have fixed the DE sound speed
ĉ2

s = 1, here we marginalise over ĉ2
s . In Figure 5 we show CMB angular power spectra along

with matter power spectra for different values of ĉ2
s . It becomes clear that ĉ2

s plays a part in
the analysis, hence fixing the DE sound speed might lead to biased constraints.

Parameter Prior range

α [0.01, 1.35]
log ĉ2

s [−10, 0]

Table 1. Flat prior bounds used in the full analysis including background and linear perturbations.

4 Results and discussion

MCMC results for the first part of our analysis constraining the background evolution are
summarised in Fig. 6 and Table 2. Mean values for the HDE parameters α and β are in
good agreement with previous works using different data sets [56, 66, 82]. Although we do
not put any hard bound for α and β in our MCMC analysis, in Fig. 6 we can clearly see
that there are no samples in the region satisfying α < 2β. This is due to the fact that in
this region the HDE density becomes negative and we have required the condition ρde ≥ 0 to
hold. Figure 7 shows the behaviour of parameter densities and wde for a model having α < 2β
(upper panel) as well as the best fit for the case HDE:BAO+SNe+H0 in Table 2 (lower panel).
While in the upper panel we clearly see that wde has a singularity when Ωde changes sign, the
lower panel shows a non-negligible amount of HDE during both radiation dominated epoch
and DM domination. This behaviour can be understood if we note that, whatever probe
combination in Table 2, samples for α and β satisfy α > 2β and therefore HDE effectively
contributes to matter and radiation [see Eqs. (2.13)-(2.14)]. Consequently, we observe in
Fig. 6 a degeneracy between the matter parameter density Ωm,0 and the HDE parameter
α. The degeneracy is even more evident for the green contours showing results for the RDE
model.

Parameter HDE:BAO HDE:BAO+SNe HDE:BAO+SNe+H0 RDE:BAO+SNe+H0

ωb 0.0195−0.0144
+0.0051 0.0151−0.0097

+0.0025 0.0176−0.0108
+0.0039 0.0228−0.0106

+0.0048

ωcdm 0.0688−0.0585
+0.0334 0.0821−0.0261

+0.0363 0.1010−0.0319
+0.0384 0.1202−0.0292

+0.0408

β 0.49−0.13
+0.08 0.43−0.08

+0.04 0.40−0.08
+0.06 –

α 1.14−0.18
+0.22 0.98−0.13

+0.10 0.95−0.11
+0.10 0.92−0.13

+0.10

Ωm,0 0.195−0.091
+0.077 0.214−0.054

+0.063 0.222−0.054
+0.062 0.268−0.045

+0.056

Table 2. Mean values and 68% confidence limits on cosmological parameters. Here we only use data
constraining the background.

Next we explain the second part of our analysis where data constraining linear order
perturbations are also considered and we set β = α/2. Statistical information derived from
our MCMC results is presented in Table 3, while Fig. 8 contains confidence contours and
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Figure 6. 1D marginalised likelihoods as well as confidence contours (i.e., 68% and 95%) for the
HDE (i.e., gray, red, and blue) cosmological model. Green contours and curves show results for
the RDE model with BAO+SNe+H0. Note that here we plot the matter density parameter Ωm,0 ≡
(ωb +ωcdm)/h2 which is a derived parameter in our analysis. Dashed, vertical line indicates the result
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Figure 7. Evolution of parameter densities and HDE equation of state wde for the HDE model.
In the lower panel we use the best fit values for HDE:BAO+SNe+H0 (α = 0.906, β = 0.349,
H0 = 72.90 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm,0 = 0.224). The magenta, dotted curve shows wde for the best fit
of RDE:BAO+SNe+H0 (α = 0.893, H0 = 73.12 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm,0 = 0.281). We set Ωr,0 = 8.5× 10−5,
and for the upper panel we use Ωm,0 = 0.2713.

marginalised 1D posteriors. Several comments can be made. Firstly, by comparing Figs. 6
and 8 we note that while background data sets seem compatible with each other, also taking
Planck data into consideration introduces a discordance in the determination of some cosmo-
logical parameters (see dark, blue and light, green contours in Fig. 8), namely, H0, ωcdm, σ8,
ns, and α. Secondly, with regard to the RDE parameter α, we can see that in this case it is
well constrained and its mean value is significantly shifted towards lower values than reported
in Table 2. Although we use different data sets, constraints for α agree at the 2σ level with
results in Ref. [55]; there are however noticeable differences in other cosmological parameters
such as ωb, ωcdm, ns, τ , and Ωm,0. Thirdly, even though the sound speed squared log ĉ2

s hits
the lower bound in the prior and we can only set an upper limit, it becomes clear from our
results that ĉ2

s = 1 is excluded by more than 3σ. This result calls in question the assumption
of fixing ĉ2

s in Ref. [55] (presumably to ĉ2
s = 1). A comparison between Figs. 5 and 9 clearly

confirms that the DE sound speed plays a role in the analysis of RDE. A lower DE sound
speed along with changes in ωb, ωcdm, ns, and τ show a much better fit than previous results
fixing ĉ2

s = 1. Fourthly, regardless of the probe combination, the only parameter which shows
relatively good agreement with the baseline result reported by the Planck Collaboration for
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the ΛCDM model is the Thomson scattering optical depth due to reionisation τ . All other
parameters in common with the standard cosmological model appear relatively discrepant.
Fifthly, our analysis discloses a slight degeneracy between α and the parameters H0, ωb, ωcdm,
and σ8 (see Fig. 8). Sixthly, while for the analysis in Table 2 only including background data
the DE equation of state wde(a = 1) ≈ −1 (see lower panel in Fig. 7), the analysis in Table
3 also including CMB and RSD data yields wde(a = 1) < −1 (see Fig. 10). Then, despite
having a present DE budget similar to the ΛCDM (Ωde(a = 1) ≈ 0.7), we conclude the RDE
model struggles to simultaneously fit low and high redshift data.

Parameter TTTEEE+lensing+SNe {. . . }+BAO {. . . }+H0 {. . . }+RSD TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+H0

ωb 0.02288−0.00015
+0.00016 0.02347± 0.00015 0.02349± 0.00015 0.02357± 0.00015 0.02317± 0.00015

ωcdm 0.1301± 0.0011 0.1219± 0.0010 0.1218± 0.0010 0.1209± 0.0010 0.1232−0.0010
+0.0009

H0 64.95−0.83
+0.84 71.65−0.73

+0.75 72.12−0.62
+0.60 71.91−0.61

+0.59 77.55−0.85
+0.82

σ8 0.748−0.010
+0.013 0.765± 0.010 0.769± 0.009 0.752−0.008

+0.014 0.825± 0.012

ns 0.9226± 0.0038 0.9425± 0.0038 0.9431± 0.0037 0.9445−0.0037
+0.0038 0.9412± 0.0037

τ 0.0411−0.0061
+0.0071 0.0605−0.0085

+0.0072 0.0612−0.0090
+0.0070 0.0596−0.0086

+0.0070 0.0547−0.0073
+0.0065

log ĉ2
s −7−2

+1 < −8 < −7 < −6 −8−2
+1

α 0.642± 0.013 0.643± 0.011 0.640± 0.010 0.650± 0.010 0.571± 0.011

Ωm,0 0.363± 0.011 0.283−0.007
+0.006 0.279−0.006

+0.005 0.279± 0.005 0.243−0.005
+0.006

100θ? 1.03999± 0.00028 1.04084± 0.00028 1.04088± 0.00028 1.04092± 0.00028 1.04076± 0.00028

S8 0.822−0.012
+0.014 0.744± 0.010 0.742± 0.010 0.726−0.010

+0.014 0.743± 0.010

Table 3. Mean values and 68% confidence limits on cosmological parameters for the RDE model.
Here {. . . } stands for the inclusion of data from column on the left.

In Fig. 9 we show the CMB TT angular power spectrum and the matter power spectrum
corresponding to the best fits of analyses in Table 3 and Fig. 8. For the sake of comparison
we also depicted the Plack baseline result for the ΛCDM model. Main differences in the CMB
angular power spectrum appear on very large angular scales where cosmic variance dominates
the error budget and the Sachs-Wolfe effect becomes important: the enhancement of power
at small ` is due to lower values for the spectral index than in ΛCDM as well as the evolution
of gravitational potentials (affected by α and ĉ2

s ) when DE dominates the energy budget
(see also left panel of Fig. 11). Concerning the matter power spectrum, we can see that it
is heavily modified with respect to the ΛCDM solution depending on the data set used in
the analysis. Except for the combination TTTEEE+lensing+SNe, data favour more power on
large scales than in the ΛCDM model. Except for the combination TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+H0,
data favour less power on small scales than in the standard model. Our baseline result
TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+RSD+SNe+H0 keeps the angular acoustic scale in good agreement with
the Planck Collaboration baseline result. Right panel of Fig. 11 shows the effect of changing
α and ĉ2

s that we explain below.
In what follows we focus on our baseline result TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+RSD+SNe+H0 which

seems to bring in relative good agreement CMB and Large Scale Structure data. First, note
that although we do not use data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES), our derived constraints
for S8 and Ωm,0 (see Table 3) are compatible with DES measurements are S8 = 0.776±0.017
and Ωm,0 = 0.339+0.032

−0.031 within ≈ 2σ. Second, we can see in the right panel of Fig. 9 than
on large scales (wavenumber k . 10−2 h Mpc−1) beyond the reach of current galaxy surveys,
the RDE model predicts more power than the standard model. This difference is due to a
few changes with respect to the concordance model: i) a smaller spectral index (ns = 0.9649
in ΛCDM); ii) a slight shift in the pivot scale; iii) differences in the evolution of matter
perturbations in the RDE model (see Fig. 3). Third, we constrain the redshift dependence
in the linear matter power spectrum by using the parameter fσ8 through the likelihood
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Figure 9. Left: CMB temperature angular power spectrum CTT
l . Right: linear theory matter

power spectrum Pm(k, z = 0). We plot the baseline result reported by the Planck Collabora-
tion (ΛCDM) along with best fits of analyses in Fig. 8 for the RDE model. Our baseline result
(TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+RSD+SNe+H0) has the following best fit values for cosmological parameters:
ωb = 0.02351, ωcdm = 0.1214, 100θs = 1.04087, ln 1010As = 3.014, ns = 0.9440, τ = 0.0551, α = 0.651,
log ĉ2s = −6, σ8 = 0.736, H0 = 71.44 km s−1 Mpc−1.

RSD which relies on linear perturbation theory.4 Our constraint for the strength of matter
clustering σ8 turns out to be lower than in the ΛCDM model Planck baseline. Since matter
velocity perturbations might be greater in RDE than in ΛCDM (see Fig. 3), we expect less
matter clustering in RDE. Moreover, since the rms linear theory mass fluctuation in a sphere
of radius R = 8 Mpc h−1 at z = 0

(σ8)2 ≡ 1

2π2

∫
d log kW 2(kR) k3 Pm(k), (4.1)

where W (kR) is a spherical top-hat filter, is predominantly determined by contributions on
small scales and the matter power spectrum Pm predicts less power in RDE than in ΛCDM,
we can expect σRDE

8 < σΛCDM
8 as we indeed found.

Another interesting aspect of our analysis concerns the constraint for the Hubble con-
stant H0. Fig. 8 indicates that the RDE model can simultaneously relax the current tension
in H0 and σ8 (see case TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+SNe). The angular acoustic scale

θs =
rs(z?)

DA(z?)
, (4.2)

4We also computed non-linear corrections for the RDE using HALOFIT [83]. However, since HALOFIT
is optimised for the standard model, we do not use it in this work. Even when including these non-linear
corrections we observe less power on small scales in the RDE model than predicted by the ΛCDM model.
Non-linear evolution of DE perturbations could also be investigated along the lines explained in Refs. [84, 85].
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Figure 10. Evolution of parameter densities and DE equation of state wde for the RDE model.
Here we use the best fit values for our baseline result (TTTEEE+lensing+BAO+RSD+SNe+H0) analysis in
Fig. 8. For sake of comparison we also plot the ΛCDM baseline result by the Planck Collaboration.

is pretty well constrained by CMB observations. In Eq. (4.2), rs and DA respectively denote
the sound horizon

rs =

∫ ∞
z?

cs(z)

H(z)
dz, (4.3)

and the comoving angular diameter distance

DA =

∫ z?

0

dz

H(z)
. (4.4)

While for the ΛCDM Planck baseline

100θs = 1.04110, rs(z?) = 144.531055 Mpc, dA(z?) = 12.738778 Mpc, (4.5)

our baseline result (the best fit)

100θs = 1.04087, rs(z?) = 136.800000 Mpc, dA(z?) = 12.053113 Mpc, (4.6)

where the comoving angular diameter distance is related to the angular diameter distance dA

via DA(z) = (1 + z)dA. The RDE model decreases both the sound horizon and the comoving
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Figure 11. Left: CMB angular power spectrum. Right: linear theory matter power spectrum.
Solid, black lines show the Planck Collaboration baseline result for the standard model. Solid, red
lines show our baseline result for the RDE model. Green, dotted (dashed) line shows the effect of
decreasing (increasing) α with respect to the best fit value. Blue, dotted (dashed) line shows the
effect of decreasing (increasing) ĉ2s with respect to the best fit value.

angular diameter distance while keeping the angular acoustic scale in good agreement with
the ΛCDM solution. These changes can be understood from Figure 12. On the one hand,
in the RDE model the expansion rate is enhanced with respect to the standard model in
two stages (100 . z . 105 and at late times z . 10−1). On the other hand, for a relatively
short period of time the universe expands faster in ΛCDM than in RDE for 10−1 . z . 100.
While the Early Dark Energy model of Ref. [86] mainly changes the sound horizon through
the enhancement of H(z) prior to recombination, the RDE model introduces changes in the
expansion rate prior and post recombination.

Although our RDE baseline result brings into ≈ 2σ agreement H0 and σ8, other param-
eters get shifted in order to maintain the fit to primary CMB and RSD data.5 Besides the
shift of ns towards lower values than allowed in the ΛCDM analysis of Planck, we also obtain
a value of baryon matter density ωb higher than in the Planck ΛCDM baseline result. This
value actually exacerbates the existing ≈ 2σ discrepancy in the ΛCDM model with values
inferred from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [88].6

We finalize our discussion by comparing our findings with previous results. First,
whereas in Ref. [55] authors do not seem to have properly included radiation in their analysis

5In the EDE scenario alleviating the H0 tension, a similar situation occurs. However, the EDE exacerbates
the σ8 tension while including large scale structure data in the analysis [87].

6Recent analyses using an improved rate of deuterium burning estimate a ωb = 0.02233 ± 0.00036 in
excellent agreement with the Planck baseline result [4]. This value is discrepant with our baseline RDE result
at the 3σ level.
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when solving for the background evolution (see their Eq. 5 for the Hubble parameter), here
we have derived the full expression in Eq. (2.19) [or the more general Eq. (2.12)]. Second,
since the RDE model can cross the phantom divide wde = −1 we have used the PPF for-
malism so that perturbations behave properly. Authors in Ref. [55] split the whole region of
wde into three regions ending up with a much more involved implementation. Third, while
in Ref. [55] values ns > 1 are preferred, our analysis favours values ns < 1. This is due to
the much better constraining power added by Planck data on small scales in comparison to
WMAP data.
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Figure 12. Percentage difference in the Hubble parameter for the RDE model (best fit of our baseline
result) with respect to the Planck ΛCDM baseline result. Blue, vertical dotted line indicates z?.

5 Conclusions

Holographic Dark Energy (HDE) seems to offer a plausible alternative to the simple, but
troublesome cosmological constant. While the holographic approach does not require mod-
ifications to General Relativity, neither does it require new dynamical Dark Energy (DE)
fields, it does need an arbitrary choice. In these kinds of DE models the length scale fixing
the maximum energy density in the effective field theory becomes important. In the litera-
ture there exist a few ultraviolet/infrared relationships that avoid the problem of causality
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as well as the coincidence issue. In this work we studied two infrared (IR) cut-offs: the Ricci
scalar curvature (also dubbed RDE) and its more general version the Granda-Oliveros (GO)
IR cut-off.

Thus far most works studying phenomenological aspects of HDE models have focused on
the background. Here we scrutinised HDE models derived from both GO and RDE cut-offs
also considering linear order perturbations. Our investigation refined upon previous works
as we summarise below.

Concerning the background evolution. We noted that in previous works radiation is not
properly taken into account when solving for the Hubble parameter. We showed this might
not be a good approximation: depending on the cut-off choice, new terms might appear
playing a part in early stages of the universe expansion. As a result, the holographic energy
density using the GO cut-off can be radiation-like, matter-like, or DE-like depending on the
component that dominates the energy budget. For the RDE IR cut-off the holographic energy
density can only be matter-like or DE-like, since the constraint α = 2β excludes a radiation-
like behaviour (see Fig. 1). Interestingly, the peculiar behaviour in the holographic energy
density changes the expansion rate prior and post-recombination (see Fig. 12). Consequently,
the RDE cosmological model can decrease both sound horizon and comoving angular diameter
distance while keeping good agreement with CMB measurements of the angular acoustic scale.
This feature might help to relax the current discrepancy in the Hubble constant between low
and high redshift probes.

Considering a DE fluid having a background evolution matching the RDE model, we
proceeded to the investigation of linear order perturbations and assumed our DE as hav-
ing a constant sound speed ĉ2

s as well as vanishing anisotropic stress. We managed to find
analytical, approximate solutions for matter and DE perturbations in the regime of matter
dominance and when the gravitational potential can be regarded as constant. Our findings
show that matter perturbations behave slightly different with respect to the standard cos-
mological model ΛCDM (see Fig. 3). Due to the matter-like behaviour of the holographic
density in the RDE model, DE clusters in the same way as matter perturbations when its
sound speed vanishes.

Differences in the matter clustering properties of the RDE model with respect to ΛCDM
become apparent in the matter power spectrum. We implemented the RDE model in the
popular Boltzmann solver CLASS so that predictions for the statistical properties of CMB
and matter fluctuations could be computed. Whereas previous works artificially considered
the possibility of wde crossing the phantom divide, here we used the PPF formalism fully
granting energy-momentum conservation. Another important difference with respect to pre-
vious works concerns the treatment we gave to ĉ2

s . In the literature, a RDE model with fixed
ĉ2

s = 1 has been investigated. Nevertheless, we showed this choice might not be appropriate
as it heavily affects matter clustering through changes in the gravitational potential during
matter dominance (see Fig. 2).

We computed cosmological constraints for the RDE model marginalising over ĉ2
s . In

our investigation we regarded CMB data (i.e., temperature, polarisation, lensing), baryon
acoustic oscillations, supernovae, redshift space distortions, and the local measurement of
the Hubble constant. For our baseline result using all data sets we found that ĉ2

s = 1 is
excluded at & 3σ. We also obtained a value of the strength of matter clustering σ8 lower
than in the ΛCDM model and in good agreement (≈ 2σ) with recent DES results. Our
constraint on the Hubble constant H0 value is also in good concordance (≈ 2σ) with local,
model independent measurements using Cepheid variables. This can be explained by the
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presence of a turning point in the Hubble parameter H(z) for z < 0.1 which is still consistent
with SNe observations [89]. While the scalar spectral index ns takes on lower values in the
RDE model than in the ΛCDM analysis, the constraint on the baryon density ωb in our RDE
baseline result appears to be in ≈ 3σ tension with BBN measurements (see Fig. 8 and Table
3).

The RDE model has an evolving DE equation of state which according to our baseline
result wde(z = 0) < −1 (see Fig. 10). However, when only considering background data we
found wde(z = 0) ≈ −1 (see Fig. 7), thus showing RDE model struggles to simultaneously fit
background and perturbations data. It remains to be seen whether or not a more general IR
cut-off such as GO having α > 2β (RDE has α = 2β) might be able to provide a better fit
to the background data than RDE while also relaxing tensions in cosmological parameters
(e.g., H0, σ8, ωb). Our work shows that dynamical DE also having non standard clustering
properties may play a part in the solution of discrepancies in cosmological parameters (other
possibilities relying on new physics discussed, for instance, in Refs. [18–22, 25, 90]). Scalar-
Vector-Tensor theories provide a fairly general framework where wde(z), ĉ

2
s (z, k), and σ(z, k)

worthwhile an investigation in light of current and upcoming experiments [91, 92].
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The linear matter power spectrum P (k, z) connects theory with large scale structure observations
in cosmology. Its scale dependence is entirely encoded in the matter transfer function T (k), which
can be computed numerically by Boltzmann solvers, and can also be computed semi-analytically by
using fitting functions such as the well-known Bardeen-Bond-Kaiser-Szalay (BBKS) and Eisenstein-
Hu (EH) formulae. However, both the BBKS and EH formulae have some significant drawbacks.
On the one hand, although BBKS is a simple expression, it is only accurate up to 10%, which is well
above the 1% precision goal of forthcoming surveys. On the other hand, while EH is as accurate
as required by upcoming experiments, it is a rather long and complicated expression. Here, we
use the Genetic Algorithms (GAs), a particular machine learning technique, to derive simple and
accurate fitting formulae for the transfer function T (k). When the effects of massive neutrinos are
also considered, our expression slightly improves over the EH formula, while being notably shorter
in comparison.

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost two decades ago, the ΛCDM model was des-
ignated as the standard model of cosmology [1]. The
concordance model is supported by several observations
including the angular power spectrum of the cosmic mi-
crowave background [2], the distribution of galaxies at
large scales [3–5], the late-time accelerated expansion of
the Universe [6–8], the acoustic peaks as a fingerprint
of the baryon acoustic oscillations in the early Universe
[9–11]. These are just some of the many observational
tests the ΛCDM model has overcome [12–16].

However, it is fair to mention that there exist some
discrepancies in ΛCDM, such as the H0 and σ8 tensions
[17, 18]. In general, alleviation of any of these tensions
and others (see Refs. [18–23]) requires either the intro-
duction of non-standard matter fields [24–26], or modi-
fications to gravity [27–29]. Nonetheless, these theoret-
ical alternatives, although physically viable in light of
observations, usually introduce additional parameters,
and hence they are not preferred over ΛCDM which is
described by only six-parameters and provides an excel-
lent fit to most of available data. In summary, ΛCDM
is the simplest and most accurate model we currently
have, given that no extensions to this paradigm have
been detected so far [30–34].

One of the most important cosmological probes we
have in favor of the concordance model is the distri-
bution of galaxies at large scales [35, 36]. In order to

∗ john.orjuela@correounivalle.edu.co
† savvas.nesseris@csic.es
‡ wilmar.cardona@unesp.br

contrast our theoretical predictions against these obser-
vational data, it is necessary to extract the statistical
information in the distribution of the large scale struc-
ture by computing the matter power spectrum, P (k, z),
which depends on the scale k and the redshift z. It
can be shown that at first order in cosmological per-
turbations, and neglecting neutrinos, the dependence of
P (k, z) on k is encoded in the so-called matter transfer
function T (k), while the dependence on z is encoded in
the growth factor D+(z) [37]. Therefore, for a fixed red-
shift, the matter power spectrum is a function only of
the scale and its form is mostly described by the matter
transfer function (see Sec. II).

The calculation of P (k, z) generally requires to solve
the multi-species Boltzmann equations, which can be
done numerically in a matter of seconds using Boltz-
mann solvers, like the codes CLASS [38] and CAMB [39].
However, to have an accurate analytical description for
specific quantities is always desirable. Following this
line of thought, Bardeen, Bond, Kaiser, and Szalay
found a fitting function for the transfer function con-
sidering radiation, baryons, and cold dark matter [40].
This BBKS formula is accurate up to 10% which is well-
below the precision of current data [41]. A better alter-
native is the fitting formula given by Eisenstein and Hu
(EH) in Ref. [42]. The EH formula achieves a precision
of around 1-2%, however it is given in terms of around 30
different, complicated expressions. These fitting formu-
lae have been extensively used in the literature [43–45].

Machine learning has long been exploited in physics
(see Ref. [46] for a review). In particular, machine learn-
ing has been used to address symbolic regression prob-
lems, i.e., finding an analytical expression that accu-
rately describe a given data set [47–52]. In this work,

mailto:john.orjuela@correounivalle.edu.co
mailto:savvas.nesseris@csic.es
mailto:wilmar.cardona@unesp.br
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we use a specific machine learning technique known as
Genetic Algorithms (GAs). GAs are loosely based on
biological evolution concepts. In a nutshell, they at-
tempt to improve the goodness of fit of the candidate
expressions by randomly combining them and/or mod-
ifying some parts of them [53]. This approach seems
to be suitable for finding analytical formulae for quan-
tities of interest in cosmology [54–60]. Here, we use
GAs to find analytical functions for the matter transfer
function with accuracy of around 1% while being sig-
nificantly shorter and thus easier to handle than other
available formulae.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec.
III, we discuss existing fitting functions for the matter
transfer function, while some generalities on the GA are
given in Sec. IV. Then, we present our results in Sec. V,
and in Sec. VI we summarize our conclusions.

II. THE MATTER TRANSFER FUNCTION

As mentioned in Sec. I, on large scales where non-
linearities are negligible, the linear matter power spec-
trum can be compared against observations of galaxy
clustering, and gravitational lensing, among others [61–
63]. In the concordance model, the primordial curvature
perturbations generated during inflation are related to
the gravitational potential at late times by means of two
functions: i) the matter transfer function T (k) which
encodes its scale dependence and describes the evolution
of perturbations during horizon crossing and transition
from radiation to matter domination, ii) the growth fac-
tor D+(a) which describes the time-dependent growth
of matter density perturbations at late times. Thus, the
gravitational potential can be written as

Φ(k, a) ∝ R(k)T (k)D+(a), (1)

where R is the primordial curvature perturbation, and
a is the scale factor. At late times, for sub-horizon
modes, and neglecting massive neutrinos, this gravita-
tional potential can be related to the matter contrast
δm by means of the Poisson equation:

k2Φ(k, a) ∝ ρma2δm(k, a), (2)

where ρm is the background density of pressure-less
matter. Taking into account that the primordial per-
turbations are nearly Gaussian with zero mean [14], the
linear matter power spectrum can be written as [37]

P (k, a) ∝ kns

Ω2
m

D2
+(a)T 2(k), (3)

where ns is the scalar spectral index of primordial fluc-
tuations, and Ωm is the density parameter of pressure-
less matter. Therefore, for a fixed redshift, the power

spectrum is given by

P (k) ∝ knsT 2(k), (4)

namely, it is fully determined by the transfer function.
In this work, we present a very accurate fitting formula
for T (k) as a function of the density of baryons and
matter, such that it is straightforward to compute the
linear matter power spectrum.

As it is well-known from experiments, neutrinos are
massive [64, 65]. At sufficiently small scales, free stream-
ing massive neutrinos imprint their effects on the cos-
mological evolution, which translates to a further sup-
pression of the matter power spectrum. In this case, the
growth factor acquires a scale dependency, making non-
trivial a similar separation as in Eq. (3). However, for
a fixed redshift, it is possible to absorb all the scale de-
pendent effects in an effective matter transfer function,
as shown in Ref. [66].

III. PREVIOUS FITTING FORMULAE

Before the advent of fast and accurate Boltzmann
solvers, several attempts were made to describe ana-
lytically the matter transfer function. One of the most
remarkable results of this pursuit is the BBKS formula
which is based on previous fitting formulae by Bardeen,
Bond, Efstathiou, and Szalay [67–69]. In the case that
Ωb ≪ Ωm, that is, the main contribution to the matter
content is in the form of Cold Dark Matter (CDM), the
BBKS formula reads

Tc,BBKS(k) ≡ ln(1 + 2.34q)
2.34q

[
1 + 3.89q

+ (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]−1/4

, (5)

where

q(k) ≡ kθ1/2

(ωm − ωb)Mpc−1 , θ ≡ ρr

1.68ργ
, (6)

and ωX ≡ ΩXh2 the reduced density parameter (ΩX

being the density parameter of species X), h the re-
duced Hubble constant, ρX the background density, and
X = b, c, m, r, ν, γ denotes baryons, CDM, pressure-
less matter, radiation, neutrinos, photons, respectively.
When ωb is not negligible, the transfer function is mod-
ified as

TBBKS(k; ωb, ωm) ≡ Tc,BBKS(k)
[

1 + (kRJr)2

2

]−1

, (7)

where RJr ≡ 1.6(ωm − ωb)−1/2 kpc.
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A more accurate formula was presented by Eisenstein
and Hu in Ref. [42]. This formula is constructed from
several physically motivated terms, such as acoustic os-
cillations, Compton drag, velocity overshoot, baryon in-
fall, adiabatic damping, Silk damping, CDM suppres-
sion. These terms accurately describe, for instance, the
suppression in the transfer function on small scales due
to the presence of baryons, and the amplitude and loca-
tion of baryonic oscillations [42]. All the mentioned ef-
fects are taken into account in the EH formula by around
30 expressions, which we present in Appendix A.

The free-streaming scale of massive neutrinos is im-
printed in the transfer function, which translates to a
further suppression on the smallest scales. In Ref. [66],
Eisenstein and Hu provided a fitting formula when
baryons, CDM and massive neutrinos are considered.
The latter formulation also requires around 30 expres-
sions, which we write in Appendix B.

Although accurate and based on known physics, the
EH expressions are, at the end, fitting formulae and not
a fundamental result. As we will show, our GA fitting
formulae are notably shorter, as accurate as the EH ex-
pression when only baryons and CDM are considered,
and slightly more accurate when the effects of massive
neutrinos are non-negligible. Therefore, our GA pro-
vides compelling alternatives to other available fitting
formulae.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Here we briefly review the GA, which is a stochastic
symbolic regression approach. Basically, the symbolic
regression problem consists in finding a fitting function
for a given dataset, and thus defining a non-parametric
approach to describe data. There are several free and
commercial codes to perform symbolic regression [47–
52]. The GAs have been widely used in several branches
of physics, like particle physics [70–72], astrophysics [73,
74], and cosmology [75–80].

In the GA, which is a machine learning technique in-
spired by concepts in evolutionary biology [53], a pop-
ulation composed by several individuals (mathematical
expressions in this case) evolves expecting to optimize
the goodness of fit of next generations to a given dataset,
which can be measured by a goodness of fit function,
usually taken to be a χ2. Each individual is in turn
composed by a selected set of basic operations, i.e., the
grammar, which are randomly selected depending on
the “nucleotides”. These nucleotides are random num-
bers which in group form the genes setting the math-
ematical expression of an individual. Once the initial
population is created, i.e., the progenitors, the good-
ness of fit of each individual is measured and, using a
tournament scheme, a set containing the best prospects

FIG. 1. Two exemplifying grammatical expressions corre-
sponding to the individuals xex and 2x2.

FIG. 2. The two selected individuals have been combined to
produce two new individuals: 2ex and x3.

FIG. 3. The two selected individuals have suffered a muta-
tion to become two new individuals: x2ex and 2x.

is selected for reproduction and survival to contribute
to the next generation.

The reproduction is carried out by the so-called ge-
netic operators, namely, crossover and mutation. In the
crossover stage, two individuals are randomly combined
to produce new individuals sharing characteristics of
both parents. In the mutation stage, one nucleotide of
an individual is randomly selected and modified. This
process is repeated for a given number of generations.

Now, we describe the way reproduction works in GA
with an example. In Fig. 1, there are two expressions
in tree representation, i.e., two individuals xex and 2x2.
Let us assume that these individuals were selected for
reproduction. Figure 2 shows possible combinations of
the two individuals, while Fig. 3 shows their possible
mutations. For instance, the new individual in the left-
hand side of Fig. 2 is born from the combination of the
expressions ex and 2 from its parents, while the other
individual is made from the remaining parts, x and x2,
using the proper basic operation “Times” or product.
During the mutation stage, a selected individual is al-
tered randomly. As shown in Fig. 3, for instance, the
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Expression % Accuracy

BBKS Eq. (7) 8.70957
EH Appendix A 0.777504
GA Eq. (11) 0.815012

TABLE I. Expression and accuracy of the fitting formulae for
the matter transfer function as a function of k, ωb, and ωm.
Although the GA does not provide a more accurate formula
than the EH formula, the simplicity of the former [Eq. (11)]
is a major improvement over the EH formula (Appendix A).

individual xex mutated to x2ex, and the individual 2x2

mutated to 2x.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we present our fitting formulae for the
matter transfer function. We firstly consider the case
when T (k) depends only on the amount of baryons and
matter, and then we add the effects of massive neutri-
nos. For both cases, we start describing how the data for
the fitting process was gathered using CLASS, and later
we proceed to introduce the simple fitting function we
found using the GA.

A. Baryons and Matter

1. Data

We use the Boltzmann solver CLASS to compute the
linear matter transfer function1 T (k). In this code,
each pair of parameters {ωb, ωm} defines a cosmology for
which we can compute the gravitational potential Φ as a
function of the scale k at a fixed redshift. Hence, to see
the dependence of the transfer function on these param-
eters, we make a grid of 4×4 pairs of {ωb, ωm} and com-
pute the gravitational potential for each pair. We con-
sider that ωb ∈ [0.0214, 0.0234], and ωm ∈ [0.13, 0.15],
which are around 10σ from the best-fit values found by
the Planck Collaboration [2]. For each considered cos-
mology (16 in total), CLASS retrieves 114 points {k, Φ}.
Therefore, our preliminary dataset is composed by 1824
points whose rows are given as {k, ωb, ωm, Φ}. Now,
since the transfer function is basically the normalized
potential, we normalize each of the 16 sub-datasets to
get T (k; ωb, ωm). At the end, our final dataset is a ta-

ble of dimensions 1824 × 4 with data points given as
{k, ωb, ωm, T}.

We quantify the goodness of fit of a given analytical
expression by the following function

%Acc = 100
N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Ti,CLASS − Ti,analytical

Ti,CLASS

∣∣∣∣ , (8)

where N = 1824 is the number of data points in our
dataset, and Ti is a simplified notation for the transfer
function evaluated at ki, ωbi

, and ωmi
.

2. Fitting Formula from the GA

Here, we give a few details concerning the specific GA
configuration we used and present our fitting formula.

As explained in Sec. IV, the GA looks for a fitting
formula to a dataset by evolving the population, which is
composed by expressions combining specific operations
(grammar) and coefficients. Schematically, our GA is
searching for a function of the form

TGA(x) ≡ [1 + fGA(x)]−1/4
, (9)

where

x ≡ k Mpc
ωm − ωb

, fGA ≡
4∑

i=1
aigi ((bix)ci) . (10)

We see that x is a dimensionless quantity since k is given
in units [h Mpc−1], h the reduced Hubble parameter.
The constants ai, bi, ci are non-negative random num-
bers, and gi is an operation in the grammar set, which
we consider to be simply of the form {x}. The quanti-
ties ai, gi, bi, and ci are the 4 nucleotides. The sum goes
from 1 to 4 because we are considering that the genome
of the individuals is formed by 4 genes, each one com-
posed by the 4 nucleotides, such that the chromosomes
are 4 × 4 matrices. This configuration, although restric-
tive, fixes the length of the expressions, thus avoiding
over-fitting problems. A couple of reasons motivate the
specific forms of Eqs. (9) and (10): i) the transfer func-
tion has specific limits: T → 0 when k → ∞, and T → 1
when k → 0, ii) the transfer function only takes on non-
negative values, and iii) T (k) is smooth.

Now, we present our fitting formula when only
baryons and matter are considered. Using the config-
uration of the GA as explained, the stochastic search
ended up with the function

1 Note that CLASS can take into account non-linear effects via
fitting functions such as HALOFIT [81]. Here however we focus

on the linear regime and neglect non-linear contributions when
generating the data.
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TGA(k; ωb, ωm) =
[
1 + 59.0998 x1.49177 + 4658.01 x4.02755 + 3170.79 x6.06 + 150.089 x7.28478]−1/4

, (11)

��-� ����� ����� ����� �
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FIG. 4. Accuracy of the BBKS (green dot-dashed line), EH
(mustard dashed line), and the GA (blue solid line) fitting
formulae as a function of the scale k. The parameters for
these plots are: ωb = 0.02273, and ωm = 0.1366. Note that
the accuracy of the three formulae notably decrease on the
scales where the effects of baryons are most prominent on
the cosmological evolution. However, the accuracy of the
EH and GA formulae are below 5% in this scale.

whose goodness of fit, as measured by Eq. (8), is
%AccGA = 0.815012. The accuracy of the BBKS
formula in Eq. (7) is %AccBBKS = 8.70957, and for
the EH formula is %AccEH = 0.777504. We compile
these results in Table I. In Fig. 4, we compare the
performance of the fitting formulae. As it can be
seen, the three formulae are very accurate on the large
scales (k < 0.01h Mpc−1), while for smaller scales
(k > 0.01h Mpc−1), where the effects of baryons are
most prominent on the cosmological evolution, the
accuracy of the three formulae decrease. However, we
note that our GA formula and the EH formula can be
accurate up to 5%, while the BBKS formula is accurate
up to 18% in these scales. We would like to emphasize
that our GA formula in Eq. (11) is remarkably simpler
than the EH formula which is described by around 30
expressions which occupy the whole Appendix A, while
their difference in accumulative accuracy is just about
0.04. We also want to stress that, in principle, the GA
could get even better results if some modifications are
introduced. For instance, a larger grammar set and
a more complex fGA function [instead of Eq. (10)].
Nonetheless, our choices avoid over-fitting while yield-
ing a smooth transfer function with the correct limits

in k.

B. Baryons, Matter and Massive Neutrinos

1. Data

Apart of baryons and cold dark matter, massive neu-
trinos can contribute to the matter content once they
are freely streaming. We can take into account the ef-
fects of massive neutrinos in the matter transfer func-
tion using CLASS. We compute T (k) at redshift zero
as a function of ωb, ωm in the same ranges as in Sec.
V A, and ων ≡ 0.0107(

∑
ν mν/1.0 eV), assuming just

one massive neutrino, and that the total mass of mas-
sive neutrinos is in the range 0.06 eV ≤

∑
mν ≤ 0.12 eV.

The lower bound of the later constraint corresponds
to the minimum mass allowed from neutrino flavour
oscillation experiments [64], and the upper bound is
the maximum mass value allowed by Planck [2]. In
this case, we get a grid of 4 × 4 × 4 data points for
{ωb, ωm, ων} and compute the gravitational potential for
each triad. Again, for each considered cosmology (64 in
total), CLASS retrieves 114 points {k, Φ}. Normalizing
the potential to get the transfer function, our final data
set is a table of dimensions 7296 × 5 with data points
given as {k, ωb, ωm, ων , T}. We use Eq. (8) to quantify
the goodness of fit of the analytical expressions, but now
N = 7296 is the number of data points in our dataset,
and Ti is the transfer function evaluated at ki, ωbi

, ωmi
,

and ωνi
.

2. Fitting Formula from the GA

Based on the success of the GA in finding an accurate
formula for T (k) when neutrinos are massless, this time
our GA is looking for a function of the form

TGA(y) ≡ [1 + fGA(y)]−1/4
, (12)

where

y ≡ k Mpc
ωm − ωb + ων

, fGA ≡
4∑

i=1
aigi ((biy)ci) . (13)

Now, we present our fitting formula which considers
baryons, matter, and one massive neutrino:
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TGA(k; ωb, ωm) =
[
1 + 56.4933 y1.48261 + 3559.23 y3.76407 + 4982.44 y5.68246 + 374.167 y7.14558]−1/4

, (14)

Expression % Accuracy

EH Appendix B 1.23449
GA Eq. (14) 0.993916

TABLE II. Expression and accuracy of the fitting formulae
for the matter transfer function as a function of k, ωb, ωm,
and ων . Although the accuracy of both formulations are
similar, the simplicity of the GA function in Eq. (14) is a
major improvement over the EH formula, which is fully dis-
played in Appendix B.

whose goodness of fit, as measured by Eq. (8), is
%AccGA = 0.993916. The accuracy of the extended
EH formula considering massive neutrinos is %AccEH =
1.23449. We compile these results in Table II. In Fig. 5,
we compare the performance of the fitting formulae.
Similar to the last section, the formulae are more ac-
curate on large scales (k < 0.01h Mpc−1) than on the
smaller scales (k > 0.01h Mpc−1). Note that the accu-
racy of the GA formula is below the 5% in the whole
range of k. Furthermore, the GA formula (14) is signif-
icantly simpler than the EH formula, whose description
requires around 30 expression which we give in full in
Appendix B. Our result is a compelling analytical alter-
native to compute the matter transfer function.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Genetic Algorithms (GAs), a machine learning tech-
nique, have been previously used to obtain improved
formulation of cosmological quantities of interest such
as the redshift at recombination and the sound horizon
at drag epoch [58], and also to perform consistency tests
to probe for deviations from ΛCDM [32, 55, 56, 59, 60,
82, 83]. Here we used the GA to find analytical alterna-
tives to existing fitting functions for the matter transfer
function, such as the BBKS and the EH formulae.

When the transfer function depends only on ωb and
ωm, the GA finds a very simple fitting formula for T (k)
[see Eq. (11)], which is as accurate as the EH formula,
while being significantly shorter (see Appendix A). In
a more realistic scenario, at least one neutrino should
be massive. In this case, our GA finds a fitting func-
tion which is both more accurate and notably simpler
[see Eq. (14)] than the EH formula in Appendix B. The
simplicity of the GA fitting formulae and their accu-
racy represent a major improvement over other exist-
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FIG. 5. Accuracy of the EH (mustard dashed line), and the
GA (blue solid line) fitting formulae as a function of the
scale k. The parameters for these plots are: ωb = 0.02206,
ωm = 0.1499, and ων = 0.0008599 which corresponds to a
mass of

∑
ν

mν = 0.08 eV. As can be seen, the accuracy
of the GA formula is below 5% on the whole range of k
considered here.

ing analytical formulations of the matter transfer func-
tion which are extensively used in the literature [43–45].
Therefore, the GA formulae in Eqs. (11) and (14) are
compelling semi-analytic alternatives to easily and ac-
curately compute the matter power spectrum.
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NUMERICAL CODES

The genetic algorithm code used here
can be found in the GitHub repository
https://github.com/BayronO/Transfer-Function-GA of
BOQ. This code is based on the GA code by SN which
can be found at https://github.com/snesseris/Genetic-
Algorithms.

Appendix A: EH Formula

The transfer function given by Eisenstein and Hu [42]
has the following form:

T (k) = Ωb

Ω0
Tb(k) + Ωc

Ω0
Tc(k), (A1)

where Ω0 = Ωb +Ωc. The terms involved in this formula
are the following:

Tb =
[

T̃0(k; 1, 1)
1 + (ks/5.2)2 + αb

1 + (βb/ks)3 e
−

(
k

kSilk

)1.4
]

j0(ks̃),

(A2)

Tc = fT̃0(k, 1, βc) + (1 − f)T̃0(k, αc, βc), (A3)

T̃0(k, αc, βc) = ln(e + 1.8βcq)
ln(e + 1.8βcq) + Cq2 , (A4)

f = 1
1 + (ks/5.4)4 , (A5)

C = 14.2
αc

+ 386
1 + 69.9q1.08 , (A6)

q = k

13.41keq
, (A7)

R ≡ 3ρb/4ργ = 31.5ωbΘ−4
2.7(z/103)−1, (A8)

kSilk = 1.6ω0.52
b ω0.73

0

[
1 + (10.4 ω0)−0.95

]
Mpc−1,

(A9)
keq = 7.46 × 10−2ω0Θ−2

2.7 Mpc−1, (A10)

αb = 2.07keqs(1 + Rd)−3/4G

(
1 + zeq

1 + zd

)
, (A11)

βb = 0.5 + Ωb

Ω0
+

(
3 − 2 Ωb

Ω0

) √
(17.2 ω0)2 + 1,

(A12)
βnode = 8.41ω0.435

0 , (A13)

s = 2
3keq

√
6

Req
ln

√
1 + Rd +

√
Rd + Req

1 +
√

Req
, (A14)

s̃ = s

[
1 +

(
βnode

ks

)3
]−1/3

, (A15)

G(y) = −6y
√

1 + y

+ y(2 + 3y) ln
(√

1 + y + 1√
1 + y − 1

)
, (A16)

y ≡ 1 + zeq

1 + z
, (A17)

αc = a
−Ωb/Ω0
1 a

−(Ωb/Ω0)3

2 , (A18)
a1 = (46.9ω0)0.670[1 + (32.1ω0)−0.532], (A19)
a2 = (12.0ω0)0.424[1 + (45.0ω0)−0.582], (A20)

β−1
c = 1 + b1[(Ωc/Ω0)b2 − 1], (A21)
b1 = 0.944[1 + (458ω0)−0.708]−1, (A22)
b2 = (0.395ω0)−0.0266. (A23)

zeq = 2.50 × 104ω0Θ−4
2.7, (A24)

zd = 1291 ω0.251
0

1 + 0.659ω0.828
0

[
1 + b1,zω

b2,z

b

]
, (A25)

b1,z = 0.313ω−0.419
0

[
1 + 0.607ω0.674

0
]

, (A26)
b2,z = 0.238ω0.223

0 , (A27)

where we have defined ω0 = (Ωc + Ωb)h2, and TCMB ≡
2.7Θ2.7 K, Rd ≡ R(zd) and Req ≡ R(zeq)

Appendix B: EH Formula with Massive Neutrinos

The transfer function given by Eisenstein and Hu con-
sidering massive neutrinos has the following form [66]:

Tcbν(k, z) = Tmaster(k)Dcbν(k, z)
D1(z) , (B1)

https://github.com/BayronO/Transfer-Function-GA
https://github.com/snesseris/Genetic-Algorithms
https://github.com/snesseris/Genetic-Algorithms
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The terms involved in this formula are the following:

Tmaster(k) = Tsup(k)B(k), (B2)

Dcbν(z, q) =
[

f
0.7/pcb

cb +
(

D1(z)
1 + yfs(q; fν)

)0.7
]pcb/0.7

× D1(z)1−pcb , (B3)

D1(z) =
(

1 + zeq

1 + z

)
5Ω(z)

2

{
Ω(z)4/7 (B4)

− ΩΛ(z) +
[
1 + Ω(z)

2

] [
1 + ΩΛ(z)

70

] }−1
,

Ω(z) = Ω0(1 + z)3g−2(z), (B5)
ΩΛ(z) = ΩΛg−2(z), (B6)
g2(z) = (1 − Ω0 − ΩΛ)(1 + z)2 + Ω0(1 + z)3

+ ΩΛ, (B7)

Tsup(k) = L

L + Cq2
eff

, (B8)

L = ln(e + 1.84βc
√

ανqeff), (B9)

C = 14.4 + 325
1 + 60.5q1.08

eff
, (B10)

βc = (1 − 0.949fνb)−1, (B11)

yfs(q) = 17.2fν(1 + 0.488f−7/6
ν )(qNν/fν)2, (B12)

q = k

Mpc−1 Θ2
2.7ω−1

0 , (B13)

B(k) = 1 + 1.24f0.64
ν N0.3+0.6fν

ν

q−1.6
ν + q0.8

ν

, (B14)

qν = 3.92q

√
Nν

fν
(B15)

fc = Ωb

Ωm + Ων
, fν = Ων

Ωm + Ων
,

fcb = Ωm

Ωm + Ων
, fνb = Ωb + Ων

Ωm + Ων
, (B16)

qeff = kΘ2
2.7

Γeff Mpc−1 , (B17)

Γeff = ω0

[
√

αν +
1 − √

αν

1 + (0.43ks)4

]
, (B18)

αν = fc

fcb

5 − 2(pc + pcb)
5 − 4pcb

(B19)

× 1 − 0.553fνb + 0.126f3
νb

1 − 0.193
√

fνNν + 0.169fνN0.2
ν

(1 + yd)pcb−pc

×
[
1 + pc − pcb

2

(
1 + 1

(3 − 4pc)(7 − 4pcb)

)
× (1 + yd)−1

]
, (B20)

pc ≡ 1
4

[
5 −

√
1 + 24fc

]
, (B21)

pcb ≡ 1
4

[
5 −

√
1 + 24fcb

]
, (B22)

zeq = 2.50 × 104ω0Θ−4
2.7, (B23)

zd = 1291 ω0.251
0

1 + 0.659ω0.828
0

[
1 + b1,zω

b2,z

b

]
, (B24)

b1 = 0.313ω−0.419
0

[
1 + 0.607ω0.674

0
]

, (B25)
b2 = 0.238ω0.223

0 , (B26)

y ≡ 1 + zeq

1 + z
, (B27)

s = 44.5 ln(9.83ω0)√
1 + 10ω

3/4
b

Mpc, (B28)

where Nν is the number of massive neutrinos, ΩΛ is
the density parameter of cosmological constant, and we
have redefine some terms like Ω0 = Ωc + Ωb + Ων , and
ω0 = Ω0h2.
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1 Project summary
The emergence of complex biological functions depends on the spontaneous formation of

spatiotemporal patterns between agents such as cells, plants, and animals. In the first part
of this project, we will investigate the collective behavior of binary mixtures of bacterial
cells and how they undergo cooperative or competitive pattern formation. We will focus on
phenomena similar to so-called “motility-induced phase separation” found in collections of
active (i.e., motile) particles like bacterial fluids, where persistent motion takes the role of
“attractive forces” in generating agglomeration. It is known that, compared with systems
of identical particles, the phenomenology of passive (i.e., nonmotile) mixtures is much
richer. The study of bacterial mixtures is therefore of great relevance as different bacterial
species and strains frequently coexist in Nature. This project aims to discover new features
that appear only for mixtures, e.g., the slow approach to stationary segregation in crowded
environments, for which there are no results. Our research questions will be answered via a
combination of theoretical methods, simulations, and collaboration with experimentalists.

Initially, we will consider reciprocal mixtures where both types of bacteria have the
same motility properties, i.e., the same self-propulsion speeds and reorientation rates. As
found in Biology, we will consider the scenario where the motility properties of each type
are affected reciprocally by the presence of the other type. These “quorum-sensing” interac-
tions can be achieved and tuned in the lab by genetically modifying each type’s biochemical
signalling; in doing so, their motility properties will depend on the concentration of highly-
diffusive molecules produced exclusively by the other type. With this mechanism, it was
shown that co-localization (or anti-localization) of the bacterial types emerges. Nonethe-
less, several questions remain open. One example is the environmental coupling that arises
for bacterial mixtures compartmentalized in spatial niches. Another question is whether
bacterial types, say, A and B, can regulate their motilities such that A moves at higher
self-propulsion speed in the presence of B while B moves at lower self-propulsion speed in
the presence of A, effectively leading to a phenomenon preliminarily dubbed “type cha-
sing”. Finally, we will consider mixtures of bacteria with different motilities. Answering
these questions will provide important steps towards avoiding the pathogenic formation of
bacterial agglomerates found in medical contamination.

Secondly, we will investigate the minimal ecological requirements for the formation of
vegetation patterns. Particularly, we will study the structural effects of rainfall spatial gra-
dients (as at the border of deserts) and their seasonal temporal variability. These features
are expected to generate the coexistence of distinct patterns. A similar behavior occurs
during the phase separation of thermodynamic fluids, where abrupt environmental chan-
ges are known to generate secondary domains on a matrix of evolving primary structures.
Later in the dynamics, all domains merge together as the system approaches thermodyna-
mic equilibrium. For vegetation patterns, however, thermodynamic equilibrium is absent,
meaning that primary and secondary “domains” coexist indefinitely. The implications of
such primary-secondary domain coupling will be analyzed. Our results will be compared
with image analysis from available satellite data.

This project is designed to bring outstanding advances to the lively fields of active
matter and theoretical ecology. It involves a synergy of interests as well as theoretical and
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experimental expertises. The proposal is physically relevant, viable, and presents great
potential for applications.

2 Achievements
During the course of the project, collaboration opportunities have made our focus shift

slightly. Still, our research questions remained well within the original plan. This can be
seen from the five manuscripts already submitted or to be submitted (see other sections
below). As initially planned, we unravelled multiple effects of heterogeneity (mostly mix-
tures of particles with different motilities) on the motion-shaped patterns of biologically
inspired systems of particles.

These effects have been studied using simulations, PDEs and other kinds of kinetic
theory modelling. They can be summarized as follows. (i) We identified a two-stage pat-
tern formation dynamics for the persistent-motion-induced wall accumulation of fast and
slow self-propelled particles (like bacteria), where segregation concentrations are adjusted
over long timescales due to particle crowding. (ii) We studied the interaction of fast-slow
bacterial mixtures with asymmetric obstacles, which, as we found out, generates vortices at
corners, wall accumulation, fast-slow spatial segregation, and motion rectification (nonzero
transport due to a coupling between obstacle asymmetry and motion persistence). (iii) We
have studied critical habitat sizes (the minimal size for the habitat of a biological popu-
lation below which they go extinct, a topic relevant for discussing deforestation effects).
In particular, we considered long timescales where reproduction and death play important
roles, coupled to a scenario where spatial heterogeneity is introduced such that there is
a preferred location toward which individuals advect, on top of their diffusion/dispersal
movement. Counter-intuitively, we have found that/how advection may be detrimental
to survival if the preferred location is located close to the edges to harsh environments.
(iv) We have calculated how motility-induced clustering properties, such as number of
clusters, distance between clusters, sizes of clusters, etc., change the final outcome of the
spreading of diseases in systems of susceptible, infected, and recovered active particles.
Among other things, this is important in the context of phage therapy, where viruses are
deliberately employed to spread in and kill bacterial colonies. (v) Finally, we have studied
single-particle systems of individuals undergoing random searches guided by smell cues
emitted by a pattern of targets (vegetation patches, food, mates, etc.) and calculated the
corresponding optimal random motion parameters toward which some species may have
evolved, as hinted by experiments with bees and deer.

Also, I participated and/or presented in a number of conferences and events. Moreover,
there has been another publication (not totally related to the project but still connected)
published during the fellowship period under the fellowship affiliation. Finally, other points
are to be highlighted below, namely the conclusion of the supervision of a MSc student
where I was the main advisor, the participation as main supervisor in a one-week full-time
project within the Quantitative Biology program as well as invited talks, and work as
reviewer for a couple of journals.
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Invited talks

1. “Partículas autopropelidas: acumulação, diversidade, epidemias e buscas aleatórias”,
Physics Department, Universidade de Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil.

2. “Self-Propelled Particles: Accumulation, Diversity, Epidemics and Random Sear-
ches”, Coloquinho, IFT-UNESP, São Paulo, Brazil

3. “Reduced mixing generates oscillations and chaos in the oceanic deep chlorophyll
maximum”, Journal club paper presentation and discussion at Quantitative Biology
program, ICTP-SAIFR, São Paulo, Brazil

Journal reviewer

1. Physical Review Letters, American Physical Society.

2. Physical Review E, American Physical Society.

Thesis committee & Supervision

1. Committee: Pablo de Castro Melo; Rodrigo Soto Bertrán; María Luisa Cordero
Garayar; Gustavo Düring Hidalgo; Cynthia J. Olson Reichhardt.
Role: Advisor of Maurício Rojas Vega.
Thesis title: “Active mixtures interacting with walls and asymmetric obstacles”.
Degree, institution and year: MSc in Physics, Universidad de Chile, 2022.
Repository link: https://repositorio.uchile.cl/handle/2250/184694.

2. Activity: Supervision of Hands-on project within Quantitative Biology program at
ICTP-SAIFR, August 2022.
Role: Advisor of students group.
Project title: “Movement Ecology and Active Matter: Optimal survival strategies
under chemotaxis”.
Final presentation link: www.pdf.weebly.com/uploads/3/7/9/8/37986405/group3.pdf.
Program link: www.ictp-saifr.org/qbioprogram/.

3 Data management plan
The relevant data was published together with the works mentioned in Section 5 below

and/or can be found in the graphs and text of the manuscripts in the sections below. On
top of that, there is a link for the codes: www.bit.ly/3BJZ0J1.
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4 Participation in scientific events

Presentations in conferences

Only the Chile conference below used “Reserva Técnica” funds. The slides
of the corresponding oral presentation can be found in Section 5.

1. Event: Encontro de Outono da SBF, São Paulo, Brazil, 10-14 April 2022.
Oral presentation: “Fast and slow self-propelled particles: Wetting, segregation,
rectification, and vorticity”
Event webpage: www1.fisica.org.br/ eosbf/2022/index.php/pt/

2. Event: ACTIVE & INTELLIGENT LIVING MATTER CONFERENCE ERICE,
SICILY June 26 - July 1, 2022
Poster presentation: “Contagion dynamics of agglomerating self-propelled particles
in narrow environments”
Event webpage: www.doostmohammadilab.com/erice2022

3. Event: Conference Physics of Active Matter, Coyhaique, Chile, October 24-28, 2022
Oral presentation: “Contagion dynamics of agglomerating self-propelled particles
in narrow environments”
Official note: “This work was presented by Pablo de Castro as an oral presentation
at the scientific event Conference Physics of Active Matter held from October 24
to October 28, 2022, in Coyhaique, Chile” using “Reserva Técnica” funds. In
Portuguese for official completeness, this reads “Este trabalho foi apresentado por
Pablo de Castro oralmente no evento científico Conference Physics of Active Matter
ocorrido de 24 a 28 de Outubro de 2022 em Coyhaique, Chile” usando fundos da
Reserva Técnica.
Event webpage: www.activematter.dfi.uchile.cl/conference2022/

Attendance of school

1. Event: Two-week event entitled School on Disordered Elastic Systems at ICTP-
SAIFR where elastic systems such as those in active matter were discussed.
Event webpage: www.ictp-saifr.org/des2022/

5 List of publications
Publication 1 below is related to the fellowship only indirectly in two contexts: (i) chiral

microswimmers and (ii) double-arm centrifugation for segregation of bio-mixtures. Since
it has been published during the relevant period, it has been included for completeness.
Publication 2 is a poster presented at a conference, where I worked out the motility-
induced clustering dynamics of evolving mixtures of susceptible, infected, and recovered
active particles. Publication 3 is an oral presentation related to Publication 2.

Following this section, the first pages of these works can be found.
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Publication journal details: Nonlinear Dynamics 107, 3473–3484.
Journal link: www.link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11071-021-07175-8
Repository link: www.repositorio.unesp.br/handle/11449/230192

2. Authors: Pablo de Castro, Felipe Urbina, Ariel Norambuena, Francisca Guzman-
Lastra, and Ricardo Martinez-Garcia
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Abstract A “circular orbital forcing” makes a chosen
point on a rigid body follow a circular motion while the
body spins freely around that point. We investigate this
problem for the planar motion of a body subject to dry
friction. We focus on the effect calledreverse rotation
(RR), where spinning and orbital rotations are antipar-
allel. Similar reverse dynamics include the rotations of
Venus and Uranus, journal machinery bearings, tissue
production reactors, and chiral active particles. Due to
dissipation, RRs are possible only as a transient. Here,
the transient orflip time tf depends on the circular driv-
ing frequencyω, unlike the viscous case previously
studied. We findtf ∼ ωγ−1μ−γ /2, whereμ is the fric-
tion coefficient andγ = 0 (γ = 2) for low (high)ω.
Whether RRs really occur depends on the initial condi-
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tions as well as onμ andH , a geometrical parameter.
The critical Hc(μ) where RRs become possible fol-
lows aq-exponential withq � 1.9, a more restrictive
RR scenario than in the wet case. We use animations to
visualize the different dynamical regimes that emerge
from the highly nonlinear dissipation mechanism of dry
friction. Our results are valid across multiple investi-
gated rigid body shapes.

Keywords Reverse rotations· Rigid-body dynamics·
Dry friction · Circular orbital forcing

1 Introduction

Venus rotates around itself in the opposite direction to
its rotation around the Sun [1,2]. The same occurs with
Uranus [3]. The magnitude and thesign of the ratio
between the spinning and orbital angular velocities of a
planet (or a star) [4] can remarkably alter the tidal insta-
bilities that take place inside its liquid core [5]. Dynam-
ical behaviors where the spinning and orbital rotations
of a body are antiparallel are dubbedreverse rotations
(RRs). Examples include bodies inside rotating cham-
bers filled with viscous fluids [6–8], the parametrically
excited damped pendulum [9], the dynamics of bear-
ings of journal machinery [10], chiral active particles
[11], and the problem of biological tissue production.
In the latter, a common method to generate tissue is
the rotating vessel bioreactor, which consists of a con-
tainer filled with a nutrient-rich medium rotating about
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Contagion dynamics of agglomerating self-propelled particles
in narrow environments

Pablo de Castro1, Felipe Urbina2, Ariel Norambuena2, Francisca Guzmán-Lastra3 & Ricardo Martı́nez-Garcı́a1

1ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research & IFT - UNESP, São Paulo, Brazil
2 Vicerrectorı́a de Investigación, Universidad Mayor, Santiago, Chile

3 Department of Physics, Faculty of Sciences, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile

1: Introduction and Overview
• How does an epidemics spread between

persistence-induced clusters of active matter?

• Self-propelled swimmers spontaneously agglomerate
into clusters;

• In 1D, the clusters do not coalesce macroscopically;

• Using theory and simulations, we study how epi-
demics spread in such environments;

• We consider run-and-tumble (RT) particles under a
susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) dynamics

• Also relevant to bacterial biochemical signaling,
social consensus and light-controlled colloids.

2: Run-and-tumble clustering in 1D

• Consider a periodic 1D lattice with N = 2000 sites and
M particles;

• The maximal occupancy per site is one particle;

• Each particle has a director (self-propulsion direc-
tion): towards right or left;

• φ ≡M/N is the dimensionless concentration;

• At each time step, particles are chosen sequentially at
random;

• New director is randomly chosen with probability ν;

• If the director points to empty neighboring site, the
particle moves into it;

• Initial state: random mutually-excluding positions
and directors;

• Continue until M particles are random selected
within same time step;

• There is no alignment interaction

• Free-particle speed fluctuates around v = 1;

Stationary clusters for φ = 0.2; shows 300 time steps.

• Distributions of cluster and gas region (i.e., empty
region) sizes [1]:

Fc(l) ∼ exp (−l/Lc), Fg(l) ∼ exp (−l/Lg) (1)

• Average cluster and gas region sizes:

Lc =

√
2vφ

ν(1− φ), Lg =
√

2v(1− φ)
νφ

(2)

3: SIR dynamics
• After stationary clustering, infect randomly selected

particle;

• Within same time step, select another particle. If it is
infected, infect its susceptible neighbors;

• With probability rrec, selected particle recovers;

• If it is susceptible and any of its neighbors is infected,
make it infected;

• As before, draw new direction and move;

• Continue until M particles are random selected
within same time step;

• Repeat for other time steps until epidemics ends;

From left to right: φ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, ν = 0.005, 0.5, 0.5 and
rrec = 0.001 for all. Color scheme in the next figure.

• Single experiment evolution shows peaks due to
clusters

Parameter choice is irrelevant: 1D nature leads to same general
qualitative population fraction evolution for all parameter sets.

Realization average of population fractions. As in the above figure,
parameters choice is irrelevant.

• Denote the realization averages of the global SIR
variables as S, I, and R

• S+I+R =M and X∞ ≡ X(t→∞) for X = S, I, R.

• A phenomenological theory holds (fitting β and a):

dS

dt
= −β tanh [a(S − S∞)], (3)

dI

dt
= β tanh [a(S − S∞)]− rrecI (4)

dR

dt
= rrecI, where S + I +R =M (5)

4: Microscopic Theory
• Microscopic theory for (realization average) total

amount of infected particles at the end:

R∞ = L c+2L c(1−r rec)
τ b+2Lc(1−r rec)

2τ b+· · · (6)

• There are N c−1
2 terms after the first one, N c being

the amount of clusters (known analytically);

• Time to tumble and travel btw clusters: τ b ≡ 2
ν+

L g
v

Total fraction of infected versus ν.

Total final fraction of infected versus φ.

• Upcoming important corrections:

• Considering superdiffusive rather than completely
ballistic travels between clusters;

• Particles may get blocked in a gas region by a par-
ticle travelling in the opposite direction.

5: Conclusions
• We studied the contagion of agglomerating self-

propelled particles in narrow environments;

• Generally, by decreasing motion persistence, the total
final fraction of infected particles increases;

• That’s because particles leave clusters sooner and in-
fect other clusters;

• However, by further decreasing persistence, the total
final fraction of infected particles decreases;

• That’s because particles return to their “original”
clusters before infecting other clusters;

• Model provides insights into how active clustering
plays distinct roles into the efficiency of epidemics.

Further info
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pabloodecastro@gmail.com
pablodecastro.weebly.com

• References
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Motion

Spatial heterogeneity

heterogeneous diffu
sion

Infection spread

Global epidemic  

outcomepromotes contact

?

Role of motion-driven spatial heterogeneity 
in motion-driven epidemics
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recovered

infected

susceptible

high transmissibility 

+ obstacles

low transmissibility
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Present work

persistent motion 

excluded volume 

motility-induced clustering 

cluster-cluster effects 

analytical theory
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run-and-tumble 
dynamics
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Run-and-tumble lattice gas

RT lattice gas clustering 

Rodrigo Soto and Ramin Golestanian, PRE 2014

Model

• Maximal occupancy of one particle per site

• Dimensionless concentration: 

• Total number of particles: 

• Each particles has 4 possible directions (2D) 

• At each time step, particles are chosen sequentially at random

• A new director is chosen at random with tumbling probability 

• If particle points to empty site, move into it

• Periodic boundary conditions

• Random initial state

• No alignment interaction

• Continue until you have  particle selections within same time step

• Free-particle speed fluctuates around 

ϕ
M

ν

M
v = 1
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Run-and-tumble lattice gas: clustering in 1D

ti
m

e
ti
m

e

position

  

300 time steps in the steady-state 

section of 500 sites of a lattice 

with  

ϕ = 0.2 ⟹ M = 400

N = 2000

ν = 0.01

ν = 0.05

R. Soto and R. Golestanian, PRE 2014

position

particle
vacancy

Minimalistic model
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Distribution of cluster sizes 

  

Distribution of sizes for “gas” regions (empty sites) 

 

Fc(l) = Ac exp(−l/Lc)

Fg(l) = Ag exp(−l/Lg)

Lg
(on average)

Lc
(on average)

R. Soto and R. Golestanian, PRE 2014
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Distribution of cluster sizes 

  

Distribution of sizes for “gas” regions (empty sites) 

 

Fc(l) = Ac exp(−l/Lc)

Fg(l) = Ag exp(−l/Lg)

Lg
(on average)

Lc
(on average)

Lc = 2vϕ
ν(1 − ϕ) Lg = 2v(1 − ϕ)

νϕ

R. Soto and R. Golestanian, PRE 2014
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Clustering-contagion dynamics
  

Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) algorithm

1. After stationary clustering, let 1 random particle become infected 

2. Within same time step, select another particle randomly. If it is an I, infect its S 

neighbors. If it is an S next to an I, infect it. 

3. The selected particle recovers with Bixed probability   

4. Draw new direction and move 

5. Repeat randomly until you have   particle selections within same time step 

6. Repeat randomly for other time steps until epidemics ends

rrec

M

Agglomeration & Contagion
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Contagion dynamics: SIR model

When a border particle gets infected, two scenarios are possible: 

1. Particle will flip and infect other cluster/particle 

2. Particle recovers before that

Goal: calculate fraction of infected people at the end, 

averaged over many epidemic realizations

Agglomeration & Contagion

infection survives  
this time period?

Lg
(on average)

Lc
(on average)
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Temporal evolution
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position

 ϕ = 0.1, ν = 0.005, rrec = 0.001  ϕ = 0.9, ν = 0.5, rrec = 0.001
tf = Tf.i. + 2000

 ϕ = 0.5, ν = 0.5, rrec = 0.001

showing 500 sites
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e

position

N = 2000 sites
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Temporal evolution
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Single realization

Po
pu

lat
ion

fra
cti

on

 ϕ = 0.4, ν = 0.001, rrec = 0.001
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f ∞R ≡ R(t → ∞)
Nϕ rrec = 0.001

ϕ = 0.4

rrec = 0.001
ν = 0.01

ϕ = 0.4
ν = 0.01

rrec

Final fraction of recovered individuals

Final fraction of ever-infected individuals
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Mean-cluster theory 

Agglomeration & Contagion

R∞ = Lc + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb × (1 − rrec)τb + ⋯

Flip-travel time  τb

Final number of recovered individuals
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Mean-cluster theory 

Agglomeration & Contagion

R∞ = Lc + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb × (1 − rrec)τb + ⋯

Nc − 1
2 terms

R∞ = Lc [1 + 2
(Nc−1)/2

∑
k=1

(1 − rrec)kτb]

Flip-travel time  τb
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Mean-cluster theory 

Agglomeration & Contagion

R∞ =
Lc [1 + (1 − rrec) τb − 2 (1 − rrec)

1
2 τb(Nc + 1)]

1 − (1 − rrec) τb

R∞ = Lc + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb + 2Lc(1 − rrec)τb × (1 − rrec)τb + ⋯

Nc − 1
2 terms

Flip-travel time  τb
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 Flip-travel time  τb

Agglomeration & Contagion

  τb = 2/ν + MSD−1(L2g)
Blip time diffusion time
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rrec = 0.001
ϕ = 0.4

rrec = 0.001
ν = 0.01

ϕ = 0.4
ν = 0.01

rrec

f ∞R ≡ R(t → ∞)
Nϕ
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rrec = 0.001
ϕ = 0.4

  decreases with     total infected increasesτb ν ⟹

  increases with     total infected increasesNc ν ⟹

  decreases with     total infected decreasesLc ν ⟹

f ∞R ≡ R(t → ∞)
Nϕ
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  decreases with     total infected increasesτb ϕ ⟹

  increases with     total infected increasesNc ϕ < 0.5 ⟹

  increases with     total infected increasesLc ϕ ⟹

rrec = 0.001
ν = 0.01

However,   is number of total infected divided by   f ∞R ϕ

f ∞R ≡ R(t → ∞)
Nϕ
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Temporal evolution
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Realization average

 ϕ = 0.4, ν = 0.1, rrec = 0.001, N = 2000, v = 1

In each realization, peaks occur at different times  

and are averaged out in the realization average
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Temporal evolution
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dS
dt

= − β

dI
dt

= β − rrecI

dR
dt

= rrecI

S ≫ S∞

fit  β

Realization average

 ϕ = 0.4, ν = 0.1, rrec = 0.001, N = 2000, v = 1

In each realization, peaks occur at different times  

and are averaged out in the realization average
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Temporal evolution
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Realization average

 ϕ = 0.4, ν = 0.1, rrec = 0.001, N = 2000, v = 1

In each realization, peaks occur at different times  

and are averaged out in the realization average

[
(
-

)]

S∞

 time
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Temporal evolution
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dS
dt

= − β tanh [a (S − S∞)]

dI
dt

= β tanh [a (S − S∞)] − rrecI

dR
dt

= rrecI

fit   and   

find or fit  

β a
S∞

 ϕ = 0.4, ν = 0.1, rrec = 0.001, N = 2000, v = 1

Realization average

In each realization, peaks occur at different times  

and are averaged out in the realization average

S ≈ S∞
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Temporal evolution
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Realization average

Phenomenological theory

fit   and   

find or fit  

β a
S∞2 f1 (

rrec
2aβ ; x) ≡ 2F1 ( 1

2 , rrec
2aβ ; rrec

2aβ + 1; x)
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Concluding remarks

1. We developed theory and simulations for the contagion of self-agglomerating active particles 

in narrow environments 

2. The aftermath impact of an epidemics can be measured by the final fraction of total infected 

individuals, which our theory can calculate using clustering and microscopic parameters.  

3. Insights were obtained for the the total final fraction of infected particles versus other 

microscopic parameters 

4. A dynamical phenomenological theory has been developed, with excellent agreement 

5. We hope our work paves the way to more complicated SIRD and two-dimensional theories 
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Wetting dynamics by mixtures of fast and slow self-propelled particles
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We study active surface wetting using a minimal model of bacteria that takes into account the
intrinsic motility diversity of living matter. A mixture of “fast” and “slow” self-propelled Brownian
particles is considered in the presence of a wall. The evolution of the wetting layer thickness shows
an overshoot before stationarity and its composition evolves in two stages, equilibrating after a
slow elimination of excess particles. Non-monotonic evolutions are shown to arise from delayed
avalanches towards the dilute phase combined with the emergence of a transient particle front.

Introduction.—Natural active matter, such as
collections of organisms, is not composed of iden-
tical self-propelling agents [1]. Instead, a wide dis-
tribution of motility properties exists due to dif-
ferent ages, reproduction stages, shapes, and sizes
[2–4]. Moreover, active particles typically inter-
act with “surfaces”, e.g., bacteria swimming near
boundaries of their host body or of contaminated
medical instruments [5, 6]. For simplicity, models
usually ignore at least one of these two ingredients,
i.e., diversity and surface effects.

A persistent particle has a self-propulsion direc-
tion that fluctuates stochastically and, typically,
slowly [7]. Consequently, active matter accumu-
lates on surfaces to an extent dependent on per-
sistence and density [8]. For bacteria, this mecha-
nism initiates biofilm formation [9]. Thick biofilms
are hard to kill with antibiotics since bacteria in
the aggregate are protected by others. Surface ac-
cumulation by persistence is called active wetting
[10–13]. Three phases are possible [8]: complete
wetting, where the wetting layer covers the wall
completely; incomplete wetting, where only a frac-
tion of the wall becomes covered; and “unwetting”
or “drying”, where no dense phase exists. Active
wetting was studied mostly for identical particles.
However, passive and active phase behaviors can
depend strongly on “diversity” in some particle at-
tribute [14–29].

In this Letter, we study a mixture of “fast” and
“slow” active Brownian disks moving in 2D, in the
presence of a flat impenetrable wall. Each type
has its own self-propulsion speed, defining a de-
gree of speed diversity. Besides simulations, a dy-
namical kinetic theory is developed by extending
the approach of Redner et al. [30] in three fronts:
to mixtures, to include walls, and to incorporate
time-dependence. This approach calculates the
absorption and emission rates for the agglomer-
ate directly from microscopic considerations and

is therefore different than free-energy-like approxi-
mations [31] or phenomenological theories [32] that
can be harder to connect with microscopic proper-
ties. Our theory relies on one fitting parameter
only (similarly to Redner’s original theory [30]),
which assumes a single value across all parame-
ters, somewhat like a “universal constant”. To iso-
late surface effects, we choose a range of densities
that allows for significant complete wetting while
bulk motility-induced phase separation (MIPS) re-
mains absent. Instead of focusing on “equilibrium”
wetting-drying transitions [8], we study the wet-
ting dynamics, i.e., the mechanisms involved in set-
ting the composition and thickness of the wetting
layer versus time and how motility diversity af-
fects those. A two-stage evolution is found. More-
over, we identify a transient overshoot of the layer
thickness, which occurs even without diversity but
whose intensity depends non-monotonically on it.

Model and simulation method.—We consider a
binary mixture in 2D composed of N active Brow-
nian disks (labeled by i) where N/2 of them
are “fast” particles, with self-propulsion speed
vi = vf ≡ v0(1 + δ), and the other N/2 are “slow”
particles, with vi = vs ≡ v0(1− δ). Thus δ ∈ [0, 1]
is the degree of speed diversity [33]. Hereafter “f”
and “s” denote “fast” and “slow” particles, respec-
tively. Their dynamics obeys

∂tri = vi ν̂i + µF i + ξi, ∂tθi = ηi(t), (1)

where ν̂i = (cos θi, sin θi) is the self-propulsion di-
rection, µ is the mobility and F i =

∑
j F ij + Fwall

i

is the net force on particle i due to in-
teractions with other particles and with the
wall. The noise terms ξi(t) and ηi(t)
are Gaussian and white, with zero mean
and correlations 〈ξiλ(t)ξjβ(t′)〉 = 2ξδijδλβδ(t− t′)
(the Greek letters denote coordinates) and
〈ηi(t)ηj(t′)〉 = 2ηδijδ(t− t′), where ξ and η are the
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translational [34] and rotational diffusion coeffi-
cients, respectively.

We model particle interactions by a soft repul-
sive WCA-like potential [35], U = 23/2(σij/rij)3−
3(σij/rij)6 + (σij/rij)12− 3/4 for rij ≤ 2 1

6σij and
U = 0 otherwise [36], with rij the interparticle
distance and σij ≡ 1

2 (di + dj), where di is the di-
ameter of particle i. To avoid crystallization [37],
each particle is randomly assigned one of two di-
ameters, dsmall = d0 or dlarge = 1.4d0, uncorrelated
with self-propulsion speeds. We focus on speed di-
versity effects and thus the system is said to be just
binary (the observed size segregation is weak). We
choose v0 = 1, d0 = 1, µ = 1, ξ = 5 × 10−4,
η = 5 × 10−3 and the forward Euler method with
time step ∆t = 10−4. Initially, positions and ve-
locity directions are randomly distributed indepen-
dent of types.

Figure 1(a) shows the system in the steady state
(SS). The simulation box—which has total dimen-
sions Lx = 400 and Ly = 100 and periodic bound-
ary conditions—is shown only partially. An im-
penetrable flat wall (with sides at x = 195 and
x = 205) is placed at the center. For particle-
wall interactions, the same potential is used with
dj = 0. The occupied area fraction φ is the
total area occupied by particles divided by the
area of the simulation box minus the wall. In all
simulations, φ = 0.18, i.e., 6000 particles, lead-
ing to complete wetting during the whole dynam-
ics without bulk MIPS, and we focus on varying
δ. The average free-particle persistence length is
` ≡ v0/η = 200, which is comparable to the system
size but sufficiently small to avoid ballistic motion
between wall sides. Thus, each wall is treated in-
dependently and we average data from both sides.
For complete wetting, increasing φ or ` trivially in-
creases the layer thickness. For SS averages, only
configurations after t = 100τ were used, where
τ ≡ η−1 = 200 is the rotational diffusion time.

Wetting.—To characterize accumulation,
two particles were considered “connected” if
rij < 1.1σij , allowing us to identify the cluster of
connected particles in contact with each wall. The
mean wetting layer thickness 〈h〉 is obtained by
averaging the position of the outermost particle in
each of the 128 bins in which Ly is divided. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows 〈h〉(t). The initial growth rate
is constant and independent of δ. However, at
long times, the higher the δ, the thinner the SS
layer. For δ = 1 (active-passive mixture), the
thickness is approximately half the value for δ = 0
as passive disks cannot wet. The layer thickness
exhibits a transient overshoot before reaching sta-
tionarity. The gap between the peak of 〈h〉(t) and

FIG. 1. (a) Snapshot for speed diversity δ = 0.5 and
φ = 0.18 in the SS. Fast (slow) particles are in red
(blue). (b) Temporal evolution of the mean wetting
layer thickness for φ = 0.18 and δ from 0 to 1 every
0.1. Stars indicate SS averages (t > 100τ). Insets:
δ = 0 and δ = 1 on the left and δ = 0.5 on the right.
Solid lines are the theory.

〈h〉(t → ∞) depends on δ. Such overshoot will be
elucidated below.

The evolution of the layer composition is shown
in Figure 2 (see the Supplemental Material for a
movie). The layer is always richer in fast parti-
cles than the overall system. In phase-separation
problems, this is known as “fractionation” [16, 18].
The fractionation degree, however, is not constant.
There is a first stage where the ratio of fast and
slow particles remains constant, depending on δ.
A second slower stage then starts, in which the
composition is finely adjusted towards the SS. For
δ > 0.7, excess slow particles are eliminated, while
for δ < 0.7, additional slow particles are incorpo-
rated. This slow dynamics occurs simultaneously
with changes in 〈h〉, with both processes being non-
monotonic.

To model the accumulation dynamics, we first
analyze the spatial distribution of orientations by
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FIG. 2. Top: Wetting layer composition evolution for δ
from 0 to 1 every 0.1 and φ = 0.18 (6000 particles in to-
tal), measured by the amount of fast and slow particles
in it. The diagonal corresponds to the same amount of
fast and slow particles. Star symbols show results for
the SS. The colorbar shows time (in a nonlinear scale,
to focus on the final stage). Bottom: Theory.

computing α(x) ≡ 〈n̂ · ν̂〉, shown in Fig. 3, where
n̂ is the inwards normal to the walls and the aver-
age is performed over all particles within a y-axis
stripe of width d0, centered at position x. Ini-
tially, all particles are randomly oriented, imply-
ing α(x) = 0 everywhere. Later, particles pointing
away from the walls abandon them, leaving regions
close to the walls with particles mostly moving to-
wards them. This manifests as regions of α(x) > 0
which grow linearly in time; see red and blue lines.
This “cleaning signal” has the mean velocity in the
x direction at which a randomly oriented particle
joins a wall, 〈v(f/s)

x 〉 =
∫ π/2
−π/2 vf/s cos θdθ/π = 2vf/s

π ,
considering only particles moving towards the wall.

At the interface, particles must point towards
the wall as otherwise they escape. Consequently,
the maximum of α(x) independently locates the
interface [see Fig. 3 and compare with the thickness
from Fig. 1(b)].

Kinetic theory.—To understand the above re-
sults, we develop a simple kinetic theory that es-
timates the emission and absorption rates of fast
and slow particles, k(f/s)

out and k
(f/s)
in , and thus the

layer thickness and composition versus time. For
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FIG. 3. Spatiotemporal diagram of the self-propulsion
orientation parameter α(x) = 〈n̂ · ν̂〉, for fast (left)
and slow (right) particles, with δ = 0.5 and φ = 0.18.
The black dashed lines show the mean thickness data
shown in Fig. 1(b). The dashed red and blue lines are
the “cleaning signals” with velocities 〈v(f/s)

x 〉 (see main
text).

that, we generalize a previous theory originally de-
veloped for systems without walls [30] to include
mixtures (beyond the simpler approximation for
mixtures in Ref. [19]).

Since the global density is low, we use an ideal
gas approximation in the gas (see Supplemental
Material for density profiles), i.e., particles there
do not interact. The rate of absorption of particles
by the layer, i.e., the incoming flux per unit length,
is written as k

(f/s)
in = ρ(f/s)

g
2π

∫ π/2
−π/2 v

(f/s) cos θdθ =
ρ(f/s)

g v(f/s)

π , where we integrate vx over random ori-
entations leading to the particle entering the layer
(on the right without loss of generality) weighted
by the distribution ρ

(f/s)
g /2π where ρ

(f/s)
g are the

gas number densities in contact with the layer. For
a time t∗(f/s), ρ

(f/s)
g is approximately constant and

equal to the initial density as the front of non-
interacting gas particles arrives at the layer. Only
later, once the “cleaning signal” mentioned be-
fore has overcome the entire system, ρ(f/s)

g evolves
into the current bulk gas density obtained from
the absorption-evaporation balance. We estimate
t∗(f/s) = Lx/〈v(f/s)

x 〉. Finally, ρ(f/s)
g are assumed to

change abruptly at t∗(f/s) between their two val-
ues. This approximation is more accurate for fast
particles (see Fig. 3-left), as the crossover time is
smaller and the rotational diffusion has not signif-
icantly acted yet; for slow particles, the transition
is smoother (see Fig. 3-right).
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The SS kout is calculated by solving the diffusion
equation in angular space for P , the distribution
of orientations at the interface, i.e., ∂tP (θ, t) =
η∂2

θP (θ, t) with absorbing boundaries at ±π/2 and
initial condition given by the distribution of inci-
dent particles, i.e., P (±π/2, t) = 0 and P (θ, 0) =
cos θ/2 (as particles with |θ| ≥ π/2 cannot reach
the wall and those with adequate θ will hit it
with probability proportional to the x-axis veloc-
ity, normalized by integrating between ±π/2). The
solution is P (θ, t) = e−ηt cos θ/2. For average
diameter σ and identical speeds, one can write
kout ≡ − Ṅinterface

σNinterface
= η

σ →
κη
σ where Ninterface =

∫ π/2
−π/2 P (θ, t) is the number of particles at the in-

terface and the dot is the time derivative. The
result is corrected by a factor κ: when a parti-
cle escapes, some inner particles pointing towards
the gas follow it in an avalanche-like effect (see
Supplemental Material). In the SS, the average
number of particles leaving the layer per escape
event is denoted κ = 1 + κexcess. The value of
κexcess is treated as a fitting parameter (Ref. [30]
found that κexcess ≈ 3.5 works well for all studied
v and φ in one-component systems without walls;
in 1D, κexcess = 1 [38]). However, since at early
stages particles in the layer are highly oriented to-
wards the wall (see Fig. 3), avalanche effects be-
come strong only after τ . Before that, once a par-
ticle escapes, other particles are likely to be still
pointing towards the wall and therefore will not
escape. This is incorporated by considering that
κ is time-dependent: κ(t) = 1 + κexcess(1 − e−ηt),
meaning that avalanche events occur with proba-
bility (1 − e−ηt) as particles start to rotate away
from the wall. Finally, with speed diversity, one
has

k
(f/s)
out =

N
(f/s)
`

N
(f)
` +N

(s)
`

κ(t)η
σ

, (2)

where N
(f/s)
` is the number of particles of

each type in the layer. Crucially, the factor
N

(f/s)
` /

(
N

(f)
` +N

(s)
`

)
, which states that particle

emission is taken as proportional to the fraction
of particles of each type in the layer, nonlinearly
couples the occupations of both types.

The evolution of the parameters involved in
the absorption and emission rates provides the
layer thickness and composition at any time via
dN

(f/s)
` /dt =

(
k

(f/s)
in − k(f/s)

out

)
Ly. Assuming parti-

cle conservation and that the layer is rectangular
and close-packed with the hard-disk occupied area
fraction φcp = π/(2

√
3) (as observed in simula-

tions; see Supplemental Material), we obtained a

theory for 〈h(t)〉. A good agreement occurs for δ
near 0 and near 1—see left side of inset of Fig. 1(b).
For intermediate δ, the value of t∗s grows larger
than the diffusion time and the theory becomes
less good for intermediate times—see right side
of inset of Fig. 1(b). Also, the theory predicts
that the initial deposition rate is independent of
δ, dN`/dt = Ly(ρ0v0/π − η/σ), in agreement with
the simulations [Fig. 1(b)]. Notably, the overshoot
in 〈h(t)〉 is well captured, which is not the case if
either the effect of t∗ or the relaxation of κ are not
included in the model. The layer composition evo-
lution is also well captured (Fig. 2-bottom), show-
ing also the two stages found in the simulations.
For δ = 1, the theory predicts no slow particles
are in the layer as they are nonmotile; however,
in simulations the transient concentration of slow
particles is finite, with an ulterior elimination of
them. This difference, also present for δ = 0.9, is
due to an induced accumulation of slow particles
pushed by fast ones, an effect that is neglected by
the ideal gas assumption in the gas. Figure 4 com-
pares theory and simulation for the fraction of slow
particles in the layer. In the inset, this comparison
is shown for the SS layer thickness, with very good
agreement.
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FIG. 4. Ratio between the number of slow particles and
the total number of particles in the layer for φ = 0.18 as
a function of δ. Dashed and solid lines show the theory
for the transient and for the SS, respectively. Triangles
and stars show simulation results for the transient and
for the SS, respectively. Inset: Stationary mean layer
thickness. Stars are simulation and the solid line is the
theory.

Conclusions.—Self-propelled Brownian particles
under repulsive interactions spontaneously exhibit
complete wetting layer formation in the presence
of a flat wall due to persistent motion. With sim-
ulations and a theory with speed diversity, we cal-
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culate and explain the wetting layer composition
and thickness. We reveal a two-stage evolution for
the layer composition and a transient overshoot
for the layer thickness, explained only when the
theory considers delayed avalanche-like emissions
outwards and a transient front of particles moving
towards the walls.

An implicit assumption of the theory is that no
segregation develops inside the layers [mean-field
approximation in Eq. (2)]. However, Fig. 1(a) indi-
cates that spatial segregation does exist, with fast
particles closer to the wall. Concentration profiles
confirm this [39]; a more detailed analysis is be-
yond our scope here. Note that in Ref. [19], for a
much denser case showing bulk MIPS (φ = 0.6),
the opposite is seen: faster particles accumulate at
cluster boundaries.

Since thicker biofilms can protect bacteria, our
work shows how biological variability of motility
properties can play a central role in determining
the survivability of microorganisms. More broadly,
our results provide important insights into the be-
havior of active matter such as the origin of swim
pressure overshoots previously seen in confined sys-
tems [40]. Furthermore, our framework can be
adapted to study bacterial types competing to col-
onize niches in confined systems [41] as well as
the puzzling formation of multi-cellular aggregates
such as ameboid slime mold, where slower cells hi-
jack the motion of faster cells to move further and
spread their spores at low energy cost [42].
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We study a mixture of “fast” and “slow” self-propelled particles in the presence of a regular
array of large asymmetric obstacles. For this purpose, simulations of active Brownian particles
interacting with a half-disk obstacle are performed in 2D with periodic boundary conditions. The
system has two particle types, each of them characterized by its own self-propulsion speed. To isolate
the effects of such “speed diversity”, the system-average self-propulsion speed is kept unvaried as
the degree of speed diversity is tuned. Because of their persistent motion, particles accumulate
around the obstacle in a wetting phenomenon. Stationary segregation arises since faster particles
are more likely to occupy new available spaces. For degrees of speed diversity ≥ 40%, we observe a
transition where the self-propulsion of the slower particles becomes too weak and thus these particles
start to accumulate more easily over a “layer” of faster particles rather than near the wall. Also,
particles traveling from the curved to the flat side of the obstacle spend less time trapped than
in the opposite direction. As a result, directed motion emerges spontaneously. We find that the
corresponding rectification current is amplified when the degree of speed diversity is increased. In
the passive-active limit, the passive particles still undergo directed motion dragged by the active
ones. Due to rectification, segregation profiles are different between the curved and flat sides. Near
the obstacle corners, pairs of vortices that further contribute to rectification are observed. Their
vorticities also increase with speed diversity. Our results provide useful insights into the behavior
of active matter in complex environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-propelled particles—such as bacteria, tissue
cells, and autophoretic colloids—have the ability to
spontaneously accumulate around obstacles even
in the absence of attractive forces [1]. Similarly to
motility-induced phase separation (MIPS) [2], such
active wetting arises because active particles have
a direction of motion that evolves stochastically
but slowly, i.e., their direction of motion is persis-
tent [3–5]. For sufficiently large persistence times
or densities, particles do not have time to find an
escape route and thus become trapped between ob-
stacles and other particles [6]. Active wetting helps
control surface adhesion and capillary properties
of bacterial biofilms [7–9], whose formation makes
bacterial colonies more resilient against antibiotics
[10].

In the case of asymmetric obstacles, simulations
and experiments show that active particles un-
dergo directed motion [11], in addition to accumu-
lation. The spontaneous emergence of net particle
transport due to environmental asymmetries, i.e.,
“rectification” currents, has constituted a central

∗ pablo.castro@ictp-saifr.org;
Mostly performed at Universidad de Chile

topic in both conceptual and technological con-
texts for decades [12]. More recently, research on
rectification of self-propelled particles has gained
momentum [13–23]. In Ref. [24], an initially ho-
mogeneous collection of active Brownian particles
in 2D was simulated in a regular array of half-disk
rigid obstacles oriented in the same fixed direction.
The stationary average speed of the particles was
found to be nonzero: instead, an effective rectifica-
tion current emerges since particles traveling from
the curved to the flat side of the obstacle spend less
time trapped than those in the opposite direction.
A similar behavior was observed for an irregular ar-
ray of randomly-located obstacles oriented in the
same fixed direction [25]. The sizes of the obstacles
and accumulation layers directly affect the inten-
sity of such rectification currents. Rectification by
half-disk obstacles shows that no cavity is needed
to trap particles [26], meaning that the existence
of convex surfaces with distinct curvatures is suffi-
cient to generate currents.

The authors of Ref. [24] considered identical ac-
tive particles, i.e., particles with the same self-
propulsion speed, rotational diffusion coefficient,
and size. However, in natural colonies of bacteria
and other microorganisms, a broad dispersion of
motility parameters exists due to different ages,
reproduction stages, shapes, sizes, and running
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of the system for δ = 0.8, with the faster particles in red and the slower ones in blue. The gray
area corresponds to the obstacle. (a) Homogeneous initial state for φ = 0.13. Configurations within the steady
state for (b) φ = 0.13 and (c) φ = 0.26.

modes [26–29]. For either passive or active fluids,
it is known that “diversity” of some particle at-
tribute generates several new collective behaviors,
including changing the nature and loci of phase
diagram boundaries and introducing particle-type
spatial segregation [4, 30–54]. Still, it remains un-
clear what are the effects of particle diversity on
active rectification by convex asymmetric obsta-
cles. This is important because, in complex bio-
logical environments, active matter commonly in-
teracts with obstacles like that, as for example bac-
teria swimming around the internal structures of
the host body where they live [55].

In this work, we use 2D simulations to investi-
gate a mixture of “fast” and “slow” active Brow-
nian particles in a regular array of half-disk ob-
stacles. No external fields, hydrodynamic effects,
or imposed alignment rules are present. Our main
motivation is to understand how “self-propulsion
speed diversity” (hereafter just speed diversity)
couples with the presence of asymmetric convex
obstacles and thus alters rectification currents as
well as accumulation profiles. In particular, we dis-
cuss how these effects are connected with the emer-
gence of segregation [51, 56] and vortices [57, 58]
near the obstacle corners.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section
II our model and simulation setup is laid out. In
Section III, we present our results for wetting and
spatial segregation. In Section IV, we turn our
attention to rectification effects and how they are
connected with the appearance of circulating cur-
rents. Section V brings our concluding remarks.

II. MODEL

We consider a binary mixture in 2D composed of
N active Brownian disks labeled by i, where N/2
of them are “fast” particles, with self-propulsion
speed vi = vf ≡ v0(1 + δ), and the other N/2 are
“slow” particles, with vi = vs ≡ v0(1− δ). The pa-
rameter δ ∈ [0, 1] thus corresponds to the degree
of speed diversity. For δ = 0, all particles have
identical self-propulsion speed and the system is
called “monodisperse”. In the opposite limit, when
δ = 1, the mixture is passive-active. For simplic-
ity, global compositions other than 50-50% are not
considered, but generalization is straightforward.
On varying δ, the system-average self-propulsion
speed is kept at v0, which is constant and inde-
pendent of δ. By doing so, the effects of speed
diversity can be isolated. To avoid undesired arti-
ficial crystallization [59], each particle is randomly
assigned one of two diameters, dsmall = d0 and
dlarge = 1.4d0, uncorrelated with speed diversity,
where d0 is the scale that fixes particle diameters.
Therefore, there are actually four particle types,
but we focus on the effects of speed diversity since
both particle sizes are similar. The system is said
to be just binary or “bidisperse”.

The dynamics of each particle’s position ri is
governed by the equations

∂tri = vi ν̂i + µF i, ∂tθi = ηi(t), (1)

where ν̂i = (cos θi, sin θi) determines the self-
propulsion force direction and µ is the mobility,
which we take equal to one, meaning that forces
are expressed in units of velocity. Also, F i =∑
j 6=i F ij +F obst

i is the net force on particle i due
to interactions with other particles and with a half-
disk obstacle, of radius D/2. The noise term ηi(t)
is Gaussian and white, with mean 〈ηi(t)〉 = 0 and
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correlation 〈ηi(t)ηj(t′)〉 = 2ηδijδ(t− t′), where η is
the rotational diffusion coefficient.

The interparticle interactions are taken as a soft
repulsive WCA-like potential [60] defined in terms
of the interparticle distance rij as [61]

U =
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σij
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6σij ,

0, rij > 2 1
6σij

(2)
with σij ≡ 1

2 (di + dj), where di is the particle di-
ameter of particle i. For the particle-obstacle in-
teraction between particle i and the curved side,
dj is replace by D. For the interaction with the
flat side, dj is replaced by zero. Finally, there is
no torque on the particles, and the directors ν̂i
evolve only by rotational diffusion [Eq. (1)].

The parameter distinguishing the particle types
is the self-propulsion speed. We choose units and
fixed parameters such that v0 = 1 and the di-
ameter scale is d0 = 1. For the rotational diffu-
sion coefficient and simulation time step, we take
η = 5 × 10−3 and ∆t = 10−3, respectively. Ini-
tially, particles are distributed homogeneously at
random positions with random velocity directions,
independent of their types. The simulation is per-
formed in a square box of side L = 200 (such
that D = L/2) and with periodic boundary condi-
tions, simulating therefore an infinite regular array
of identical obstacles. The centers of the flat side
and of the simulation box coincide. The average
free-particle persistence length is ` ≡ v0/η = 200,
which is comparable to the system and obstacle
sizes. The occupied area fraction φ is defined as
the total area occupied by particles divided by the
area of the simulation box minus the obstacle, i.e.,

φ = N

2 ×
π
(
d2

small + d2
large

)
/4

L2 − π
2
(
D
2
)2 . (3)

III. WETTING AND SEGREGATION

Movie 1 of the Supplementary Material shows
the dynamics between the initial state and the sta-
tionary state (t ≥ 2000) for φ = 0.13 and δ = 0.8.
Snapshots of the initial and stationary states are
shown in Figs. 1a and b. After particles quickly ac-
cumulate around the obstacle, the average thick-
ness of the wetting layer stabilizes once the con-
centration of the “gas” (i.e., outside the layer) be-
comes sufficiently low that absorption and emis-
sion rates for the layer are equal. Because avail-
able spaces are more likely to be occupied by the
faster particles (as they arrive there typically be-
fore the slower ones), segregation emerges. For
larger area fractions, the wetting layer increases in

size, as shown in Fig. 1c for φ = 0.26. In all cases
studied below (φ = 0.08, 0.13, and 0.26 for vari-
ous values of δ), the stationary gas concentration
is sufficiently low such that no stationary clusters
appear in the gas. That is, the residual gas density
after the wetting layer has been formed is smaller
than the necessary to produce MIPS [2]. Also, in
the transient regime, the condensation by hetero-
geneous nucleation on the obstacle is faster than an
eventual MIPS. Hence, the only condensed phase
in the system is the wetting layer on the obsta-
cle. Movies 2 and 3 of the Supplementary Mate-
rial show, respectively, the transient and the steady
state for φ = 0.26 with δ = 0.8.

Due to crowding, the dynamics inside the wet-
ting cluster is much slower than that in the gas.
Movie 1 also shows that the interface between the
wetting layer and the gas fluctuates strongly. Pre-
sumably, this is a consequence of active capillary-
like effects [62, 63] enhanced by the fact that par-
ticles can escape from the cluster not only by ro-
tational diffusion but also by reaching the end of
the obstacle wall.

Fig. 2 shows the stationary concentration fields
for the total, “slow”, and “fast” particles concen-
trations, denoted respectively by n(r), ns(r), and
nf(r), for selected values of φ and δ. They are
defined similarly to the area fraction φ but are cal-
culated locally using coarse-graining square boxes
of side 2.5. We counted the number of particle
centers in each box, multiplied by the area of the
corresponding particle, and then divided the re-
sult by the area of the coarse-graining box. For
boxes that include a fraction of the obstacle, the
available area was calculated using standard Monte
Carlo integration.

Fig. 2a shows the monodisperse (δ = 0) scenario
studied in Ref. [24]. The stationary accumula-
tion is more pronounced for higher φ and decays
smoothly towards the gas. For δ > 0, we observe
that ns(r) and nf(r) are significantly different from
each other as the faster particles dominate the oc-
cupation closer to the obstacle, whereas the slower
particles accumulate less sharply.

Concentration profiles were obtained by averag-
ing the concentration fields along the direction par-
allel to each wall. For the curved side, the concen-
tration is plotted against the radial distance to the
wall. The concentration of faster particles decays
monotonically towards the gas irrespective of δ, for
both the curved and flat sides (data not shown).
Near the walls, the accumulation of faster particles
becomes more pronounced for higher δ as their in-
coming flux is naturally higher and also because
a stronger self-propulsion means that the particle
can open the way towards the obstacle by displac-
ing other particles. Figure 3 shows concentration
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FIG. 2. Stationary concentration fields for φ = 0.13.
(a) Monodisperse system (δ = 0). (b) Slow and (c) fast
particles for mixture case with δ = 0.8.

profiles of the slower particles for both sides and
several values of δ. In this case, a peak located
further away from the obstacle wall is clearly ob-
served for δ ≥ 0.4. This transition occurs when
the slower particles become sufficiently slow that
they accumulate more easily on the boundary of

FIG. 3. Stationary concentration profiles of slow par-
ticles for various δ values and φ = 0.13. (a) Curved
and (b) flat side.

the “layer” of faster particles than closer to the ob-
stacle wall. Notice that the peak is less pronounced
on the curved side.

To measure the degree of spatial segregation, we
calculate [56]

ζ = 1−
∫
ns(r)nf(r) dx dy√∫

n2
s (r) dx dy

∫
n2

f (r) dx dy
, (4)

a segregation parameter which takes into account
the overlapping between the concentration profiles.
As such, ζ = 1 implies complete segregation and
ζ = 0 means complete mixing, which in turn occurs
only if ns(r) ∝ nf(r). Fig. 4a shows that the degree
of segregation increases with speed diversity, but
complete segregation is never obtained, not even
in the passive-active limit. This has two causes.
Firstly, not all active particles participate in the
wetting cluster, as it stops increasing once the gas
concentration is sufficiently low. Secondly, some
passive particles remain trapped inside the wet-
ting layer by the active ones. Furthermore, Fig. 4a
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shows that the degree of segregation in the low
global concentration limit is almost independent
of φ.

The segregation can also be quantified by the
ratio between the slow and faster particles con-
centration profiles (Figs. 4b and c for the curved
and flat side, respectively). For δ = 1, there are
almost no passive particles near the wall and the
curved side concentration ratio is more than one
order of magnitude bigger than for δ = 0.9. This
reveals that the case δ = 0.9 is not as close to
a passive-active mixture as one might expect. In
fact, Fig. 3 shows a significant difference in the be-
havior of the concentration profile between δ = 0.9
and δ = 1.0. This can be understood by notic-
ing that for δ = 0.9 the slow particles persistence
length vs/η = v0(1− δ)/η = 20 is still comparable
to other relevant length scales such as the wetting
layer thickness, the obstacle size, and the system
size. We also notice that there is more segregation
on the curved side than on the flat side as particles
are less capable to penetrate and settle inside that
layer. For slow particles, such “expulsion” becomes
more pronounced. In fact, it is almost impossible
for a particle with weak self-propulsion to remain
near the wetting interface without being wiped out
into the gas by the rectification “wind” (see Sec-
tion IV below); conversely, particles on the flat side
can accumulate closer to the wall since the parti-
cle current on the flat side near the interface is not
sufficient to wipe them out. This can be confirmed
by looking once again at the passive particles pro-
file (δ = 1) in Fig. 3, where the concentration near
the wall is practically zero on the curved side but
not so on the flat side.

IV. RECTIFICATION AND VORTICITY

The asymmetric shape of the obstacle implies
that particles traveling from the curved to the flat
side will spend less time to overcome it than those
in the opposite direction. In the monodisperse case
(δ = 0), a rectifications current arises in the sta-
tionary state [24]. We now focus on the behavior
for δ > 0. Fig. 5 shows the total stationary cur-
rent (vector) field j(r) ≡ n(r)v(r), where v(r)
is the actual velocity field (not the self-propulsion
velocity field). Global rectification along the +x
direction is indicated by the fact that most cur-
rent arrows point to the right or have a large +x
component. Particles slide on the curved side to-
wards the right and are subject to higher current
than in the gas. In fact, the highest local current
is observed near the corners. For the flat side, the
local current is in the opposite direction, i.e., the
−x direction (reflecting the appearance of vortices,

FIG. 4. (a) Global segregation parameter for φ = 0.08
and φ = 0.13 versus δ. (b) Curved and (c) flat side
concentration profiles ratios (fast over slow) for φ =
0.13 and various values of δ.

as discussed below), but near the obstacle it is con-
strained to the y-axis only. Far from the obstacle,
the current field changes to the +x direction again.

To investigate how rectification is affected by
speed diversity, we show in Fig. 6a the mean ve-
locity in x, 〈vx〉, averaged over particles and time
instants within the steady state, as a function of
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FIG. 5. Total stationary current field j for φ = 0.13
and δ = 0.8. For clarity, the arrows have all the same
size and only indicate the direction of the current, while
the magnitude of j is given via the color legend.

δ. As a control, we also show that 〈vy〉 is essen-
tially zero, as expected. More importantly, 〈vx〉
increases with δ, indicating an amplification of rec-
tification currents that is induced solely by speed
diversity (remember that each type corresponds to
50% of all particles and the system-average self-
propulsion speed does not change with δ). By look-
ing at 〈vx〉 for each particle type in Fig. 6b, we see
that, indeed, as δ increases, the faster particles un-
dergo a rectification increase which is larger than
the rectification decrease of the slower particles,
even though their self-propulsion speeds were var-
ied by the same amounts, in magnitude. Indeed,
the average speed of fast particles is larger than the
näıve dependence proportional to 1 + δ, a manifes-
tation of significant interaction effects. The slow
particles for low φ do follow the näıve dependence
proportional to 1− δ, but as the density increases
interactions take over and their rectified velocity
increases.

This rectification amplification induced by speed
diversity can be understood as follows. First,
〈vx〉(δ) must be an even function of δ since δ → −δ
just relabels particle types and thus should have no
physical consequence. Now, consider the monodis-
perse case of Ref. [24]. Fig. 3a therein suggests
that the rectification current 〈vx〉 ∼ exp(−ηd0/v0),
where we remind that η is the rotational diffusion
coefficient and we incorporated the self-propulsion
speed v0 and the particles’ diameter by dimen-
sional analysis,. This makes sense: by increas-
ing the active speed v0, activity-induced rectifica-
tion ought to increase as well. We now assume
that the qualitative behavior of 〈vx〉(δ) can be

FIG. 6. Stationary mean (actual) velocity averaged
over particles and realizations as a function of δ for
φ = 0.08 and 0.13. (a) Total mean velocity in x and in
y. (b) Mean velocity in x for slow and for fast particles.
The case φ = 0.26 has been included only for δ = 1,
avoiding an overcrowding of the figure. The dashed
lines present the näıve dependence for the mean veloc-
ity of the fast and slow particles.

obtained simply from an arithmetic average be-
tween exp(−ηd0/vs) and exp(−ηd0/vf) (On the
other hand, the quantitative behavior should re-
quire a more complicated analysis, as indicated, for
example, by the δ-dependence of motility-induced
cluster sizes in a system of slow and fast run-and-
tumble particles studied in Ref. [64].) Expanding
in δ, indeed no linear δ dependence survives, as
anticipated. Also, for sufficiently high η, 〈vx〉(δ)
indeed increases with δ as observed numerically.
(The same qualitative analytical examination indi-
cates that a transition for much lower η might exist
in the simulations, through which 〈vx〉(δ) would
become a decreasing function of δ. That is be-
yond our scope because the corresponding persis-
tent lengths would be extremely large.)

Furthermore, Fig. 6b shows that 〈vx〉 for the
slower particles does not vanish completely at the
active-passive limit δ = 1. In fact, the passive
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particles continue to contribute positively to the
total 〈vx〉. Such behavior where the motion of
passive particles is “enhanced” by active ones has
been previously reported in the context of motility-
induced phase separation: the presence of active
particles in fact induces clustering for the passive
ones [34, 36, 65]. Here, what we find is that the ac-
tive particles induce a finite degree of rectification
for the passive ones, which increases with φ.

Revisiting the current field for the active-active
mixture case, we notice that the flat side has a
nonvanishing total local current moving away from
the obstacle center along the y-axis. This behavior
is connected to the appearance of vortices. We
define

ω(r) ≡ ∇× j(r) (5)

as a vorticity-like field (not exactly the vorticity
since it is the curl of the current field, not of the ve-
locity field) and plot its z component in Fig. 7. We
observe that one pair of vortices is formed around
each obstacle corner.

FIG. 7. Vorticity-like field defined by the z-component
of ω(r) ≡ ∇× j(r), i.e., ωz, for δ = 0.8 and φ = 0.13,
with positive (negative) values meaning counterclock-
wise (clockwise) rotation. The color scheme is shown
on the right in symmetric logarithmic scale. The ar-
rows, as in Fig. 5, show the direction of the total par-
ticle current field.

For each pair, one of the vortices is produced
by the particles that slide on the curved side and
the other by those that slide on the flat side. The
latter particles move away from the obstacle cen-
ter, along the y-axis. For each side, once the ob-
stacle wall ends, the particles start to interact di-
rectly with those that were sliding on the other
side. As a consequence, velocities become reori-
ented, thus generating the corresponding vortices.

FIG. 8. Total global magnitude of vorticity-like field as
a function of δ for φ = 0.13. The partial vorticities, for
fast and slow particles, are obtained from the partial
current fields jf/s(r) ≡ nf/s(r) vf/s(r).

To see how vorticity changes with speed diversity,
Fig. 8 shows the global vorticity magnitude, de-
fined as Ω ≡

∫
ωz(r) dx dy, where we keep the

signs in ωz. The intensity of the vorticity also in-
creases with δ: the particles that participate more
in the vortices are those close to the obstacle and,
as discussed above, these correspond to the faster
particles.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Here we considered an active mixture of fast and
slow swimmers in the presence of asymmetric ob-
stacles (with a curved and a flat side). We identi-
fied wetting, segregation, rectification and vortic-
ity. As such, this problem arises as an interesting
playground for studying several phenomena. Using
simulations, we showed how the degree of diversity
of self-propulsion speeds alters these phenomena,
both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The segregation profiles for speed diversity pa-
rameter δ = 0.9 are significantly different from the
δ = 1 passive-active case. Also, for δ ≥ 0.4 a peak
in the concentration profiles of the slower particles
arises far from the wall and over the faster parti-
cles “layer”, as their self-propulsion becomes too
“weak” to allow for accumulation near the wall.

Regarding rectification, our results complement
the explanation given in Ref. [24] for monodisperse
systems: particles coming from the left side be-
come rectified when sliding along the curved side of
the obstacle, whereas those coming from the right
side are reoriented due to the formation of vortices
which rotate favorably to the global current near
the corners. Also, in the passive-active case, we
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observe that complete segregation is not achieved
and that the passive particles continue to rectify
as they are pushed by the active ones.

The present work provides a number of insights
into the behavior of more realistic active matter
systems such as bacterial fluids interacting with
real surfaces. In the future, the effects of other
active matter features and ingredients as well as
distinct obstacle shapes would constitute an inter-
esting research avenue.
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A central question in ecology is how the demographic and movement parameters of a population9

determine its spatial spread and the critical habitat size that can sustain it. Yet, most studies make10

oversimplifying assumptions about individual movement behavior, which may result in inaccurate11

predictions. Here, we study the persistence and spread of a population of individuals which expe-12

rience an effective attraction towards a preferred location in space. Using explicit growth-dispersal13

models with advective terms, we show how biological populations may adjust to habitat destruction14

depending on how far from the preferred location the habitat is destroyed. We also incorporate a15

matrix escape response by turning on attraction towards habitat edges for individuals located in the16

harsh environmental matrix surrounding the habitat. In particular, our results show that increas-17

ing attraction strengths may not always be beneficial. When the attraction center is located near18

habitat edges, animals may spend too much time exposed to higher death rates, which decreases19

the total population. Also, for intermediate matrix escape response strengths, death by competition20

inside the habitat may win over the individual benefit of escaping away sooner from the matrix,21

leading to overall smaller populations. Our results constitute an important first step towards a more22

realistic understanding of preferred-location effects at the population level.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

The critical size of a patch or habitat that makes a population go extinct is a central problem in25

ecology. Habitat sizes are closely connected with population persistence, species interactions, and habitat26

fragmentation [1]. For habitat sizes larger than the critical habitat size, a related problem is how a27

biological population spreads in space. Assuming simple Brownian diffusion models of spatial dispersal28

for the individuals, as well as a completely non-viable deadly environmental matrix surrounding the29

habitat, population spread and persistence are well understood at the theoretical level [2].30
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However, advances in tracking devices and statistical methods enable us to better understand how31

animals move. In particular, the above model overlooks the fact that many species do not spread in32

space in a purely diffusive manner; rather, they are subject to range residency or somewhat similar33

preferred-location effects [3]. It has been shown using GPS-tracking data that these animals use space34

non-uniformly, occupying ranges substantially smaller than the population range [4]. The reason why35

animals may exhibit this kind of behavior has to do with the existence of attractive centers located at36

places with special properties or resources (including ponds, nests, and shelter), which usually assume a37

fixed position in time.38

A successful way to model preferred-location effects is by introducing an “advection” or “attraction”39

contribution into a growth-dispersal diffusion-like model. This new term originates from an attractive40

spring-like force towards a preferred location [3, 5]. This generates a kind of motion equation called41

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model, where the animal velocity is a combination of random noise and a42

restoration contribution that increases linearly with the distance to a preferred location. The OU model43

has been shown to be more accurate for animal movement at long time scales than pure Brownian motion44

[3]. Yet, theoretical development incorporating the long-term consequences of preferred location at the45

population and community level are rare [4, 5].46

In this paper, we provide the first study quantifying how preferred-location attraction may impact47

critical habitat size as well as how the different individual-level movement parameters and different48

spatial patterns of habitat destruction may affect population persistence in heterogeneous landscapes.49

Importantly, such comparison is possible because, in the infinite habitat size case, OU movement leads to50

a stationary spatial distributions of population density with finite variance around a well-defined mean.51

In essence, we extend the definition of critical habitat size to account for the spatial location of the52

habitat edges relative to key resources in the environment that determine the area of occurrence of a53

given species. In our model, besides assuming that individual movement can be described with an OU54

movement term towards a preferred location (a point in space), we consider that individuals change55

their movement behavior once located in the harsh matrix by turning on an additional OU movement56

term that corresponds to a matrix escape response towards habitat edges. Also, we assume a logistic57

population growth and a harsh matrix in which individuals die after a characteristic time rather than58

instantaneously. We incorporate all these ingredients in a partial differential equation for the population59

density, which we analyze in a one-dimensional finite domain. These ingredient allows us to incorporate60

two additional layers of complexity and study how the total size and spatial pattern of a population61

respond to habitat destruction depending on how far from the preferred location the habitat is destroyed.62

Such questions have not been explored before and are the main focus of our analysis.63

This paper is organized as follows. Section II defines our mathematical model and approach. Section64
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III brings our analytical and numerical results. In Section IV we present our conclusions.65

II. MODEL66

We consider a population where each individual moves following a one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck67

(OU) model [5] equipped with, in principle, two attractive terms: (i) towards a preferred location and68

(ii), if the animal is outside the patch, towards the closer edge of the patch. That is, the habitat itself69

is a preferred region, existing besides the preferred point-like location. The corresponding equation of70

motion for the position x at time t is71

ẋ(t) = −τ−1 [x(t) − λ] − gM(x) [x(t) − λE(x)] +
√

2Dξ(t), (1)72

where ξ(t) is a zero-mean white noise with variance unity, D is the diffusion coefficient, τ−1 is the73

preferred-location attraction rate, with dimensions of inverse time, gM(x) is the matrix escape response74

strength, or edge attraction rate, which is turned on only for x in the matrix, and λE(x) is the location75

of the corresponding habitat edge (left or right, depending on x). For simplicity, and without loss of76

generality, in the following we set the origin of coordinates at the preferred location, i.e., the position of77

the attraction center is x = λ = 0. We also define x = −LL and x = +LR for the locations of the left and78

right habitat edges, respectively. Thus, λE(x) = −LL for x < −LL and λE(x) = LR for x > LR. Also,79

gM(x) = τ−1
M for x < −LL or x > LR, and zero otherwise, with τ−1

M constant. The total habitat size is80

L = LL + LR.81

We further assume that all individuals within the population have the same preferred location, which82

is a good assumption for non-territorial species and/or scenarios in which the preferred location is deter-83

mined by the presence of key resources.84

For the population dynamics, we assume that the population follows a logistic growth model with net85

reproduction rate r(x) and constant competition parameter γ (see below). To mimic the effects of a harsh86

matrix, we use that r(x) = rin inside the habitat and r(x) = −dout outside, with rin and dout positive87

constants. Logisitic growth coupled to OU movement leads to the following partial differential equation88

for the spatiotemporal dynamics of the population density u(x, t):89

∂u(x, t)
∂t

= r(x)u(x, t) − γu(x, t)2 + D
∂2u(x, t)

∂x2 + τ−1 ∂

∂x
[(x − λ)u(x, t)] + gM(x) ∂

∂x
[(x − λE(x))u(x, t)] .

(2)90

Mathematically, Eq. (2) is an extension of the well-known Fisher-Kolmogorov equation (diffusion and91

logistic population growth) that includes two advection terms to account for the attractions to the92

preferred location and to the habitat.93
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III. RESULTS94

To build intuition progressively, we start by presenting our results for the critical habitat size, spatial95

distribution, and total population in the case where the animal cannot survive in the matrix, i.e., d−1
out = 0,96

considering preferred-location attraction. Then, we turn on d−1
out, first without matrix escape response,97

i.e, τ−1
M = 0, and finally with matrix escape response, i.e., τ−1

M ̸= 0.98

A. Extremely harsh matrix: d−1
out = 099

For an extremely harsh matrix, i.e., dout → ∞, since the individuals do not change their move-100

ment inside the habitat close to the habitat edges, the boundary conditions are absorbing and read101

u(−LL, t) = u(LR, t) = 0. In this case, it does not make a difference to have or not a matrix escape rate102

since individuals die there instantaneously. Because we are interested in determining the habitat config-103

urations (LL, LR) that lead to the long-term extinction of the population, we perform a linear stability104

analysis of the solution u(x, t → ∞) ≡ us(x) = 0. By doing so, we can calculate the critical total habitat105

size Lc of the population. In what follows, we prefer to choose LL and obtain the critical right-hand106

side habitat size LR,c, without loss of generality. To that end, we neglect the quadratic term in the107

logistic growth and take the t → ∞ limit in Eq. (2), which means setting ∂tu(x, t) = 0. In this limit,108

Eq. (2) becomes an ordinary differential equation with solution us(x) of the following form (shown here109

for completeness only):110

us(x) = exp
(

− x2

2τD

) [
aHrτ

(
x√
2Dτ

)
+ b 1F1

(
−rτ

2 ; 1
2 ; x2

2Dτ

)]
, (3)111

where a and b are constants to be determined by boundary conditions, Hn is the Hermite polynomial of112

order n, such that H0(x) = 1, H1(x) = 2x, . . . , and 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function of the113

first kind [6]. Imposing the boundary conditions to Eq. (3), one obtains a system of two equations for114

a and b. Because we do not know the value of us(x) elsewhere other than at the edges, the equations115

for a and b can only be used to find out the shape of us(x) and therefore the stability of the us(x) = 0116

solution. This is done by noticing that, in order for this system of equations to have non-trivial solutions117

different than a = b = 0, its determinant has to be zero, with a and b being the variables. With this118

condition for the determinant and assuming that LL is fixed, we obtain a transcendental equation in LR119

that can be solved numerically to obtain the critical right-hand side habitat size LR,c. We compare the120

results from this semi-analytical method with those obtained from the numerical integration of the full121

nonlinear Eq. (2). We use a central Euler method to solve Eq. (2) starting from a random positive initial122

condition for u that obeys the absorbing boundary conditions. This allows LR,c to be easily calculated:123
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by varying LR, the critical value is reached once the steady-state total population size transitions from124

non-zero to zero.125

Before showing our results for the critical habitat sizes and total population, we start understanding the126

the impact of habitat destruction on the spatial spread of our population by looking into the stationary127

profiles of population density us(x). This is done via numerical integration of the full nonlinear Eq. (2)128

for three different combinations of LL and LR that result in population persistence (Fig. 1). That is, we129

consider three habitat spatial configurations such that LL + LR > Lc. We observe that when habitat130

destruction is not symmetric around the preferred location, i.e., LL ̸= LR, the location of the maximum131

population density xp deviates from the preferred location, resulting in a skewed or asymmetric population132

density distribution. Interestingly, we observe that survival is possible even if the preferred location is133

situated in the matrix (see Fig. 1c), a scenario that could arise if an important resource ended up being134

located in the matrix, e.g., a lake in a deforested region.135

LL > 0 LR > 0

LL > 0 LR > 0

umax

xp

LL > 0 LR < 0

us

0

0.15
a

us

0

0.15
b

us

x

0

0.15

−8 −4 0 4 8

x
=

λ
=

0 c

FIG. 1. Stationary population density distribution us(x) for (a) LR = 7 and LL = 7, (b) LR = 1 and LL = 7,
and (c) LR = −1 and LL = 7, as calculated by numerically integrating Eq. (2). Other parameters: rin = 0.1,
d−1

out = 0, γ = 1, D = 0.1, λ = 0, and τ−1 = 0.05. umax is the maximum population density and xp its location.
Gray regions represent the matrix.

136

137

We now explore the LR-LL parameter space for different values of τ−1 (Fig. 2a-c). We can use numerical138

simulations of Eq. (2) to measure the total population fraction lost to deforestation (from L → ∞139

to finite LL and LR). We actually plot the remaining total population fraction η ≡ NT/N∞
T , where140

NT ≡
∫

us(x)dx integrating over the entire range, and similarly for N∞
T , for each parameter combination.141

The critical habitat size obtained via stability analysis from Eq. (3) as described above (solid line in142

Fig. 2a-c) shows an excellent agreement with the full numerical simulations. As expected, the behavior of143
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η is symmetric about the LR = LL diagonal. Moreover, for sufficiently large LR or LL, further increasing144

habitat size does not change the population size because the flux of individuals through the habitat edges145

becomes negligible when these are very far from the population preferred location. This explains why the146

green solid lines in Fig. 2a-c are horizontal and vertical in the limits LL → ∞ and LR → ∞, respectively,147

and why they tend to this asymptotic behavior faster for higher τ−1. Finally, Fig. 2a shows that the148

population can survive even when the preferred location lies within the matrix, as already observed in149

Fig. 1c. That is, the population can survive even when LR and LL have opposite signs (see Fig. 1a).150
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τ−1 = 0.10
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0
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4
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
c

τ−1 = 0.50

LR,c

τ−1

−1

0

1

2

0 0.5 1 1.5

d

D = 0.01

D = 0.10

D = 0.50

D = 1.00

FIG. 2. (a)-(c): “Heat” map of total population (divided by the infinite-habitat population) η in the habitat sizes
plane LR versus LL for (a) τ−1 = 0.05, (b) τ−1 = 0.1, and (c) τ−1 = 0.5. Other parameters: rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0,
D = 0.1, and γ = 1. The solid line (green) shows the numerical solution from stability analysis for the critical
habitat sizes line. In (a), the origin is marked to highlight the existence of survivability in a negative LR and LL
region. The gray area is undefined as it would correspond to the “right” border being on the left and vice-versa.
(d) Critical right habitat size LR,c as a function of τ−1 for distinct values of D, as indicated, rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0,
and LL = 100.151

152

The total population fraction lost to deforestation η can be plotted against the remaining fraction of153

habitat above the critical habitat size ϵ ≡ L/Lc, as shown in Fig. 3 for λ = 0. For τ−1 = 0, one would154

have N∞
T → ∞ and thus η → 0 since the population spreads homogeneously everywhere without borders155

and increases to a finite population size set by γ. By increasing τ−1, the curve η(ϵ) moves up, indicating156

that a sharper decrease occurs towards extinction as one moves towards the critical habitat size. In other157
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words, close to the critical habitat size, lower-τ−1 centralized populations are more sensitive to the same158

relative habitat loss. In particular, Fig. 3 provides the percentage losses depending on such sensibility159

controlled by τ−1. For instance, for τ−1 = 0.05, even when the habitat size is still twice the critical160

habitat size (ϵ = 2), the population goes down to about 50% of what it could be without deforestation161

or habitat limitations.162

τ−1
η
=

N
T
/N

∞ T

ǫ = L/Lc

0.50
0.30
0.10
0.05

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0 1 2 3 4

FIG. 3. Ratio between the total population for L and for L → ∞, η, versus ϵ ≡ L/Lc for various τ−1 as indicated.
Other parameters: D = 0.1, γ = 1, rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0, and λ = 0.

To further investigate the behavior of the critical habitat size, we calculated the critical location of163

the right habitat edge LR,c in the case where death at the left one is negligible, obtained with LL → ∞.164

We conducted this analysis for several values of τ−1 and D. We identify three different regimes in the165

relationship between LR,c and τ−1 (see Fig. 2d). First, at intermediate values of τ−1, LR,c is positive and166

increases with increasing τ−1 until it peaks at a value of τ−1 that depends on the intensity of the random167

component of movement, D. In this regime, individuals need a larger area to ensure population survival168

even if they would exhibit smaller home ranges in infinite habitats (higher values of τ−1 result in narrower169

distributions). This is due to the fact that the preferred location is located close to the habitat edges and,170

therefore, individuals need to spend more time away from it to minimize death risk and ensure population171

persistence. Then, for large values of τ−1, LR,c decreases with increasing τ−1 because preferred-location172

attraction dominates individual movement; in this case, individual area requirements are small and the173

population is confined within a “safe”, small region around the preferred location. Finally, at low values174

of τ−1 such that τ−1 < rin, one has that LR,c is negative, which means that the population can persist175

even if its preferred location is in the matrix. In this low-τ−1 regime, decreasing τ−1 (or increasing176

diffusion) leads to LR,c becoming more negative (i.e., the preferred location can be located further inside177

the matrix) because individuals are more spread around the preferred location, including towards the178

infinite side, and thus less individuals die crossing the edge attracted to the preferred location.179

Next, we characterize the impact of different patterns of habitat destruction, represented by the loca-180

tions of the habitat edges, on the spatial pattern of population density. As discussed in previous sections,181
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the distance between the spatial coordinate with maximum population density and the preferred location182

is a measure of the asymmetry of us(x) (and also indicates skewness in this case). This distance quanti-183

fies how much the location of the maximum population density deviates from the expected valued in an184

infinite habitat and, because the preferred location is located at the origin of coordinates, this distance is185

equal to the location of the peak, xp. Fig. 4a shows xp as a function of the total habitat size L = LL +LR186

for different levels of symmetry in habitat destruction. To implement asymmetry in habitat destruction187

systematically, we use LL as a control parameter and define LR = α LL. In the limit α = 1, LR = LL188

and habitat destruction is symmetric about the preferred location. As α decreases, habitat destruction189

becomes more asymmetric. We consider α = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. In the highest asymmetry case,190

α = 0.25, xp increases up to a certain value of L and then it has to decrease since, in the infinite habitat191

size limit, the maximum population density coincides with the OU home-range center [5]. For higher α,192

we see a similar behavior but with a progressively lower peak for xp(L). To validate our results, we check193

that, for symmetric habitat destruction, xp = 0 for all values of the habitat size. The spread of us(x),194

i.e., the standard deviation of x, is shown in Fig. 4b, confirming that the closer to a border the narrower195

the spatial distribution becomes.196
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b Standard deviation of x

FIG. 4. (a) Peak position as a function of the total habitat size L = LL + LR for LR = 0.25LL (filled red disks),
LR = 0.5LL (empty blue circles), LR = 0.75LL (empty green triangles), and LR = LL (empty purple diamonds).
(b) “Heat” map of the standard deviation of x. Other parameters: rin = 0.1, d−1

out = 0, D = 0.1, and τ−1 = 0.05.
197

198

B. Partially harsh matrix with and without matrix escape response: d−1
out ̸= 0199

Fig. 5 shows the stationary spatial distribution considering that the animal can now still survive for a200

time of the order 1/dout outside the habitat, where dout > 0 is thus the finite death rate in the matrix,201

and without matrix escape response (τ−1
M = 0). Our previous scenario corresponds to dout → ∞. The202

population now persists outside the matrix, which is best observed using a log scale for the us axis, as203
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shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Notice the exponential tail indicated by a straight line when the204

us axis is in log scale. More importantly, the general qualitative behavior of the habitat size problem205

remains unaltered and therefore one can rely on our previous observations for the case with instantaneous206

death in the matrix.207

us

0

0.15
a

us

0

0.15
c

us

x

0

0.15

−8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6 8

dout

e

10-8

10-4

100
b

10-8

10-4

100
d

x

10-8

10-4

100

−10 −8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6 8 10

f

FIG. 5. Left: Stationary population density distribution us(x) for the same parameters as in Fig. 1, with (a)
corresponding to Fig. 1a, (c) to Fig. 1b, and (e) to Fig. 1c, but now with a finite negative net reproduction rate
outside the habitat of magnitudes dout = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102, and 103 increasing as indicated in (e).
Right: Same as left side but with the us axis in log scale.

208

209

By turning on matrix escape response (τ−1
M ̸= 0), the spatial distribution enters into the habitat, as210

shown in Fig. 6. In the symmetric case (Fig. 6a), as the individuals accumulate equally on both sides.211

For large enough τ−1
M , the edges act as almost hard walls. Fig. 6 shows an asymmetric case where the212

preferred location is situated in the matrix. Even though the individuals are attracted to the matrix213

due to the preferred location attraction, for large enough matrix escape response, individuals will mostly214

accumulate at the habitat edge, in a highly asymmetric way.215216

Fig. 6 suggests a competition between two effects: the individual (and therefore populational) benefit217

of escaping from the matrix versus death by resource competition inside the habitat as more individuals218

dwell in it due to the matrix escape response. To understand that, we plot the total population (divided219

by the infinite habitat population) η versus τ−1
M . For simplicity, we consider only the symmetric case.220

For sufficiently low dout, a minimum in η versus τ−1
M is observed. This is related to the balance between221

the spatial distribution mass outside versus inside as τ−1
M is changed. In simple terms, by increasing τ−1

M ,222

resource competition inside the habitat increases more than the population gain obtained by individual223

escape since dout is low. By further increasing τ−1
M , the matrix escape response is so high that only a224

small amount of individuals enter (and potentially die in) the matrix and thus this effect now wins over225

the population loss that arises from additional resource competition inside the habitat.226227
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us
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0.2

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5

b

FIG. 6. Stationary population density distribution us(x) for L = 2.8, smaller than the Lc of the extremely harsh
matrix symmetric case, τ−1 = 0.05, dout = 10−3, and τ−1

M = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, and 101 increasing as indicated
in the figure. (a) LR = LL = 1.4 and (b) LR = −0.5 and LL = 3.3. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7. Ratio between the total population for L and for L → ∞, η, versus τ−1
M . LR = LL = 1.4 and dout = 10−3,

10−2, 10−1, 100, and 101, with lighter colors corresponding to larger dout.

IV. CONCLUSIONS228

Here we addressed the movement ecology question of how preferred-location effects alter spatial spread229

at the population level. A growth-dispersal model with advective currents is introduced and solved230

to show how the populations adjust to habitat destruction depending on the position of the preferred231

location with respect to habitat edges. A matrix escape response has been incorporated (also as an232

advective/attraction term) and is turned on only for individuals located in the matrix. We have shown233

that the population size depends non-monotonically on attraction strengths. For an attraction center234

located near habitat edges, animals live around higher death rates and thus the total population decreases.235

For intermediate matrix escape response, death by competition inside the habitat is more important than236

the individual benefit of escaping from the matrix. This also leads to a decrease in total population.237

Our findings highlight the importance of considering preferred location effects into individual movement238

behavior and its consequences to the populations. In particular, our calculation shows that, for the239

same habitat size, different levels of preferred-location (and/or matrix escape response) strengths lead240

to significantly different population fractions of the corresponding infinite-habitat population. This is241
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expected to motivate new observational and theoretical work to further understand the role of several242

kinds of non-Brownian movement aspects in the persistence and spread of biological populations, including243

applications to conservation biology.244
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Self-propelled agents can spontaneously agglomerate into clusters, provided that stochastic reori-
entation rates are low. In 1D, the stationary cluster size distribution follows a known exponential
decay. Here we study how epidemics spread in spatially-structured scenarios. We develop a min-
imal lattice model for run-and-tumble particles which clusterize in narrow channels under a SIR
(susceptible-infected-recovered) dynamics. A rich behavior controlled by motility-induced aggrega-
tion arises. The temporal evolution of the number of infected individuals shows a sequence of peaks
resulting from individuals travelling between clusters. The final population fraction of ever-infected
individuals depends non-monotonically on the single-individual parameters. Apart from simula-
tions, we develop a mean-field theory for the SIR evolution and an individual-based kinetic theory
for the final population fractions. Our work may lead to insights into viral phage therapy against
bacterial infections, biochemical signaling between motile microorganisms, and social consensus.

I. INTRODUCTION

A central problem in epidemiology is how indi-
vidual motion affects epidemic spread [1]. More
broadly, this question concerns many dynamical
contexts where individual states are transmitted
by contact, whether among animals [2, 3], insects
[4], microorganisms [5], or other sorts of agents
[6]. Scenarios where individuals are not homoge-
neously distributed in space are particularly chal-
lenging [7]. Increasing attention has been paid
to models of self-propelled particles where infec-
tion rates emerge from individual motion rules [8–
14]. One example is the active Brownian parti-
cle (ABP) model, where the free-particle dynam-
ics corresponds to a constant self-propulsion ve-
locity whose direction undergoes rotational diffu-
sion [15–17]. This model has been largely used
to model animal movement, particularly bacteria
[16]. ABPs spontaneously agglomerate into clus-
ters even if subject to purely repulsive interac-
tions [18]. Such motility-induced clustering arises
as particles block each other due to low reorien-
tation rate, i.e., persistent motion. A stationary
cluster size distribution (CSD) is reached once the
rates of particle absorption and emission from the
clusters become equal [19]. The ratio between self-
propulsion speed and reorientation rate can be in-
terpreted as a proxy for the individual tendency of
agglomerating.

Recently, assuming a susceptible-infected-

∗ pablo.castro@ictp-saifr.org

recovered (SIR) scenario and two spatial di-
mensions (2D), the epidemic evolution of ABPs
infecting each other by contact was considered
[20]. For simplicity, a focus was given to pa-
rameters that do not allow for clustering. With
recovery turned off, the critical density above
which the entire system becomes infected was
analytically calculated from individual-based (or
“microscopic”) considerations. More recently,
the SIR contagion dynamics of self-propelled
particles in 2D with repulsive interactions and
polar alignment was investigated numerically [21].
Emerging spatial structures, such as bands and
clusters, were shown to strongly affect the final
fraction of ever-infected (recovered) individuals.

Another model, qualitatively similar to ABPs
[22] but simpler, is the run-and-tumble particle
(RTP), where the agent simply moves in a straight
line (‘run’) up to a random time instant where
a new random run direction is chosen (‘tumble’)
[23, 24]. RTPs are also frequently used to model
bacterial motion. For narrowly confined or one-
dimensional (1D) systems, e.g., bacteria which live
in long narrow soil or host pores, a number of the-
oretical difficulties are eliminated due to the fact
that particle order is fixed [25]. In particular, the
CSD of RTPs follows a known exponential decay
dependent on motion parameters and density [26].

In the present work, we investigate how epi-
demics spread in spatially-structured systems
of self-propelled particles in narrowly confined
spaces. Besides simulations, we develop two kinds
of theories. A computationally cheap model of
RTPs on a 1D discrete lattice is used [26]. Particle
alignment is absent, isolating the role of motility-
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induced clustering. Tackling the 1D version of
this problem is important in two fronts. First, it
models real-world narrowly confined systems. Sec-
ondly, it eases the trajectory towards the intricate
2D version, generating intuition on which features
to expect or not. In this direction, recently, 2D
simulations were used to study clustering effects on
the contagion dynamics of RTPs [27]. Differently
than there, here we focus on the role of individual
motion parameters, density, and recovery rate in
the evolution and final fraction of ever-infected in-
dividuals as well as in the effects of cluster-cluster
travels. Finally, in the 1D case studied here we
can explain simulation data analytically, a crucial
distinction from previous works.

Additional motivation includes the study of (i)
viral phage therapy against bacterial infections
[28–30], (ii) biochemical signaling between mi-
croorganisms [31, 32], and (iii) social consensus
[33, 34]. Also, as we shall see, in our model the
epidemics is mostly controlled by an interplay be-
tween recovery time and the reorientation plus
travel time between clusters. If individuals do
not recover quick enough, the epidemics contin-
ues. This resembles the spread of human diseases
across villages separated by distances covered in
large amounts of time [35, 36].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II
defines our RTP model and reviews analytical CSD
results, without contagion. Section III introduces
the SIR dynamics and presents simulation results
plus a mean-field explanation for them. Section IV
derives and validates a microscopic theory for the
final fraction of ever-infected individuals. Finally,
Section IV brings conclusions.

II. RUN-AND-TUMBLE CLUSTERING

We start by reviewing the clustering model
(without contagion) used below [26]. A discrete
periodic lattice in 1D is considered, with N = 2000
sites, M particles, and maximal occupancy of one
particle per site. Each particle has a director
(self-propulsion direction), towards left or right.
The dimensionless concentration is φ ≡ M/N .
Within each time step, M particles are selected
randomly and sequentially (particle repetition is
allowed but rare). With probability ν, the direc-
tor is redrawn. If the director points to an empty
neighboring site, the particle moves into it. The
initial state corresponds to random positions and
directors. The free-particle self-propulsion speed
fluctuates around v = 1. The resulting stationary
clustering behavior is shown in Fig. 1.

The CSD, defined as the average number of clus-
ters of size l, is denoted by Fc(l). Within the ap-

FIG. 1. Stationary clustering for φ = 0.2 for (top)
ν = 0.01 and (bottom) ν = 0.05, showing 300 time
steps after time step 107 and 500 sites.

proximation ν/v � φ, the distributions of cluster
and ‘gas’ region (i.e., empty region) sizes have been
shown to follow[26]

Fc(l) = Ac exp(−l/Lc), Fg(l) = Ag exp(−l/Lg),
(1)

where the average cluster and gas region sizes are

Lc =

√
2vφ

ν(1− φ) , Lg =

√
2v(1− φ)

νφ
, (2)

and the prefactors are

Ac = Nν (1− φ)
2v , Ag = Nνφ

2v . (3)

For the purpose of this work, it has been checked
that the above expressions still give sufficiently sat-
isfactory results even without ν/v � φ.

III. SIR DYNAMICS

We now introduce and simulate the SIR dynam-
ics. A particle is randomly selected, at time step
107 , to become infected, that is, after stationary
clustering has been reached. Within the same time
step, a new particle selection occurs. If it is in-
fected, its susceptible neighbors become infected
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(high transmissibility limit). With probability rrec,
the selected particle recovers. If it is susceptible
and any of its neighbors is infected (this is ob-
viously never the case when the total number of
infected particles is one), the selected particle be-
comes infected. As before, a new director may be
drawn. After that, if the director points to an
empty site, the particle moves. Random particle
selections continue until M particles are selected
within the same time step. The whole procedure
is repeated for the subsequent time steps until the
epidemics ends, i.e., the number of infected indi-
viduals becomes zero. The global SIR variables
are denoted as S, I, and R, with S + I +R = M ,
the total number of particles. The population frac-
tions are therefore fX ≡ X/M , where X = S, I,R,
with fS + fI + fR = 1.

Fig. 2 shows the temporal evolution of the
spatial configurations, affected by the clustering-
epidemic coupling. The space-time cone of in-
fection corresponds to an epidemic spread whose
speed is determined by the tumbling plus travel
time between clusters and the time needed for the
infection to spread within a cluster. The latter in-
creases linearly with cluster size. The smaller the
average gas region size, the easier to perceive the
cone becomes. As time progresses, recovered par-
ticles start to appear within the cone.

The evolution of the population fractions is
shown in Fig. 3. The susceptible fraction fS de-
creases in a sequence of jumps resulting from par-
ticles arriving in susceptible clusters and infecting
its individuals. The infected fraction fI shows a
corresponding series of peaks, with fI relaxing af-
ter each peak while particles travel between clus-
ters, until a new susceptible cluster is hit. This
relaxation is a result of the exponential temporal
decay arising from recovered individuals. (Actu-
ally, this picture gets averaged over right and left
sides.) The recovered fraction fR always increases
as particles cannot become re-infected.

FIG. 2. From left to right: φ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, ν = 0.005,
0.5, 0.5 and rrec = 0.001 for all. Color scheme in the
next figure.

FIG. 3. Parameter choice is irrelevant: 1D nature leads
to same general qualitative population fraction evolu-
tion for all parameter sets.

The realization averages 〈fX〉 is shown in Fig. 4.
It is obtained by averaging fX over 103 numerical
experiments starting from random homogeneous
position configurations. That is, in each experi-
ment the clusters end up forming in different po-
sitions, meaning that the travels and thus the epi-
demic peaks will mostly occur in different time in-
stants. As a result, the dynamics gets smoothed
out, and only a single averaged peak arises, corre-
sponding to the average instance of cluster-cluster
travels during which the particle becomes recov-
ered before reaching a new cluster. From now on,
we drop the brackets in the notation for the real-
ization averages, i.e., their notation are replaced
according to 〈X〉 → X and 〈fX〉 → fX.

FIG. 4. Realization average of population fractions.
As in the above figure, parameters choice is irrelevant.

A phenomenological mean-field theory explains
the data in Fig. 4. It can be framed in terms of
either X of fX, reading

dS

dt
= −β tanh [a(S − S∞)], (4)
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dI

dt
= β tanh [a(S − S∞)]− rrecI (5)

dR

dt
= rrecI (6)

where time t is measured in time step units (but
taken as continuous in the theory), X∞ ≡ X(t →
∞) for X = S, I,R, and a, β, and S∞ are positive
constants. In Eq. (4), if S − S∞ is high, i.e., far
from the final saturation, then tanh [a(S − S∞)] ≈
1. As a consequence, dS/dt is negative and con-
stant. This is because (i) even though the infec-
tion may be detained in some realizations because
the (right and left) infection-front leading parti-
cles will have not yet reached a new cluster, in
other ones it will have reached and the infection
will be advancing, and (ii) the 1D nature of the
problem means that the size of the infection-front
is constant, i.e., the increase of I does not lead to
an increase in the effective infection rate as all in-
fected particles but two (the leading ones) cannot
be in contact with susceptible particles, by defi-
nition. The tanh [a(S − S∞)] corresponds to the
final saturation process where, once S approaches
its final value S∞, the derivative dS/dt has to go
to zero to avoid negative S. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) gives the corresponding
increase in I whereas the second term gives a sim-
ple exponential decay of infected individuals into
recovered ones. Finally, the opposite of the lat-
ter term appears in Eq. (6), concluding the set of
equations.

The analytical solution of Eqs. (4)-(6) is
S(t) = S∞ + csch−1 (eaβt csch [a(M − S∞)]

)
/a,

I(t) = β

rrec

[
2f1

(
rrec
2aβ ;−e2aβt csch2 [a(M − S∞)]

)

−e−rrect 2f1

(
rrec
2aβ ;− csch2 [a(M − S∞)]

)]
,

R(t) = M − S(t)− I(t), (7)

where 2f1

(
rrec
2aβ ;x

)
≡ 2F1

(
1
2 ,

rrec
2aβ ; rrec

2aβ + 1;x
)

and
2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function [37].
Such phenomenological theory gives excellent re-
sults (see Fig. 4). The constants β, a, and S∞ can
be treated as fitting parameters, although here S∞
is derived from the microscopic theory in Section
IV.

IV. MICROSCOPIC THEORY

We now derive a microscopic theory for the (real-
ization average) total amount of ever-infected (re-

covered) particles at the end, R∞, where we re-
mind that X∞ ≡ X(t→∞) for X = S, I,R. This
will allow us to understand how the microscopic
parameters, namely ν, φ, and rrec, affect the af-
termath impact of the epidemics. By definition,
I∞ = 0 and thus S∞+R∞ = M . We calculate R∞
within the approximation where all clusters have
the average size Lc. Since the epidemics starts
mostly likely within a cluster, at least one cluster
becomes infected entirely, that is, the final number
of ever-infected particles R∞ is at least Lc. Once
the infection has reached a particle at the cluster
border, that particle has to flip and travel to the
neighbouring cluster in order for the epidemics to
continue. Let us denote as τb the flip plus travel
time. If during τb the particle recovers, the infec-
tion does not proceed. The infection will therefore
proceed with probability (1−rrec)τb for the left and
right sides. Assuming it has reached those clusters,
another 2Lc particles will be infected. The infec-
tion may then keep going, but only if the two first
right and left clusters, with respect to the the “cen-
tral”, initial cluster, had become infected. Thus,
the probability that a third and a fourth cluster
become infected (one on the left and the other on
the right) is (1−rrec)τb×(1−rrec)τb = (1−rrec)2τb .
In summary, a geometric series arises, and R∞ can
be written as

R∞ = Lc + 2Lc(1− rrec)τb + 2Lc(1− rrec)2τb + · · ·

= Lc


1 + 2

(Nc−1)/2∑

k=1
(1− rrec)kτb


 , (8)

where, on the right-hand-side of Eq. (8), there are
(Nc − 1)/2 terms after the first one, Nc being the
global amount of clusters, known analytically from
Eqs. (1) and (3).

Using the geometric series formula, the resulting
expression forR∞ is too long to be written here but
depends only on microscopic parameters, except
for the time to tumble and travel between clusters
τb which is yet to be derived. In a first approxi-
mation, τb can be calculated as τb ≡ 2/ν + Lg/v,
considering the time for a direction redrawn to give
a new direction (flip time) and assuming ballis-
tic motion between clusters. However, the non-
monotonic behavior of f∞R (ν) shown in Fig. 5 can-
not be captured with the ballistic approximation,
where f∞X ≡ fX(t→∞). Initially, by increasing ν,
one has that particles flip more frequently and thus
escape more easily from the cluster. At the same
time, the average cluster size decreases but the av-
erage gas region size too. For higher ν, f∞R (ν) in-
creases less strongly with ν. By further increasing
ν, f∞R (ν) starts to decrease with ν. This is be-
cause particles travel diffusively between clusters,
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due to stochastic tumbling, and therefore will typ-
ically flip midway, detaining the advance of the in-
fection. The mean-squared displacement of a RTP
in 1D, that is, the MSD(t) expression in terms of
ν and v [38], can be inverted and used to calculate
the associated diffusive travel time MSD−1(L2

g), re-
placing the ballistic travel time in the calculation
of τb above, i.e., τb = 2/ν + MSD−1(L2

g). Such
correction is indeed sufficient to capture the non-
monotonic behavior of f∞R (ν), as shown in Fig. 5,
whereas the ballistic approximation gives only a
monotonic behavior.

FIG. 5. Total fraction of infected versus ν.

The density dependence f∞R (φ) is also cap-
tured by the microscopic theory, as shown in
Fig. 6. Counterintuitively, the final fraction of
ever-infected individuals may decrease with φ in
a range of low to intermediate φ. To understand
this behavior, let us look into the dependence on φ
of the factors in Eq. (8), divided by Mφ to give f∞R .
For φ < 0.5, increasing φ increases the number of
clusters Nc, up to a maximum at φ = 0.5. Beyond
that, the number of clusters decreases as particles
attach to exiting clusters rather than forming new
ones. If it was possible to increase Nc alone keep-
ing ν, v, and φ fixed, the effect would be to de-
crease R∞ since more clusters would correspond
to more chances for the just-infected particle to
recover while flipping plus travelling between be-
tween clusters. Since ν, v, and φ parameters de-
termine Nc as well as the other factors of Eq. (8),
namely τb and Lc, a complex set of non-monotonic
dependences arises. Considering that φ increases
Nc for φ < 0.5 contributing to reducing R∞, we
will focus on whether the other φ dependences
corroborate with such decrease. This is because
f∞R (φ) ∼ Lc(φ)/φ. As expected, the theory also
shows that f∞R (φ = 0) = 0 and f∞R (φ = 1) = 1.

FIG. 6. Total final fraction of infected versus φ.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied the contagion of spon-
taneously agglomerating self-propelled particles in
narrowly-confined scenarios. At first, by decreas-
ing motion persistence, v/ν, the total final fraction
of infected particles increases. That is because par-
ticles leave clusters sooner and then infect other
clusters. However, by further decreasing persis-
tence, the total final fraction of infected particles
decreases. The reason why is that particles move
more diffusively, flipping back towards their “orig-
inal” clusters, before infecting other clusters.

In principle, additional improvements could be
made in the theoretical approaches. In the phe-
nomenological approach, all three constants may,
in principle, be derived microscopically. The mi-
croscopic theory itself could use the entire distri-
butions rather than only the average cluster and
gas sizes. These improvements, however, are not
necessary to capture the essence of th clustering-
epidemic coupling, as shown above.

On the other hand, more relevant future di-
rections include incorporating 2D effects as well
as other SIR-like processes such as exposure, re-
infection and death [3]. Our results provides in-
sights into how active clustering plays distinct roles
in the efficiency of epidemics.
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We investigate how different levels of chemotaxis can alter the optimal movement strategy in
random searches such as animal foraging. Lévy walkers are studied in 1D in the presence of a near
and a far target. Each target produces a stationary concentration of scent molecules, exponentially
decaying with distance. The concentration gradient is used by the searcher to increase its probability
of choosing the near-target direction. Without scent, by employing very long steps in the far-target
direction, finding a target is guaranteed, but at the cost of a long walk. Conversely, by employing very
small steps, the searcher may get stuck in between targets for a long time. The optimal strategy
corresponds to a certain superdiffusive balance between short and long steps. At intermediate
scent spread length, however, a discontinuous transition occurs, over which the optimal strategy
becomes completely Brownian since large steps would risk placing the searcher too far from where
the scent is useful. At even higher scent spread length, a second discontinuous transition occurs, now
“backwards”: the scent profile becomes so flat that, despite far reaching, it cannot be useful. Our
results shine a light on how the degree of external information sampling changes optimal foraging
strategies for searchers in scarce environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

A multitude of biological species search for cru-
cial ecological resources—such as food, water and
mates—by effectively performing a random walk
whose distribution of displacement lengths is simi-
lar to that of a Lévy walker [1, 2]. The most com-
monly studied distribution of displacement lengths
characterizing a Lévy walker (LW) is the power-law
or Lévy/Pareto distribution:

p(`) ∼ `−µ for ` ∈ [`min, `max]. (1)

In the LW model, each new displacement has a
length drawn from distribution (1), with µ being
the only parameter of the distribution, whereas
the direction of the move is completely random
[3]. Within this model, the average travelled dis-
tance to find an item has a global minimum for
µ ≈ 2. This optimal foraging result is consistent
with experimental data for bees and deer, among
other species [4].

Based on a one-dimensional (1D) analysis, it can
be shown that the mechanism by which a Lévy
random walker can optimize target encounters in
the presence of a “near” and a “far” target, under
information-deprived scenarios, consists of com-
bining an optimal diffusivity (optimally enhanced
diffusion) with a minimal diffusion constant [5].
The search dynamics adequately balances between
finding near and far targets, while, at the same
time, shifts the optimal balance towards relatively
larger near-to-far target encounter ratios.

∗ pablo.castro@ictp-saifr.org
† ricardom@ictp-saifr.org

Here we model random searches under the ef-
fects of a scent concentration profile emitted by
a target and processed by the olfactory system of
the searcher. This is incorporated by introducing
a directional bias whose intensity depends on the
distances to the targets. Instead of performing the
search “in the dark”, useful information is available
at each new random choice of direction, which in
turn becomes biased towards the near-target direc-
tion. That is, the (gradient of the) concentration
of scent molecules is used to improve the probabil-
ity of choosing the best direction. In particular, we
study how optimal motion strategies may change
in the presence of such chemotaxis-like information
sampling [6, 7].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we lay down the mathematical details and assump-
tions of our model. Section III shows our main re-
sults obtained from simulations plus a theoretical
validation of them. In Section IV we discuss our
results and conclude with future directions.

II. MODEL

A. Landscape configuration

. We consider a search process in 1D in which
the searcher moves to the right with probability p+
and to the left with probability p−. The searcher
starts each search at a distance x0 from a target
(the “near” target) and λ−x0 from the other (the
“far” target). Both targets emit signal cues that,
when sensed by the searcher, bias its movement to-
wards the nearest target. We treat each emitting
target as a punctual sources of odor cues. Cues
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are emitted at constant rate γemission, decay with
constant rate γdecay and diffuse with diffusion con-
stant D. The combination of these three processes
leads to a stationary profile of cues concentration
that decays exponentially with the distance from
the target [8]:

C(x) = γemission

2
√
γdecayD

exp
(
−
√
γdecay
D
|x− xtarget|

)
,

(2)
where x is the position of the searcher (see Fig. 1).
For simplicity, we set γemission = γdecay = 1, and
use the square root of the diffusion constant, that
is, the scent spread length λs ≡

√
D/γdecay, as

the only parameter that controls the range of the
interaction between the target and the searcher.
See Fig. 2 for a schematics of the model.

FIG. 1. Cues concentration profile around target
for different levels of signal spread length λs ≡√
D/γdecay: higher peak (blue): λs = 1.58; lower peak

(red): λs = 3.16. Inset: zoom-in to show the two
curves crossing each other either side of the target.

B. Search strategy

. We consider search strategies as the combi-
nation of gathering information from the environ-
ment and moving. At every time step, the individ-
ual decides whether to sample the gradient of cues
or not and then makes a displacement of length
`. Information gathering occurs with probability
s, mimicking a cost involved in processing cues. If
the searcher does not measure the concentration
of cues, then p±(x) = 1/2; if it decides to evalu-
ate the concentration of cues, the probabilities of
moving to the right or the left are, respectively,

p±(x) = 1
2 ± α

[
C ′−(x) + C ′+(x)

]
, (3)

provided that the RHS is between 0 and 1 since
these are probabilities; otherwise the probability

FIG. 2. Schematics of model. More in the main text.
(a) Radius of vision. (b) Initial position at distance
x0 from near target. The dynamics can be interpreted
as being performed in a periodic distribution of fixed
targets with spatial period λ where the searcher re-
sumes searching, after finding a target, at a distance
x0 again, either side of the found target. (c) Sketch of
search dynamics between two targets, defined as near
and far target based on the initial position. Similar to
figure in Ref. [5] without scent concentration profile.

assumes the saturated values 0 or 1 accordingly.
In Eq. (3), the effect of the gradient of the total
concentration of cues is to bias the movement of
the searcher in the direction in which the gradient
of cues increases, which has to be the direction
of the nearest target. That is, the LW undergoes
chemotaxis. Here α is a sensitivity to the cues
parameter that regulates the strength of the bias.
In simple terms, animals such as dogs would have
high α whereas humans would have low α.

Once the direction is randomly chosen, the
length of the displacement is drawn from a Lévy
distribution (1) and thus depends on the individ-
ual pattern of movement characterized by the µ
parameter. Different types of movement represent
different ways of combining short and long-range
displacements and thus of alternating between ex-
ploitative and explorative modes of searching. We
can therefore define a search strategy in terms of
its movement and the probability of processing the
concentration of cues, (µ, s), where µ→∞ recov-
ers Brownian motion and µ → 0 a uniform distri-
bution of displacement lengths. A search is con-
sidered finished once the searcher hits a position
within a distance rv (radius of vision) of the target.
If the last drawn length makes the searcher cross
the closest point defined by the radius of vision or
even the target position, the actual displacement
length is registered as being only up to the radius
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of vision point. A new search then starts at a dis-
tance x0 from the found target. Mid-search reset-
ting, where the searcher gives up and starts the
search over after a certain amount of time without
finding any items, is not considered here [9]. A
summary of the used parameters can be found in
Table I. Also, we use `min = 1 and `max = 104 to
truncate the Lévy distribution.

Parameter class Symbol Meaning Value

Environment
λ Size of the landscape 1000
λs Scent cues spread length variable
x0 Initial position variable

Search strategy µ Type of movement variable
s Probability of info sampling variable

Physiological α Accuracy in gradient sensing variable
rv Radius of vision 1

TABLE I. Parameters table.

C. Measuring search efficiency

. Because we assume that the forager moves at
constant speed v = 1 (our time step is ∆t = 1),
optimal search strategies will be characterized by
a minimum average travelled distance to a target,
〈L〉. Additionally, we also measure the probability
of finding the near target, which in turn is denoted
by a “0”, or the far target, denoted by a “λ”, that
is, p0 and pλ, which obey p0 +pλ = 1. The average
travelled distance corresponding to each type of
target are 〈L0〉 and 〈Lλ〉. All these observables
are related to each other through

〈L〉 = p0〈L0〉+ (1− p0)〈Lλ〉. (4)

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3a shows our results for 〈L〉(µ) for different
values of λs (whereas Fig. 3b shows other repre-
sentations of the data). For small λs, the behav-
ior is similar to that of the case without scent ef-
fects. A global minimum is observed around µ ≈ 2.
This can be explained as follows. By employing
very long steps in the far-target direction, finding
a target is guaranteed, but at the cost of a long
walk. Conversely, by employing very small steps,
the searcher may get stuck in between the two tar-
gets for a long time since there is no strong direc-
tional bias towards the nearest target. The opti-
mal strategy corresponds to a superdiffusive bal-
ance between short and long steps. Although the
derivative of 〈L〉(µ) decays with µ at high µ until
eventually becoming negative, this is not enough to
make the Brownian case (calculated by restricting

all displacements to have length ` = 1, correspond-
ing to µ → ∞) more efficient than the superdiffu-
sive µ ≈ 2 minimum.

At intermediate λs, a discontinuous transition
occurs. In fact, by increasing λs from low to in-
termediate values, the high µ part of the 〈L〉(µ)
curve lowers until it becomes lower than the now
local minimum around µ ≈ 2. Unlike Ref. [5], here
we also present data for µ > 3 in order to properly
understand the global behavior across the range of
λs. The argument in Ref. [5] is that µ ≥ 3 corre-
sponds to a finite variance and therefore the walker
is no longer a LW, effectively converging to a Brow-
nian walker due to the Central Limit Theorem. We
do not use that argument here since the time dura-
tion to converge to Brownian motion may change
wildly by varying our parameters.

FIG. 3. (a) Average travelled distance 〈L〉 versus Lévy
walk exponent µ for various values of the scent spread
length λs (increasing from purple to blue to green).
The higher the µ, the more “Brownian”. Other param-
eters: the total number of items found or searches is
Nfound = 107, s = 0.5, x0 = 2, and α = 103. (b) Same
data as in (a) but now plotting 〈L〉 versus λs for fixed
µ as indicated. Inset: merging data in (a) and (b) into
a “heat map”.

The optimal µopt(λs) is summarized in Fig. 4a.
The superdiffusive-to-Brownian and Brownian-to-
superdiffusive discontinuous transitions of optimal-
ity define three regions. As expected, the limits
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λs → 0 and λs → ∞, i.e., no chemotactic gra-
dient, lead to the same optimal µ. To show the
robustness of these transitions, we plot the effec-
tive persistence length `eff

p , defined as the average
displacement between actual changes of direction
(measured over many item findings and consider-
ing that the last displacement ends when the item
is found). (Similarly, an effective µeff that incor-
porates directional bias could be defined.) This
quantity does not “know” about chemotactic sam-
pling: it only sees the trajectories. Still, Fig. 4b
shows that similar superdiffusive-Brownian transi-
tions are found in `eff

p versus λs, where, for each λs,
it is used µ = µopt(λs). The same qualitative be-
havior is found for initial positions x0 = 5, 10, and
20, with similar quantitative values for `eff

p in each
optimality range (data not shown). Fig. 4c shows
a single trajectory, from the initial position up un-
til the searcher finds the target, for each optimal-
ity region, with corresponding λs and µopt in each
case. These simulated trajectories are shown for
merely illustrative purposes since our optimality
statements refer to the average travelled distance
and are therefore statistical properties.

Changing other parameters can change the sizes
of the optimality regions shown in Fig. 4a. As il-
lustration, Fig. 5a shows µopt vs λs for distinct
values of chemotactic sensitivity α. For smaller α,
the region where Brownian is the optimal strategy
shrinks. For α = 10, it is already absent. That is,
even though the searcher can perform chemotaxis,
this feature is so weak that it does not change the
kind of motion pattern qualitatively, that is, Brow-
nian never becomes optimal no matter the value
of λs. For α < 1 (data not shown), the curve is
essentially flat, meaning that chemotaxis play no
role in determining the optimal µ, not even quan-
titatively. A similar behavior occurs for decreasing
signal sampling probability s (data not shown).

The effect of increasing the search initial po-
sition is to decrease µopt (more ballistic) in the
region where superdiffusive strategy is optimal—
see Fig. 5b. This is because the searcher starts
farther from the near target and thus it needs to
take more long steps since it cannot reach the near
target as frequently and quickly as before (on the
other hand, the far target distance does not change
much, in relative terms). The transition values
of λs change as well. The low-λs transition oc-
curs at higher λs than before since the cues con-
centration profile needs to reach farther now to
start affecting the searcher around its initial po-
sition. The high-λs transition occurs at higher λs
for x0 = 5 and at lower λs for x0 = 10, compared to
the case x0 = 2. Presumably, this non-monotonic
effect kicks in once the distance to the near target
is large enough that the cues concentration profile

FIG. 4. (a) Optimal µ versus λs in linear-log scale.
(b) Effective persistence length `eff

p versus λs in linear-
log scale. For each λs, it is used µ = µopt(λs) from
(a). (c) In blue, three single trajectories (time is shown
along the vertical and the position along the horizontal
direction) for λs = 0.1, 7.5, 750, from left to right. The
values of µ for each trajectory are µopt(λs), i.e., µopt ≈
2, µopt → ∞, and, again, µopt ≈ 2, respectively, as
given in (a). Notice the different temporal and spatial
scales across the three figures. In green, three single
trajectories for the same values λs = 0.1, 7.5, 750 from
left to right but for the “wrong” µ, i.e., µopt → ∞,
µopt ≈ 2, and, again, µopt → ∞, respectively. Other
parameters as in Fig. 3.

from the far target affects the search more sig-
nificantly, which can occur if λs is large enough.
Notice that for x0 = 10, the superdiffusive expo-
nent already becomes the most ballistic possible,
µopt = 1. Increasing x0 beyond x0 = 10 is compu-
tationally expensive since the total travelled dis-
tance increases exponentially with x0.

To obtain further insight into the influence of
chemotaxis, Fig. 6a shows the fraction of near tar-
gets p0 versus λs. For µ→∞, the motion is Brow-
nian and therefore almost all targets that end up
being found are near targets. This makes sense
since the searcher performs small steps and thus it
is likely to find the near target before moving too
far, even if this occurs only after travelling a large
distance composed of many small steps. This is
the case when Brownian motion is not the optimal
strategy. For highly ballistic motion such as with
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a

b

FIG. 5. (a) Optimal µ versus λs in linear-log scale for
various values of α. The region where Brownian is the
optimal behavior shrinks with decreasing chemotactic
sensitivity and vanishes completely at finite α. (b)
Same as (a) but for fixed α and varying x0. Other
parameters as in Fig. 3.

µ = 1.1, the searcher can perform long steps in
the “wrong” direction, moving away from the near
target, and therefore there are many instances in
which the found target is the far target, hence why
p0 is smaller. For intermediate λs, the searcher be-
comes strongly biased towards the near target and
thus p0 increases. To confirm this picture, Figs. 6b
shows the travelled distance versus µ for each type
of target for small and intermediate λs.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In some specific ecological scenarios, optimal-
ity may involve other considerations than the ones
present here. For instance, an equilibrium between
near versus far target encounters may be neces-
sary to avoid overexploitation of the near target,
that is, that the near target becomes incapable of
providing resources, thus forcing the searcher to
walk longer distances. As we have seen, for a range
of intermediate values of λs, µ → ∞ is the opti-
mal strategy for minimizing the travelled distance.
However, we have found that increasing µ leads to
an increase in the frequency of near-target findings
p0 (data not shown).

Our qualitative results are expected to hold for
any kind of persistent-motion random walker, e.g.,
the run-and-tumble dynamics used to model bac-
terial motion [10, 11]. The same principle would
apply: by increasing chemotactic bias, the walker
is better off being less persistent in order to be able
to “use” the bias around a target and avoid moving
away from it “accidentally”. Our results indicate
that in more applied scenarios such as sperm navi-
gation [6] and bacterial chemotaxis towards nutri-
ents [7], or even T-cells searching for bacteria [12],

FIG. 6. (a) Fraction of near targets p0 versus λs for µ =
1.1 (“ballistic”, blue squares) and µ → ∞ (Brownian,
purple filled circles). (b) Travelled distance for (main
figure) near and (inset) far targets versus µ for λs =
0.1 (blue filled circles) and λs = 100 (yellow squares).
In the inset, the “noise” in the data for high µ is a
consequence of having only a few instances where the
far target is found. Other parameters as in Fig. 3.

by increasing the spread of concentration profile
of the signalling molecules too much, the searcher
may become overwhelmed and not be able to de-
tect large gradients that could help guide it. These
are questions for future research.
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